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Prefoce

The essay that follows is the first full published report on a
project originally conceived almost fffteen years ago. At that
time I was a graduate student in theoretical physics already
within sight of the end of my dissertation. A fortunate involve-
ment with an experimental college course treating physical
science for the non-scientist provided my ffrst exposure to the
history of science. To my complete suqprise, that exposure to
out-of-date scientiffc theory and practice radically undermined
some of my basic conceptions about the nature of science and
the reasons for its special success.

Those conceptions were ones I had previously drawn partly
from scientiffc training itself and partly from a long-standing
avocational interest in the philosophy of science. Somehow,
whatever their pedagogic utility and their abstract plausibility,
those notions did not at all fft the enterprise that historical study
displayed. Yet they were and are fundamental to many dii-
cussions of science, and their failures of verisimilitude therefore
seemed thoroughly worth pursuing. The result was a drastic
shift in my_ career plans, a shift from physics to history of sci-
ence and then, gradually, from relatively straightforward his-
torical problems back to the more philosophical concerns that
had initially led me to history. Except foi a few articles, this
essay is the ff-rst of my published works in which these early
concerns are dominant.In_some part it is an attempt to explain
to myself and_ to friends how I happened to be dt"*tt ito*
science to its history in the first place.

- Yr fi1st opportunity to pursue in depth some of the ideas set
forth below was provided by three y"atr as a Junior Fellow of
the society of Fellows of Harvard uttiversity. without that
period of freedom ihe transition to a new ffeld of study would
have been far more difficult and might not have been alhieved.
Part of !/ time in those years was devoted to history of science
proper. In particular I continued to study the writings of Alex-
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Prefoce

andre Koyr6 and ffrst encountered those of Emile Meyerson,
H6ldne Metzger, and Anneliese Maier.r More clearly than most
other recent scholars, this group has shown what it was like to
think scientiffcally in a period when the canons of scientiffc
thought were very different from those current today. Though
I increasingly question a few of their particular historical inter-
pretations, their works, together with A. O. Loveioy's Great
Chain of Being, have been second only to primary source ma-
terials in shaping my conception of what the history of scientiffc
ideas can be.

Much of my time in those years, however, was spent explor-
ing fields without apparent relation to history of science but in
which research now discloses problems like the ones history was
bringing to my attention. A footnote encountered by chance
led me to the experiments by which Jean Piaget has illuminated
both the various worlds of the growing child and the process
of transition from one to the next.2 One of my colleagues set me
to reading papers in the psychology of perception, particularly
the Gestalt psychologists; another introduced me to B. L.
Whorf's speculations about the effect of language on world
view; and W. V. O. Quine opened for me the philosophical
puzzles of the analytic-synthetic distinction.s That is the sort of
random exploration that the Society of Fellows permits, and
only through it could I have encountered Ludwik Fleck's almost
unknown monograph, Entstehung und. Entu;icklung einer usis-

1 Particularly infuential were Alexandre Koyr6, Etud.es Galll4ennes (8 raols.;
Paris, 1939); Emile Meyerson, Identity ard Reality, trans. Kate Loewenberg
( New York, 1980 ); H6l0ne Metzger, Lei dnarines chlmiqtns en Frarrce du illbit
du XVlle d la fin du )(Vllle stdcle (Pans, 1923), and Nerotoa, Stalil, Boeilwaoe
a Ia doailrc chimiquc (Paris, 1930); and Anneliese Maier, Db Vorhufet GaIh
Leis im 74. Iahrhutderf ("Studien zur Nahrrphilosophie der Spltscholastik";
Rome, f949).

2 Because they &splayed concepts and processes that also emerge directly from
the history of science, two sets of Piaget's investigations proved particularly im-
portant: ihe Childs Cotrceptbn of C"ausotity, Ea"ns. Mar'j,orie Cibain (Loidoru
1930), and Les rwtions de moutsement et de oltesse clvzfenlont (Paris, f946).

8 Whorfs papers have since been collected by John B. Carroll, Langtnge,
Thouglt, atd, Realitg-Seleaed Wfitings of Beniaiin Lee Wlwt (New-Yoik,
f 956). Quine has presented his views in "Two Dogmas of Empiricisrn," reprinted
in his From a Logical Pokrt ol Viruu: (Cambridge, Mass., l95g), pp. 20-,1O.
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Preloce

settsclwftlichen Tatsache (Basel, 1935), an essay that antici-

ences to either these works or conversations below, I am
debted to them in more ways than I can now reconstruct or
evaluate.

During my last year as a Junior Fellow, an invitation to lec-
ture for the Lowell Institute in Boston provided a first chance
to try out my still developing notion of science. The result was
a series of eight publie lectures, delivered during March, 1951,
on "The Quest for Physical Theory." h the next year I began
to teach history of science proper, and for almost a decade the
problems of instructing in a field I had never systematically
studied left little time for explicit articulation of the ideas that
had first brought me to it. Fortunately, however, those ideas
proved a source of implicit orientation and of some problem-
structure for much of my more advanced teaching. I therefore
have my students to thank for invaluable lessons both about
the viability of my views and about the techniques appropriate
to their effective communieation. The same problems and orien-
tation give unity to most of the dominantly historical, and ap-
parently diverse, studies I have published since the end of my
fellowship. Several of them deal with the integral part played
by one or another metaphysic in creative scientific research.
Others examine the way in which the experimental bases of a
new theory arc accumulated and assimilated by men committed
to an incompatible older theory. In the process they describe
the type of development that I have below called the "emer-
gence" of a new theory or discovery. There are other such ties
besides.

The ffnal stage in the development of this essay began
with an invitation to spend the yeir 1958-59 at the cinter for
Advanced studies in the Behavioral sciences. once again I was
able to give undivided attention to the problems discussed
below. Even more important, spending the year in a community

tx
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composed predominantly of social scientists confronted me
with unanticipated problems about the differences between
such communities and those of the natural scientists among
whom I had been trained. Particularly, I was struck by the
number and extent of the overt disagreements between social
scientists about the nature of legitimate scientific problems and
methods. Both history and acquaintance made me doubt that
practitioners of the natural sciences possess firmer or more
perm_anent answers to such questions than their colleagues in
social science. Yet, somehow, the practice of astronomy, physics,
chemistry, or biology normally fails to evoke the controversies

time provide model problems and solutions to a community of
practitioners. Onee that piece of my puzzle fell into place, a
draft of this essay emerged rapidly.

The subsequent history of that draft need not be recounted
here, but a few words must be said about the form that it has
preserved through revisions. Until a ffrst version had been com-

much indebted to them, particularly to Charles Morris, for
wielding the essential goad and for advising me about the

an essay rather than the full-scale book my subiect will ulti-
mately demand.

Since my most fundamental obiective is to urge a change in

x



Prefoce

the perception and evaluation of familiar data, the schematic
character of this first presentation need be no drawback. On the
contrary, readers whose own research has prepared them for the
sort of reorientation here advocated may find the essay form
both more suggestive and easier to assimilate. But it has dis-
advantages as well, and these may iustify ̂ y illustrating at the
very start the sorts of extension in both scope and depth that I
hope ultimately to include in a longer version. Far more histori-
cal evidence is available than I have had space to exploit below.
Furthermore, that evidence comes from the history of biological
as well as of physical science. My decision to deal here exclu-
sively with the latter was made partly to increase this essay's
coherence and partly on grounds of present competence. In
addition, the view of science to be developed here suggests the
potential fruitfulness of a number of new sorts of research, both
historical and sociological. For example, the manner in which
anomalies, or violations of expectation, attract the increasing
attention of a scientiffc community needs detailed study, as
does the emergence of the crises that may be induced by re-
peated failure to make an anomaly conform. Or again, if I am
right that each scientific revolution alters the historical perspec-
tive of the community that experiences it, then that change of
perspective should afrect the structure of postrevolutionary
textbooks and research publications. One such effect-a shift in
the distribution of the technical literature cited in the footnotes
to research reports-ought to be studied as a possible index to
the occurrence of revolutions.

The need for drastic condensation has also forced me to fore-
go discussion of a number of maior problems. My distinction
between the pre- and the post-paradigm periods in the develop-
ment of a science is, for example, much too schematic. Each of
the schools whose competition characterizes the earlier period
is guided by something much like a paradigm; there are circum-
stances, though I think them rare, under which two paradigms
can coexist peacefully in the later period. Mere possession of a
paradigm is not quite a sufficient criterion for the develop-
mental transition discussed in Section II. More important, ex-
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cept in occasional brief asides, I have said nothing about the
role of technological advance or of external social, economic,
and intellectual conditions in the development of the sciences.
One need, however, look no further than Copernicus and the
calendar to discover that external conditions may help to trans-
form a mere anomaly into a source of acute crisis. The same
example would illustrate the way in which conditions outside
the sciences may influence the range of alternatives available to
the man who seeks to end a crisis by proposing one or another
revolutionary reform.r Explicit consideration of effects like
these would not, I think, modify the main theses developed in
this essay, but it would zurely add an analytic dimension of
ffrst-rate importance for the understanding of scientific advance.

Finally, and perhaps most important of all, limitations of
space have drastically affected my treatment of the philosoph-
ical implications of this essay's historically oriented view of
science. Clearly, there are such implications, and I have tried
both to point out and to document the main ones. But in doing
so I have usually refrained from detailed discussion of the
various positions taken by contemporary philosophers on the
corresponding issues. Where I have indicated skepticism, it has
more often been directed to a philosophical attitude than to
any one of its fully articulated expressions. As a result, some of
those who know and work within one of trhose articulated posi-
tions may feel that I have missed their point. I think they will
be wrong, but this essay is not calculated to convince them. To
attempt that would have required a far longer and very different
sort of book.

The autobiographical fragments with which this preface
r These factors are discussed in T. S. Kuhn, The CopemlcanReoohnbn: Phtp-
y Astronomg in the Deoelopment_of Westen firougl* (Cambridge, Mass.,tury AfiotwmV in the Deoelopment of Western flwugl* (Cambridge, Mass.,

1957), pp. 12?-32, 27|.l-^71. Other effects of external intellectual and-economic
cundifio-ni upon substantive scientiffc development are illustrated in mv DaDers.condiuons upon evelopment are illusEated in mv Daners.

rle of Simultaneous Discovery," er*;bol
condiuorxr upon substaDtive scieDtrtrc development are ruusrated in my Dalrers.
"Consenratioln of Energy as an Example of Simultaneous Discovery," er*;/lcol
koblemt lnthe HMor{'ol Science, ed.-trlarshall Clagett (Madison,liris., lg59),koblems ln the Hfrtory of Science, ed. Marshall Clagett ( Madison,
pp. 821-5-6; "E-ngineering kecedent for the Work o{ Sadi Carnot,'pp. 821-56; "Engineering Precedent for the Work o[ Sadi Carnot," Archloes l*
tenatUnules thi*oire d,as ccbtwes, XIII ( 1960), 247-5li and 'Sadi Carnot and
the Cagnard Engine," Isis, LII ( 196l ), 567:l4.It is, therefore, only with lespect
to the problens iliscussed in tl'is essay that I take the role of externil factors t6 be
rninor.
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opens will serve to acknowledge what I can recognize of my
main debt both to the works of scholarship and to the instihr-
tions that have helped give form to my thought. the remainder
of that debt I shall try to discharge by citation in the pages that
follow. Nothing said above or below, however, will more than
hint at the number and nature of my personal obligations to the
many individuals whose suggestions and criticisms have at one
time or another sustained and directed my intellectual develop-
ment. Too much time has elapsed since the ideas in this essay
began to take shape; a list of all those who may properly ffnd
some signs of their infuence in its pages would be almost co-
extensive with a list of my friends and acquaintances. Under
the circumstances, I must restrict myseU to the few most signif-
icant infuences that even a faulty memory will never entirely
suPPress.

It was |ames B. Conant, trhen president of Harvard Univer-
sity, who ffrst introduced me to the history of science and thus
initiated the transformation in my conception of the nature of
scientiffc advance. Ever since that process began, he has been
generous of his ideas, criticisms, and time-including the time
required to read and suggest important changes in the draft of
my manuscript. Leonard K. Nash, with whom for ffve years I
taught the historically oriented c€urse that Dr. Conant had
started, was an even more active collaborator during the years
when my ideas ffrst began to take shape, and he has been much
missed during the later stages of their development. Fortunate-
ly, however, after my departure from Cambridge, his place as
creative sounding board and more was assumed by my Berkeley
colleague, Stanley Cavell. That Cavell, a philosopher mainly
concerned with ethics and aesthetics, should have reached con-
clusions quite so congruent to my own has been a constant
source of stimulation and enoouragement to me. He is, further-
more, the only person with whom I have ever been able to ex-
plore my ideas in incomplete sentences. That mode of com-
munication attests an understanding that has enabled him to
point me the way through or around several maior barriers en-
courtered while preparing my first manuscript.

xill
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Since that version was drafted, many other friends have
helped with its reformulation. They will, I think, forgive me if
I name only the four whose contributions proved most far-
reaching and decisive: Paul K. Feyerabend of Berkeley, Ernest
Nagel of Columbia, H. Pierre Noyes of the Lawrence Radiation
Laborator/, and my student, John L. Heilbron, who has often
worked closely with me in preparing a ffnal version for the press.
I have found all their reservations and suggestions extremely
helpful, but I have no reason to believe (and some reason to
doubt) that either they or the others mentioned above approve
in its entirety the manuscript that results.

My ffnal acknowledgments, to my parents, wife, and children,
must be of a rather different sort. In ways which I shall prob-
ably be the last to recognize, each of them, too, has contributed
intellectual ingredients to my work. But they have also, in vary-
ing degrees, done something more important. They have, that
is, let it go on and even encouraged my devotion to it. Anyone
who has wrestled with a project like mine will recognize what it
has occasionally cost them. I do not know how to give them
thanks.

T. S. K.
lBxlrrr.gv, Cer.rronxr.l

February 1962
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l. Introduclion; A Role for History

from which each new scientiffc generation leams to practice its
trade. Inevitably, however, the aim of such books is persuasive
and pedagogc; a concept of science drawn fiom them is no
more likely to fft the enteqprise that produced them than an
image of a national culture drawn from a tourist brochure or a
language text. This essay attempts to show that we have been
misled by them in fundamental ways. Its aim is a sketch of the
quite different concept of science that can emerge from the
historical record of the research activity itseU.

Even from history, however, trhat new concept will not be
forthcoming if historical data continue to be sought and scruti-
nized mainly to answer questions posed by the unhistorical
stereotype drawn from science texts. Those texts have, for
example, often seemed to imply that the content of science is
uniquely exemplified by the observations, laws, and theories
described in their pages. Almost as regularly, the same books
have been read as saying that scientific methods are simply the
ones illustrated by the manipulative techniques used in gather-
ing textbook data, together with the logical operations em-
ployed when relating those data to the textbook's theoretical
generalizations. The result has been a concept of science with
profound implications about its nature and development.

If science is the constellation of facts, theories, and methods
collected in current texts, then scientists are the men who, suc-
cessfully or not, have striven to contribute one or another ele-
ment to that particular cunstellation. Scientiffc development be-
comes the piecemeal process by which these items have been
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added, singly and in combination, to the ever growing stockpile
that constitutes scientific technique and knowledge. And history
of science becomes the discipline that chronicles both these
successive increments and the obstacles that have inhibited
their accumulation. Concerned with scientiffc development, the
historian then appears to have two main tasks. On the one hand,
he must determine by what man and at what point in time each
contemporary scientiffc fact, law, and theory was discovered or
invented. On the other, he must deseribe and explain the con-
geries of error, myth, and superstition that have inhibited the
more rapid accumulation of the constituents of the modern
science text. Much research has been directed to these ends, and
some still is.

In recent years, however, a few historians of science have
been finding it more and more difficult to fulffl the functions
that the concept of development-by-accumulation assigns to
them. As chroniclers of an incremental proctss, they discover
that additional research makes it harder, not easier, to answer
questions like: When was oxygen discovered? Who first con-
ceived of energy conservation? Increasingly, a few of them sus-
pect that these are simply the wrong sorts of questions to ask.
Perhaps science does not develop by the accumulation of indi-
vidual discoveries and inventions. Simultaneously, these same
historians confront growing difffculties in distinguishing the
"scientific" component of past observation and belief from what
their predecessors had readily labeled "elTor" and "supersti-
tion." The more carefully they study, say, Aristotelian dynamics,
phlogistic chemistry, or caloric thermodynamics, the more cer-
tain they feel that those once current views of nature were, as a
whole, neither less scientific nor more the product of human
idiosyncrasy than those current today. If these out-of-date be-
liefs are to be called myths, then myths can be produced by the
same sorts of methods and held for the same sorts of reasons
that now lead to scientific knowledge. If, on the other hand,
they trre to be called science, then science has included bodies
of belief quite incompatible with the ones we hold today. Given
these alternatives, the historian must choose the latter. Out-of-

2



lnlroduction: A Role for HistorY

date theories are not in principle unscientific becaury tley have

been discarded. That c[oice, however, makes it difficult to see

scientific development as a Process of accretion. The same his-

torical research that displays the difficulties in isolating indi-

vidual inventions and discoveries gives ground for profound
doubts about the cumulative process through which these indi-

vidual contributions to science were thought to have been com-

pounded.- 
The result of all these doubts and difficulties is a historio-

graphic revolution in the study of scie_nce, though one that js

ititl i.t its early stages. Gradually, and often without entirely

realizing they are doing so, historians of science hav-e b-egun to

ask new-sorts of questions and to trace different, and often less

than cumulative, developmental lines for the sciences. Rather

than seeking the Permanent contributions of an older science to

dur present vantage, they attempt to display the historical in-

tegrily of that science in its own time. They ask, for -example,
no"t a'bout the relation of Galileo's views to those of modern

science, but rather about the relationship between his views and

those of his group, i.e., his teachers, contemporaries, and imme-

diate srrccesiots in the sciences. Furthermore, they insist uPon

studying the opinions of that grouP 
""q 

other similar ones from

ttte 
"ieripointlusually 

very difierent from that of modern sci-

en ce-th at gives thos e opinion s th e m aximum intern al-cnh erp-Bgll-

and the clJsest possible fit to nature. Seen through the works

that result, worfs perhaps best exemplified in the writings of

Ale&pdre_K'g6, icience does not seem altogether the same

enteryrise as tie one discussed by writers in the older historio-

g.uplii" tradition. By implication, at least, these historical

Jt,tii"r suggest the possibility of a new image of science. This

essay aims"fo delineate that image by making explicit some of

the new historiography's implications.
What aspects of science will emerge !o prgminence in the

course of this eflort? First, at least in order of presentation, is

theinsuffi ciencyof qtrSgdgJ-o-g,ry-e$g9S!ry9t-bythemselves,to
. + - - - L  a * - * '  

- - ' ' " Y _ '

dic@stantive conclusion to many sorts of scien-

tific questionJ. Instructed to examine electrical or chemical Ph"-
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nomena, the man who is ignorant of these ffelds but who knows
what it is to be scientiftc may legitimately reach any one of a

, number of incompatible conclusions. Among those legitimate

J possibilities, the particular conclusions he does arrive at are
/ probably determined by his prior experience in other ffelds, by
I the accidents of his investigation, and by his own individual

makeup. What beliefs about the stars, for example, does he
bring to the study of chemistry or electricity? Which of the
many conceivable experiments relevant to the new ffeld does he
elect to perform ffrstP And what aspects of the complex phenom-
enon that then results strike him as particularly relevant to an
elucidation of the nature of chemical change or of electrical
affinity? For the individual, at least, and sometimes for the
scientific community as well, answers to questions like these are

i of scientiffc development. We shall
rn II that the early developmental
re been characterized by continual
ber of distinct views of nature, each
rll roughly compatible with, the dic-
rn and method. What differentiated

these various schools was not one or another failure of method-
they were all "scientiffc"-but what we shall come to call their
incommensurable ways of seeing the world and of practicing
science in it. Observation and experience can and must drasti-
cally restrict the range of admissible scientiftc belief, else there
would be no science. But they cannot alone determine a par-
ticular bo_dy of such belief. An apparently arbitrary element,
compounded of_personal and historical accident, ii always a
formative ingredient of the beliefs espoused by . given scien-
tific community at a given time.

That element of arbitrariness does not, however, indicate that
any scientiffc group could practice its trade without some set of
received beliefs. Nor does it make less consequential the par-
ticular constellation to which the group, at a given time, ii in
fact committed. Effective reseatch scarcely Legins before a
scientific community thinks it has acquired ffrm answers to
questions like the following: What are the fundamental entities

1



Introduction: A Role for History

of which the universe is composed? How do these interact with
each other and with the senses? What questions may legitimate-
ly be asked about such entities and what techniques employed
in seeking solutions? At least in the mature sciences' answers
(or full iubstitutes for answers) to questions like these are
ffrmly embedded in the educational initiation that prepares and
Iicenies the student for professional practice. Because that edu-

historic origins and, occasionally, in their subsequent develop-
ment.

Yet that element of arbitrariness is present, and it too has an
important effect on scientific development, one which will be
examined in detail in Sections VI, VII, and VI[. Normal sci-

novelties because they are necessarily subversive of its basic
commitments. Nevertheless, so long as those commitments re-
tain an element of the arbitrary, the very nature of normal re-
search ensures that novelty shall not be suPPressed for very
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to perform in the anticipated manner, revealing an anomaly
that cannot, despite repeated effort, be aligned with profes-
sional expectation. In these and other ways besides, normal
science repeatedly goes astray. And when it does-when, that is,
the profession can no longer evade anomalies that subvert the
existing tradition of scientific practice-then begin the extraordi-
nary investigations that lead the profession at last to a new set
of commitments, a new basis for the practice of science. The
extraordinary episodes in which that shift of professional com-
mitments occurs are the ones known in this essav as scientific
revolutions. They are the tradition-shattering complements to
the tradition-bound activity of normal science]

The most obvious examples of scientific revolutions are those
famous episodes in scientiftc development that have often been
labeled revelutions before. Therefore, in Sections IX and X,
where the nature of scientific revolutions is ffrst directly scruti-
nized, we shall deal repeatedly with the major turning points in
scientific development associated with the names of Copernicus,
Newton, Lavoisier, and Einstein. More clearly than most other
episodes in the histoqy of at least the physical sciences, these
display what all scientiftc revolutions are about. Each of them
necessitated the community's rejection of one time-honored
scientific theory in favor of another incompatible with it. Each
produced a consequent shift in the problems available for scien-
tiffc scrutiny and in the standards by which the profession de-
termined what should count as an admissible problem or as a
Iegitimate problem-solution. And each transformed the scien-
tific imagination in ways that we shall ultimately need to de-
scribe as a transformation of the world within which scientific
work was done. Such changes, together with the controversies
that almost always accompany them, are the deffning character-
istics of scientiftc revolutions.

These characteristics emerge with particular clarity from a
study of, say, the Newtonian or the chemical revolution. It is,
however, a fundamental thesis of this essay that they can also
be retrieved from the study of many other episodes that were
not so obviously revolutionary. For the far smaller professional

6
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an isolated event.
Nor are new inventions only scientiftc events

that have revolutionary impact upon the specialists in whose
domain they occur. The commitments that govern normal sci-
ence specify not only what sorts of entities the universe does
contain, but also, by implication, those that it does not. It fol-
lows, though the point will require extended discussion, that a
discovery like that of oxygen or X-rays does not simply add one
more item to the populatibn of the scientist's world. Ultimately
it has that efiect, but not until the professional community has
re-evaluated traditional experimental procedures, altered its
conception of entities with which it has long been familiar, and,
in the process, shifted the network of theory through which it
deals with the world. Scientiffc fact and theory arcnot categori-
cally separable, except perhaps within a single tradition of nor-
mal-scientiffc practice. That is why the unexpected discovery is
not simply factual in its import and why the scientist's world is
qualitatively transformed as well as quantitatively enriched by
fundamental novelties of either fact or theory.

This extended conception of the nature of scientiffc revolu-
tions is the one delineated in the pages that follow. Admittedly
the extension strains ctrstomary usage. Nevertheless, I shall con-
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tinue to speak even of discoveries as revolutionary, because it is
iust the pbssibility of relating their structure to that of, say, the
Copernican revolution that makes the extended conception
seem to me so important. The preceding discussion indicates
how the complementary notions bf normal science and of scien-

revolutionary competition between the proponents of the old
normal-scientific tradition and the adherents of the new one. It

mies is available to suggest that it cannot properly do so. His-
t_ory, we too often say, is a purely descriptive discipline. The
theses suggested above are, however, often interpietive and

8
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tion.' Can anything more than profound confusion be indicated
by this admixture of diverse ffelds and concerns?

Having been weaned intellectually on these distinctions and

others [k1 them, I could scarcely be more aware of their impor!
and force. For many years I took them to be about the nature of

knowledge, and I ;till suPPose that, appropriately recast, they

have ronr'"thitrg importattt to tell us. Yet my attempts to apply
them, even grooi mado, to the actual situations in which
knowledge is gained, accepted, and assimilated have made them
seem extraordinarily problematic. Rather than being elementary
logical or methodological distinctions, which would thus be
priot to the analysis of scientific knowledge, they now t"9m
integral parts of a traditional set of substantive answers to the
very q,restions upon which they have been deployed. That_ cir-
cularily does not at all invalidate them. But it does make them
parts of a theory and, by doing so, subiects them to the same
icrutiny regularly applied to theories in other fields. If they are
to have more than pure abstraction as trheir content, then that
content must be discovered by observing them in application to
the data they are meant to elucidate. How could history of
science fail to be a source of phenomena to which theories about
knowledge may legitimately be asked to apply?



l l. The Route lo Normol Science

In this essay, 'normal science'means research firmly based
upon one or more past scientific achievements, achievements
that some particular scientific community acknowledges for a
time as supplying the foundation for its further practice. Today
such achievements are recounted, though seldom in their orig-
inal form, by science textbooks, elementary and advanced.
These textbooks expound the body of accepted theory, illustrate
many or all of its successful applications, and compare these
applications with exemplary observations and experiments. Be-
fore such books became popular early in the nineteenth century
( and until even more recently in the newly matured sciences ),
many of the famous classics of science fulfflled a similar func-
tion. Aristotle's Physica, Ptolemy's Alrnagest, Newton's Prin-
cipia and Opticks, Franklin's Electricity, Lavoisier's Chemistry,
and Lyell's Geolagy-these and many other works served for a
time implicitly to define the legitimate problems and methods
of a research fteld for succeeding generations of practitioners.
They were able to do so because they shared two essential char-
acteristics. Their achievement was sufficiently unprecedented to
attract an enduring group of adherents away from competing
modes of scientific activity. Simultaneously, it was sufficiently
open-ended to leave all sorts of problems for the redefined
group of practitioners to resolve.

Achievements that share these two characteristics I shall
henceforth refer to as'paradigms,'a term that relates closely to
'normal science.'By choosing it, I mean to suggest that some
accepted examples of actual scientific practice-examples which
include law, theory, application, and instrumentation together-
provide models from which spring particular coherent traditions
of scientific research. These are the traditions which the his-
torian describes under such rubrics as'Ptolemaic astronomy' (or
'Copernic"r'),'Aristotelian dynamics' (or'Newtonian'),'cor-
puscular optics'(or'wave optics'), and so on. The study of
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paradigms, including many that are far more specialized than
those named illustratively above, is what mainly prepares the
student for membership in the particular scientific community
with which he will later practice. Because he there joins men
who learned the bases of their ffeld from the same concrete
models, his subsequent practice will seldom evoke overt dis-
agreement over fundamentals. Men whose research is based on
shared paradigms are committed to the same rules and stand-
ards for scientific practice. That commitment and the apparent
consensus it produces are prerequisites for normal science, i.e.,
for the genesis and continuation of a particular research tradi-
tion.

Because in this essay the concept of a paradigm will often
substitute for a variety of familiar notions, more will need to be
said about the reasons for its introduction. \Mhy is the concrete
scientific achievement, as a locus of professional commitment,
prior to the various concepts, Iaws, theories, and points of view
that may be abstracted from it? In what sense is the shared
paradigm a fundamental unit for the student of scientific de-
velopment, a unit that cannot be fully reduced to logically
atomic components which might function in its stead? When
\Me encounter them in Section V, answers to these questions and
to others like them will prove basic to an understanding both of
normal science and of the associated concept of paradigms.
That more abstract discussion will depend, however, upon a
previous exposure to examples of normal science or of para-
digms in operation. In particular, both these related concepts
will be clarified by noting that there can be a sort of scientific
research without paradigms, or at least without any so un-
equivocal and so binding as the ones named above. Acquisition
of a paradigm and of the more esoteric type of research it per-
mits is a sign of maturity in the development of any given scien-
tific field.

If the historian traces the scientific knowledge of any selected
group of related phenomena backward in time, he is likely to
encounter some minor variant of a pattern here illustrated from
the history of physical optics. Today's physics textbooks tell the
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student that light is photons, i.e., quantum-mechanical entities

that exhibit soire chiracteristics of walnes and some of particles.

Research proceeds accordinglYt ot rather according to $e.more
elaborate 

^and 
mathematical characterization from which this

usual verbalization is derived. That characterization of light is,

however, scarcely half a century old. Before it was developed

by Planck, Einstein, and otheri early in this century, physics

texts taught that light was transverse wave motion, a conceP-

tion roo6d in a p-aradigm that derived ultimatgly from th3

optical writings of Yo.to! and Fresnel in the early nineteenth

cintury. Nor ivas the wa-ve theory the first t9 be emb_raced by

al-ort all practitioners of optical science. During !\e gi_glt-
eenth centuiy the paradigm for this field was Provided by N:*-

ton's Opticki, which taught that light was material coqput-d"t.

At that time physicists sought evidence, as the early -wave theo-

rists had notlof the pressure exerted by light particles imping-

ing on solid bodies.l
th.rc transformations of the paradigms of physical optics are

scientiffc revolutions, and the successive transition from one

paradigm to another via revolution is the usual developmental'pattern'of 
mature science. It is not, however, the P-attern.char-'acteristic 

of the period before Newton's work, and that is the

contrast that corrcerns us here. No period between remote an-

tiquity and the end of the sevenGenth century exhibjted a

sitigle generally accepted_view about the nature of light. Il-

steid i"h.r, *br. a 
-n,rmber 

of competing schools and sub-

schools, most of them espousing one viriant or anothe-r -of Epi-

",rr""rr, 
Aristotelian, or PiatoniJtheory. One group togk light to

be pariicles emanating from m-aterial bodies; for another it was

" 
-lodifi"ation of the riedium that intervened between the body

and the eye; still another explained light in-terms of an inter-

action of 
'the 

medium with 
-"tt 

"*atation 
from the eye; and

there were other combinations and modifications besides. Each

of the colresponding schools derived strength-from its relation

to some particular metaphysic, and each emphasized, as Para-

r loseoh Priestley, The Htslallr? atd Prcse* State of Dlscooerbc RelAlng to

Visi;, Liglrt, ardColours (London, 17721, pp. 88L90'
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digmatic observations, the particular cluster of optical phenom-
ena that its own theory could do most to explain. Other observa-
tions were dealt with by d hoc elaborations, or they remained
as outstanding problems for further research.2

At various times all these schools made signiffcant contribu-
tions to the body of concepts, phenomena, and techniques from
which Newton drew the ffrst nearly uniformly accepted para-
dig* for physical optics. Any deffnition of the scientist that ex-
cludes at least the more creative members of these various
schools will exclude their modern successors as well. Those men
were scientists. Yet anyone examining a survey of physical op-
tics before Newton may well conclude that, though the ffeld's
practitioners were scientists, the net result of their activity was
something less than science. Being able to take no common

schools as it was to nature. That pattern is not unfamiliar in a

The history of electrical research in the ffrst half of the eight-
eenth centuqy provides a more concrete and better known
example of the way a science develops before it acquires its ffrst
universally received paradigm. During that period there were
almost as many views about the nafure of electricity as there
were important electrical experimenters, men like Hauksbee,
Gray, Desaguliers, Du Fay, Nollett, Watson, Franklin, and
others. All their numerous concepts of electricity had some-
thing in common-they were partially derived from one or an-

2 vasco Ronchi, Hlstohe de k.luml*'e, trans. Iean Tatoa (paris, 1956), chaps.
l-lv.
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other version of the mechanico-corpuscular philosophy that
guided all scientiffc research of the day. In addition, all were
components of real scientiffc theories, of theories that had been
drawn in part from experiment and observation and that par-
tially determined the choice and interpretation of additional
problems undertaken in research. Yet though all the experi-
ments were electrical and though most of the experimenters
read each other's works, their theories had no more than a fam-
ily resemblance.s

One early group of theories, following seventeenth-century
practice, regarded attraction and frictional generation as the
fundamental electrical phenomena. This group tended to treat
repulsion as a secondary effect due to some sort of mechanical
rebounding and also to postpone for as long as possible both
discussion and systematic research on Gray's newly discovered
effect, electrical conduction. Other "electricians" (the term is
their olvn ) took attraction and repulsion to be equally ele-
mentary manifestations of electricity and modified their the-
ories and research accordingly. (Actually, this group is remark-
ably small-even Franklin's theory never quite accounted for
the mutual repulsion of two negatively charged bodies. ) But
they had as much difficulty as the first group in accounting
simultaneously for any but the simplest conduction effects.
Those effects, however, provided the starting point for still a
third group, one which tended to speak of electricity as a "fuid"
that could run through conductors rather than as an "effiuvium"
that emanated from non-conductors. This group, in its turn, had
difficulty reconciling its theory with a number of attractive and
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repulsive effects. Only through the work of Franklin and his
immediate successors did a theory arise that could account with
something like equal facility for very nearly all these effects and
that therefore could and did provide a subsequent generation of
"electricians" with a common paradigm for its research.

Excluding those ffelds, like mathematics and astronomy, in
which the ffrst ffrm paradig*r date from prehistory and also
those, like biochemistry, that arose by division and recombina-
tion of specialties already matured, the situations outlined
above are historically typical. Though it involves my continuing
to employ the unfortunate simpliffcation that tags an extended
historical episode with a single and somewhat arbitrarily chosen
name (e.8., Newton or Franklin), I suggest that similar funda-
mental disagreements characterized, for example, the shrdy of
motion before Aristotle and of statics before Archimedes, the
study of heat before Black, of chemistry before Boyle and Boer-
haave, and of historical geology before Hutton. In parts of biol-
ogy-the study of heredity, for example-the ffrst universally
received paradigms are still more recent; and it remains an open
question what parts of social science have yet acquired such
paradigms at all. History suggests that the road to a ffrm re-
search consensus is extraordinarily arduous.

History also suggests, however, some reasons for the difficul-

development makes familiar. Furthermore, in the absence of a
reason for seeking some particular form of more recondite infor-
mation, early fact-gathering is usually restricted to the wealth
of data that lie ready to hand. The resulting pool of facts con-
tains trhose accessible to casual observation and experiment to-
gether with some of the more esoteric data retrievable from
established crafts like medicine, calendar making, and metal-
lurgy. Because the crafts are one readily accessible sotrtce of
facts that could not have been casually discovered, technology
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has often played a vital role in the emergence of new sciences.
But though this sort of fact-collecting has been essential to

the origin of many signiffcant sciences, anyone who examines,
for example, Pliny's encyclopedic writings or the Baconian nat-
ural histories of the seventeenth century will discover that it
produces a morass. One somehow hesitates to call the literature
that results scientiffc. The Baconian "histories" of heat, color,
wind, mining, and so on, are fflled with information, some of it
recondite. But they iuxtapose facts that will later prove reveal-
irg (e.g., heating by mixture) with others (..g., the warmth of
dung heaps) that will for some time remain too complex to be
integrated with theory at all.' In addition, since any description
must be partial, the typical natural history often omits from its
immensely circumstantial accounts iust those details that later
scientists will find sources of important illumination. Almost
none of the early "histories" of electricity, for example, mention
that chaff, attracted to a rubbed glass rod, bounces off again.
That eftect seemed mechanical, not electrical.b Moreover, since
the casual fact-gatherer seldom possesses the time or the tools
to be critical, the natural histories often iuxtapose descriptions
Iike the above with others, say, heating by antiperistasis (or by
cooling), that we are now quite unable to conftrm.o Only very
occasionally, as in the eases of ancient statics, dynamics, and
geometrical optics, do facts collected with so little guidance
from pre-established theory speak with sufficient clarity to per-
mit the emergence of a ffrst paradip.

This is the situation that creates the schools characteristic of
the early stages of a science's development. No natural history
can be interpreted in the absence of at least some implicit body

_ 1 C_g1p-e th-e sketch for a natural history of heat in Bacon's Notum Organum,
Vol. VIII of Tfu Works of Frarcis Bacon, ed. J. Spedding, R. L. El[s, aod
D. D. Heath (New York, 1869), pp. 17$203.

6 Roller and Roller, op. cit., pp. 14, 22, 28,43. Onlv after the worlc recorded
in the last of these citations do-rtpulsive efiects gain leneral recognition as un-
equivocally electrical.

6 Bacon, op. clt., pp. 235, 337, says, "Water slightly warm is more easily frozen
than quite cold." For a partial account of the earliei history of this strange ob-
servation, see Marshall Clagett, Giooanni Marltuni atd Ldte Medb:al Fhysics
( New York, l94l ), chap. iv.
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of intertwined theoretical and methodological belief that per-
mits selection, evaluation, and criticism. If that body of belief is
not already implicit in the collection of facts-in which case
more than "mere facts" are at hand-it must be externally sup-

difierent ways. What is surprising, and perhaps also unique in
its degree to the fields we call science, is that such initial diver-
gences should ever largely disappear.

For they do disappear to a very considerable extent and then
apparently once and for all. Furthelrnore, their disappearan_ce is
usually caused by the triumph of one of the pre-paradigrn
schools, which, because of its own characteristic beliefs and pre-

been discovered by a man exploring nature casually or at ran-
dom, but which was in fact independently developed by at least
two investigators in the eatly 1740's.? Almost from the start of
his electrical researches, Franklin was particularly concerned to

paradigm, a theory mrtst seem better than its competitot's, bttt

? Roller and Roller, op. clt., pp. 5f-54.
8 The troublesome case was the mutual repulsion of negatively charged bodies,

for which see Cohen, ry. cit., pp. 491-94, 531-43.
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it need not, and in fact never does, explain all the facts with
which it can be confronted.

What the fluid theory of electricity did for the subgroup that
held it, the Franklinian paradigm later did for the entire group
of electricians. It suggested which experiments would be worth
performing and which, because directed to secondary or to
overly complex manifestations of electricity, would not. Only
the paradigm did the job far more effectively, partly because
the end of interschool debate ended the constant reiteration of
fundamentals and partly because the confidence that they were
on the right track encouraged scientists to undertake more pre-
cise, esoteric, and consuming sorts of work.8 Freed from the
concern with any and all electrical phenomena, the united
group of electricians could pursue selected phenomena in far
more detail, designing much special equipment for the task and
employing it more stubbornly and systematically than electri-
cians had ever done before. Both fact collection and theory
articulation became highly directed activities. The efiectiveness
and efficiency of electrical research increased accordingly, pro-
viding evidence for a societal version of Francis Bacon's acute
methodological dictum: "Truth emerges more readily from
error than from confusion."lo

We shall be examining the nature of this highly directed or
paradigm-based research in the next section, but must first note
briefly how the emergence of a paradigm affects the structure
of the group that practices the fteld. When, in the development
of a natural science, an individual or group first produces a syn-
thesis able to attract most of the next generation's practitioners,
the older schools gradually disappear. In part their disappear-

1o Bacon, op. cit., p. 2f0.
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ance is caused by their members' conversion to the new para-
digo. But there are always some men who cling to one or an-
other of the older views, and they are simply read out of the
profession, which thereafter ignores their work. The new para-
dig- implies a new and more rigid definition of the field. Those
unwilling or unable to accommodate their work to it must pro-
ceed in isolation or attach themselves to some other group.lr
Historically, they have often simply stayed in the departments
of philosophy from which so many of the special sciences have
been spawned.- As these indications hint, it is sometimes just
its reception of a paradigm that transforms a group previous-
ly interested merely in the study of nature into i profession or,
at least, a discipline. In the sciences (though nof in ffelds like
medicine, technology, and law, of which the principal raison
d'atre is an external social need), the formation of specialized
iournals, the foundation of specialists' societies, and the claim
for a _special place in the curriculum have usually been asso-
ciated-with a group's first reception of a single paradigm. At
Ieast this was the case between the time, a cJntury an{a half

lgo, -whe1 the institutional pattern of scientiffc specialization
first developed and the vgry recent time when the piraphernalia
of specialization acquired a prestige of their own.

The more rigid deftnition of the scientific soup has other
consequences. {hen the individual scientist cin take a para-
dign{o-r-Stqt-r$, h" need no longer, inhis maiorworks, att-empt
to build his field anew, starting from first principles and iustify-
- 

rr rhe _hi tory of electricity provides an excellent example which could be
duplicated from t}e careers of Priesdey, Kelvin, and othe?s. Franklin reoorts
that Nollet, who at mid-century was ihe most influential of the Continintalrnar l\o[er, wno ar nuo-cenrury was tne most influential of the continental
electricians, "lived to see himseli the last 9f -hi-s Sect, except Mr. B.-his Eleve
and immediate Disciple" (Max Farrand led.l, Beniamin'Frunkfhts u*riti
[Berkeley. Calif.. f9401. op.384-86). Mor" interccriic h^*o.,o, ia +],- ^-J..-[Berkeley, Calif., l9-40J, pp. S8L86). Uor" inilresUng, ho*"u"r, is the endui-
ance ot whole schools in increasing isolation from profelsional science. Consider.

rr The historv of electricitv
- J

ance of whole schools in isolation from professional science. Consider,

Or consider the continuation i6

tradition discussed bi, C. Gillispie in "The Ercgclop&d,b_arid the Jacobin

ur consider the continuation in the late eighteenth and-earlv nineteenth cen-
turies of a previously respected tradition of "romantic" cheriistrv. This is the
tradition discussed by Charles C. Gillispie in "The Etrcuclmtddlc oi.l th. rqrnhi-

for example, the case of astrology,-which *as on""'"r, integral part of 
"rL";;;;:Or consider the continuation in the late eishteenth arr,l""^"|i, .i-"r..-tt'- ^-i-

3ral part of astronomy.
early nineteenth cen-

Philosophy of science: A study in Idelas and consequ"encls," c;niA-p;;ii;r*
in the \*g:V of Scietrce, ed_. Marshall Clagett (Madison, Wis., lg5g), pp. 2SE_pp.255-
89; and "Ttie Formation of Lamarclc's Eiolutionary Theory,; eriiirlri iiiin
twtbnales d.'histohe des scbncec, XXXVU (fg56). g?g+9. "twtbnales d.'histohe des scbncec, XXXVU ( 1956),
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ing the use of each concept introduced. That can be left to the

*titet of textbooks. Given a textbook, however, the creative
scientist can begin his research where it leaves off and thus con-
centrate exclusively upon the subtlest and most esoteric aspects
of the natural phenomena that concern his group. Ald as he
does this, his research communiqu6s will begin to change in
ways whose evolution has been too little studied but whose
modern end products are obvious to all and oppressive to many.
No longet *ilIhis researches usually be embodied in books ad-
dressed-, like Franklin's Experiments . . . on Electrinity or Dar-
win's origin of species, to anyone who might be interested in
the subject matter of the fteld. Instead they will usually appe-ar
as brief articles addressed only to professional colleagues, the
men whose knowledge of a shared paradigm can be asstrmed
and who prove to bJthe only ones able to read the papers ad-
dressed to them.

Today in the sciences, books are usually e_ither.texts or retro-

spective reflections uPon one asPect or another of the scientific

life. The scientist whb writes one is more likely to find his pro-

fessional reputation impaired than enhanced. Onlf in the ear-

lier, pre-paiadigm, stages of the development of the various

scien^ceg iia tn. book ordinarily Possess the same relation to

professional achievement that it still retains in other creative^fields. 
And only in those fields that still retain the book, with

or without the article, as a vehicle for research communication
are the lines of professionalization still so loosely drawn that the

layman may hope to follow progretl by reading the practi-

tioners' original ieports. Both in mathematics and astronomy'

research relorts hid ceased already in antiquity to be intelli-

gible to a g:enerally educated audience. In dynamics, research

6u""*" similarly eioteric in the later Middle Ages, and_it recap-

tured general intelligibility only briefly during the early seven-

teenth"century wheria new Paradigm replacedthe one that had

guided medieval research. Electrical research begln to require

franslation for the layman before the end of the eighteenth cen-

tur/, and most otherfields of physical science ceased to be gerr-

"r"ily 
accessible in the ninetcenth. During the same two cen-
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ttrries similar transitions can be isolated in the various parts of
the biological sciences. In parts of the social sciences they may
well be occurring today. Although it has become customary,
and is surely proper, to deplore the widening gulf that separates
the professional scientist from his colleagues in other ffelds, too
Iittle attention is paid to the essential relationship between that
gulf and the mechanisms intrinsic to scientiftc advance.

Ever since prehistoric antiquity one ffeld of study after an-
other has crossed the divide between what the historian might
call its prehistory as a science and its history proper. These tran-
sitions to maturity have seldom been so sudden or so unequivo-
cal as my necessarily schematic discussion may have implied.
But neither have they been historically gradual, coextensive,
that is to say, with the entire development of the ffelds within
which they occurred. Writers on electricity during the first four
decades of the eighteenth century possessed far more informa-
tion about electrical phenomena than had their sixteenth-cen-
tury predecessors. During the half-century after 1740, few new
sorts of electrical phenomena were added to their lists. Never-
theless, in important respects, the electrical writings of Caven-
dish, Coulomb, and Volta in the last third of the eighteenth
century seem further removed from those of Gray, Du Fay, and
even Franklin than are the writings of these early eighteenth-
century electrical discoverers from those of the sixteenth cen-
tury.I2 Sometime between L740 and 1780, electricians were for
the first time enabled to take the foundations of their field for
granted. From that point they pushed on to more concrete and
recondite problems, and increasingly they then reported their
results in articles addressed to other electricians rather than in
books addressed to the learned world at large. As a group they
achieved what had been gained by astronomers in antiquity

2 l
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What then is the nature of the more professional and esoteric
research that a groupt reception of a single paradigm permits?
If the paradigm represents work that has been done once and
for all, what further problems does it leave the united group to
resolve? Those questions will seem even more urgent if we now
note one respect in which the terms used so far may be mislead-
ing. In its established usage, a paradigm is an accepted model
or pattern, and that aspect of its meaning has enabled me, Iack-
ing a better word, to appropriate 'paradigm' here. But it will
shortly be clear that the sense of model'and 'pattern' that per-
mits the appropriation is not quite the one usual in defining
paradigm.' fn grammar, for example, 'anxo, artes, amat' is a
paradigm because it displays the pattern to be used in coniugat-
ing a large number of other Latin verbs, e.9., in producing'l,audo, lnudns, lnudat.' In this standard application, the para-
digm functions by permitting the replication of examples any
one of which could in principle serve to replace it. In a science,
on the other hand, a paradigm is rarely an object for replication.
Instead, Iike an accepted iudicial decision in the common law,
it is an obiect for further articulation and speciffcation under
new or more stringent conditions.

To see how this can be so, we must recognize how very lim-
ited in both scope and precision a paradigm can be at the time
of its first appearance. Paradigms gain their status because they
are more successful than their competitors in solving a few
problems that the group of practitioners has come to recognize
as acute. To be more successful is not, however, to be either
completely successful with a single problem or notably success-
ful with any large number. The success of a paradigm-whether
Aristotle's analysis of motion, Ptolemy's computations of plane-
tary position, Lavoisiert application of the balance, or Max-
wellis mathematization of the electromagnetic field-is at the
start largely a promise of success discoverable in selected and
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still incomplete examples. Normal science consists in the actual-
ization of that promise, an actualization achieved by extending
the knowledge of those facts that the paradigm displays as
particularly revealing, by increasing the extent of the match be-
tween those facts and the paradigm's predictions, and by ftrr-
ther articulation of the paradigm itself.

Few people who are not actually practitioners of a mature
science realize how much mop-uP work of this sort a paradigm
leaves to be done or quite how fascinating such work can Prove
in the execution. And these points need to be understood. Mop-

to invent new theories, and they are often intolerant of those in-

vented by others.l Instead, normal-scientific research is directed
to the aiticulation of those phenomena and theories that the

paradigm already supplies.^ 
Perh-aps these'aretifects. The areas investigated by PTtl

science ire, of course, minuscule; the entelprise now under dis-

restrictions that bound research whenever the paradigm from

which they derive ceases to function effectively. At thalP9int

scientists 6egin to behave differentl)', and- the nature of their

research pro6l"*r changes. In the inierim, however, during the

1 Bernard Barber, "Resistance by Scientists to Scientiffc Discovery," Scbnce,

cxxxN (196r),59G602.
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period when the paradigm is successful, the profession will have
iolved problems that its members could scarcely have imagined
and would never have undertaken without commitment to the
paradigm. And at least part of that achievement always Proves
to be permanent.

To display more clearly what is meant by normal or p-ara-
digm-based research, let me now attempt to classify and illus-
trate the problems of which normal science principally consists.
For convenience I postpone theoretical activity and begin with
fact-gathering, that is, with the experiments and observations
described in the technical journals through which scientists in-
form their professional colleagues of the results of their continu-
ing research. On what aspects of nature do scientists ordinarily
report? What determines their choice? And, since most scien-
tific observation consumes much time, equipment, and money,
what motivates the scientist to Pursue that choice to a conelu-
sion?

There are, I think, only three normal foci for factual scientiftc
investigation, and they are neither always nor Pennanently dis-
tinct. First is that class of facts that the paradigm has shown to
be particularly revealing of the nature of things. By employin_g
them in solving problems, the paradigm has made them worth
determining both with more precision and in a larger variety of
situations. At one time or another, these signiffcant factual de-
terminations have included: in astronomy-stellar position and
magnitude, the periods of eclipsing binaries 1nd of planets; in
ph1'sics-the specific gravities and comPressibilities of materials,
*aue lengths and spectral intensities, electrical conductivities
and contact potentials; and in chemistry-composition and com-
bining weights, boiling points and acidity of solutions, struc-bining struc-
tural formulas and optical activities. Attempts to increase the
accuracy and scope with which facts like these are known
occupy a signiftcant fraction of the literature of experimental
and bbservalional science. Again and again complex special
apparatus has been designed for such purPoses, and the inven-
tion, constmction, and deployment of that apparatus have de-
manded ffrst-rate talent, much time, and considerable ffnancial
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backing. Synchrotrons and radiotelescopes are only the most
recent examples of the lengths to which research workers will
go if a paradigm assures them that the facts they seek are
important. From Tycho Brahe to E. O. Lawrence, some scien-
tists have acquired great reputations, not from any novelty of
their discoveries, but from the precision, reliability, and scope
of the methods they developed for the redetermination of a
previously known sort of fact.

A second usual but smaller class of factual determinations is

the speed of light is greater in air than in water; or the gigantic-
scintillation counter designed to demonstrate the existence of

4248.
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the neutrino-these pieces of special apparatus and many others
like them illustrate the immense efiort and ingenuity that have
been required to bring nature and theory into closer and eloser
agreement.s That attempt to demonstrate agreement is a second
type of normal experimental work, and it is even more obviously
dependent than the ffrst upon a paradigm. The existence of the
paradigm sets the problem to be solved; often the paradigm
theory is implicated directly in the design of apparatus able to
solve the problem. Without the Principia, for example, measure-
ments made with the Atwood machine would have meant
nothing at all.

A third class of experiments and observations exhausts, I
think, the fact-gathering activities of normal science. It consists
of empirical work undertaken to articulate the paradigm theory,
resolving some of its residual ambiguities and permitting the
solution of problems to which it had previously only drawn
attention. This class proves to be the most important of all, and
its description demands its subdivision. In the more mathemat-
ical sciences, some of the experiments aimed at articulation are
directed to the determination of physical constants. Newton's
work, for example, indicated that the force between two unit
masses at unit distance would be the same for all types of matter
at all positions in the universe. But his own problems could be
solved without even estimating the size of this attraction, the
universal gravitational constant; and no one else devised appa-
ratus able to determine it for a century after the Principia ap-
peared. Nor was Cavendish's famous determination in the
1790t the last. Because of its central position in physical theory,
improved values of the gravitational constant have been the
object of repeated efforts ever since by a number of outstanding

3 For-two of the_paralla_x telescopes, _see Abraham Wolf, A Historg of Science,o ror fwo or tne parailax relescopes, see ADranam wolt, la n8torv ol Jctence,
Technology, and Piilosophy inthe-Eighteenth Centurg (2d ed.; Loidon, 1952),
pp. 103-5. For the Atwood machine. see N. R. Hanson. Pattqns ol Discooerupp. 103-5. For the machine, see N. R. Hanson, Patterns^ of Dis_cooery
( Cambridge, 1958 ), pp. 100-102, 207-8. For the last two pieces of special appal
ratus, see-M. L, Foiri:ault, "M6thode g6n6rale pour me's,,ter Ia vitess" du t"ratus, see M. L, FoGault, "M6thode g6n6rale pour me-surer Ia
lumidre dans I'air et les milieux transparints. Viteslses relatives de Ia lumidre dans
l'air et dans l'eau . . . ," Comptes rendus . . . de I'Acad,6mie des sciences, XXX
(1850),551-60; and C. L. Cowan, Ir., et al.,"Detection of the Free Neutrino:
A Conffrmation," Scdence, CXXIV (f956), f03-4.

e I a
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experimentalists.4 Other examples of the sarnc solt of corttinu-
ing work would include determinations of the astronomical
unit, Avogadro's number, Joule's coefficient, the electronic
charge, and so on. Few of these elabolate efforts would have
been conceived and none would have been carried out without
a paradigm theory to define the problem and to guarantee the
existence of a stable solution.

Efforts to articulate a paradigm are not, horvever, restricted
to the determination of universal constants. They may, for
example, also aim at quantitative laws: Boyle's Law relating gas
pressure to volume, Coulomb's Law of electrical attraction, and

foule's formula relating heat generated to electrical resistance
and current are all in this category. Perhaps it is not apparent
that a paradigm is prerequisite to the discovery of laws like

these. We often hear that they are found by examining measure-
ments undertaken for their own sake and without theoretical
commitment. But history offers no support for so excessively
Baconian a method. Boyle's experiments were not conceivable
(and if conceived would have received another interpretation
or none at all ) until air was recognized as an elastic fluid to
which all the elaborate concepts of hydrostatics could be ap-

plied.s Coulomb's success depended upon his constructing spe-

cial apparatus to measure the force between point charges.
(Those who had previously measured electrical forces using

ordinary pan balances, etc., had found no consisteut or simple

regularity at all. ) But that design, in turn, depended upon the

previous recognition that every particle of electric fluid acts

upon every other at a distance. It was for the force between

such particles-the only force which might safely be asstrmed

4 I. H. P[oyntingJ reviews some two dozen measurements of the gravitational
consiant between t7+t and l90t in "Gravitation Constant and Mean Density
of the Earth," Encyclopaedia Britannrca (llth ed.; Cambridge, l9l0-ll), XII,
385-89.

5 For the full transplantation of hydrostatic concepts into pneumatics, see The
Phqsical Treatises of 

-Pascal, 
trans. L H. B. Spicrs and A. G. H. Spiers, with an

intioduction and notes by F. Barry (New York, 1937). Torricell i 's original in-
troduction of the paralleiism ( "We live submerged at the bottom of an ocean
of the element air'r) occt,rs on p. 164. Its rapid development is displayed by the

two main treatises.
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Coulomb was looking.o
to illustrate how quanti-
articulation. In fact, so

qualitative paradigm
such Iaws have often

been correctly guessed with the aid of a
fore apparatus cotrld be designed for

paradigm years be-
their experimental

determination.T
Finally, there is a third sort of experiment which aims to

articulate a paradigm. More than the others this one can re-
semble exploration, and it is particularly prevalent in those
periods and sciences that deal more with the qualitative than
with the quantitative aspects of nature's regularity. Often a
paradigm developed for one set of phenomena is ambiguous in
its application to other closely related ones. Then experiments
are necessary to choose among the alternative ways of applying
the paradigm to the new area of interest. For example, the
paradigm applications of the caloric theory were to heating and
cooling by mixtures and by change of state. But heat could be
released or absorbed in many other ways-e.g., by chemical
combination, by friction, and by compression or absorption of
a gas-and to each of these other phenomena the theory could
be applied in several ways. If the vacuum had a heat capacity,
for example, heatingby compression could be explained as the
result of mixing gas with void. Or it might be due to a change
in the specific heat of gases with changing pressure. And there
were several other explanations besides. Many experiments
were undertaken to elaborate these various possibilities and to
distinguish betwecn them; all these experiments arose from the
caloric theory as paradigm, and all exploited it in the design of
experiments and in the interpretation of results.s Once the phe-

6 Duane Roller and Duane II. D. Roller, The Deoclopment of the Concept of
Electric Charge: Electricity from the Grecks to Coulomb ( "Harvard Case His-
tories in Experimental Scicnce," Case 8; Cambridge, I{irss., 1954), pp. 66-80.

7 For examples, see T. S. Kuhn, "Thc I.'trnction of Measuremcnt in Modern
Physical Science," Isis, LII (f96f ), 161-93.

8 T. S. Kuhn, "Thc Caloric Thcory of Adiabatic Compression," lsi.r, XLIX
( 1958),  139-40.
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Iromenon of heatingby compression had been established, all
further experiments in the area were paradigm-dependent in
this way. Given the phenomenon, how else could an experiment
to elucidate it have been chosen?

Turn now to the theoretical problems of normal science,
which fall into very nearly the same classes as the experimental
and observational. A part of normal theoretical work, though
only a small part, consists simply in the use of existing theory
to predict factual information of intrinsic value. The manufac-
ture of astronomical ephemerides, the computation of lens
characteristics, and the production of radio propagation curyes
are examples of problems of this sort. Scientists, however, gen-
erally regard them as hack work to be relegated to engineers
or technicians. At no time do very many of them appear in sig-
nificant scientific iournals. But thlse iournals do confaitt a gt""t
many theoretical discussions of problems that, to the non-
scientist, must seem almost identical. These are the manipula-
tions of theory undertaken, not because the predictions in
which they result are intrinsically valuable, but because they
can be confronted directly with experiment. Their pulpose is
to display a new application of the paradigm or to increase the
preeision of an application that has already been made.

The need for work of this sort arises from the immense diffi-
culties often encountered in developing points of contact be-
tween a theory and nature. These difficulties can be briefly
illustrated by an examination of the history of dynamics after
Newton. By the early eighteenth century those scientists who
found a paradigm in the Principin took the generality of its
conclusions for granted, and they had every reason to do so.
No other work known to the history of science has simultane-
ously permitted so large an increase in both the scope and preci-
sion-of research. For the heavens Newton had derived Kepler's
Laws of planetary motion and also explained certain of the
observed respects in which the moon failed to obey them. For
the earth he had derived the results of some scattered observa-
tions on pendulums and the tides. With the aid of additional but
adlnc assumptions, he had also been able to derive Boyle's Law
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and an important formula for the speed of sound in air. Given
the state of science at the time, the success of the demonstrations
was extremely impressive. Yet given the presumptive generality
of Newton's Laws, the number of these applications was not
great, and Newton developed almost no others. Furthermore,
compared with what any graduate student of physics can
achieve with those same laws today, Newton's few applications
were not even developed with precision. Finally, the Principia
had been designed for application chiefly to problems of celes-
tial mechanics. How to adapt it for terrestrial applications,
particularly for those of motion under constraint, was by no
means clear. Terrestrial problems were, in any case, already
being attacked with great success by a quite difierent set of tech-

saw quite how.e

point_ in order- to provide a unique deffnition of pendulum
length.- Mo_st of his theorems, the few e*ceptions being hypo-
thetical and preliminary, also ignored the effect of air resistance.
These were sound physical approximations. Nevertheless, as
approximations they restricted the agreement to be expected

3 l
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To derive those laws, Newton had been forced to neglect all
gravitational attraction except that between individual planets
and the sun. Since the planets also attract each other, only
approximate agreement between the applied theory and tele-
scopic observation could be expected.l0

The ageement obtained was, of course, more than satisfactory
to those who obtained it. Excepting for some terrestrial prob-
lems, no other theory could do nearly so well. None of those who
questioned the validity of Newton's work did so because of its
limitd agreement with experiment and obsenration. Neverthe-
less, these limitations of agreement left many fascinating theo
retical problems for Newton's successors. Theoretical techniques
were, for example, required for treating the motions of more
than two simultaneously attracting bodies and for investigating
the stability of perhrrbed orbits. Problems like these occupied
many of Europe's best mathematicians during the eighteenth
and early nineteenth cenfury. Euler, Lagrange, Laplace, and
Gauss all did some of their most brilliant work on problems
aimed to improve the match between Newton's paradigm and
observation of the heavens. Many of these ffgures worked simul-
taneously to develop the mathematics required for applications
that neither Newton nor the contemPorary Continental school of
mechanics had even attempted. fr"y produced, for example, an
immerxe fiterature and some very Powerful mathematical tech-
niques for hydrodynamics and for the problem of vibrating

10 wolf, op. cit., pp. 75-81, 9Gl0l; and william whewell, Ilistory of the
Intluctioe Sciences (i6v. ed.; London, 1847),II,213-71.
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o{y, or any other branch of science whose fundamental laws are
fully quantitative. At least in the more mathematical sciences,
most theoretical work is of this sort.

But it is not all of this sort. Even in the mathematical sciences
there are also theoretical problems of paradigm articulation;
and during periods when scientific development is predomi-
nantly qualitative, these problems dominate. some of []re prob-
lems, in both the more quantitative and more qualitativl sci-
ences, aim simply at clarification by reformulation. The prin-
cipia-, f-or example, did not always prove an easy work to apply,
partly because it retained some of the clumsiness inevitable in
a ftrst venture and partly because so much of its meaning was
only rmplicit in its applications. For many terrestrial applica-
tions, in any case, an apparently unrelated set of Conti-nental
techniques seemed vastly more pcwerful. Therefore, from Euler
an{ 

!3srange in the eighteenth century to Hamilton, Jacobi,
and Hertz in the nineteenth, many of Europe's most briliant
mathematical physicists repeatedly endeavored to reformulate
mechanical theory in an equivalent but logieally and. aestheti-
cally more satisfying form. Thuy wished, that is, to exhibit the
e4plicit and implicit lessons of the principia and of Continental
mechanics in a logically more eoherent version, one that would
be at onc€ more uniform and less equivocal in its application to
the newly elaborated problems of mechanics.rr

similar reformulations_of a paradigm have occurred repeated-
ty-- all o{ the sciences, but most ofthem have produceld more
substantial changes in the paradigm than the reiormulations of
the Principda cited above.-such 

"hatrg"s 
result from the em-

1#;i1"*f:ffiit#"i1x
nJ;"*"",T:iffi :ffiff '.*",1:

eqgarywethere.Beroreh"':frTi':"9"'JtrJff li:l*l#;:T;
make measurements with it, coulomb had to emp^loi electrical
theory to determine how his equipment should^be'built. The

11Ren6 Dugas, Histoire d.e ln mdcandgue (Neuchatel, lg5O), Books IV_V.
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conseguence of his measurements was a refinement in that
theory, Or again, the men who designed the experiments that
were to distinguish between the various theories of heating by
compression were generally the same men who had made up
the versions being compared. They were working both with
fact and with theory, and their work produced nolsimply new
information but a more precise paradigm, obtained by the elim-
ination of ambiguities that the original from which they worked
had retained. In many sciences, most normal work is of this sort.

These three classes of problems-determination of significant
fact, matching of facts with theory, and articulation of theory-
exhaust, I think, the literature of normal science, both empirical
and theoretical. They do not, of course, quite exhaust the entire
literature of science. There are also extraordinary problems, and
it may well be their resolution that makes the scientific enter-
prise as a whole so particularly worthwhile. But extraordinary
problems are not to be had for the asking. They emerge only on
special occasions prepared by the advance of normal research.
Inevitably, therefore, the overwhelming majority of the prob-
lems undertaken by even the very best scientists usually fall in-
to one of the three categories outlined above. Work under the
paradigm can be conducted in no other w&/, and to desert the
paradigm is to cease practicing the science it deffnes. We shall
shortly discover that such desertions do occur. They are the
pivots about which scientific revolutions turn. But before begin-
ning the study of such revolutions, we require a more Pano-
ramic view of the normal-scientific pursuits that prepare the
way.
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Perhaps the most striking feature of the normal research

problemi we have just encountered is how little- they aim to

iroduce maior novelties, conceptual or phenomenal. Sometimes,
as in a wave-length measurement, everything but the most eso-

teric detail of tlie result is known in advance, and the typical

latitude of expectation is only somewhat wider. Coulomb's
measurements need not, perhaps, have fitted an inverse square
law; the men who worked on heating by comPression were
often prepared for any one of several results. Yet even in cases
like thesJthe range of anticipated, and thus of assimilable, re-
sults is always small compared with the range that imagination
can conceive. And the pioject whose outcome does not fall in
that narrower range is Gually iust a research failure, one which
reflects not on nature but on the scientist.

In the eighteenth century, for example, little attention was
paid to the experiments that measured eleetrical attraction with
devices Iike the pan balance. Because they yielded ueither con-
sistent nor simple results, they could not be used to articulate
the paradigm from which they derived. Therefore, they re-
mained nlere facts, unrelated and unrelatable to the continuing
progress of electrical research. Only in retrospect, possessed of
i snbseqrrent paradigm, can we see what characteristics of elec-
trical phenomena they display. Coulomb and his contempo-
raries, of course, also possessed this later paradigm or one that,
when applied to the problem of attraction, yielded the same
expectations. That is why Coulomb was able to design apPa-
ratus that gave a result assimilable by paradigm articulation.
But it is also why that result surprised no one and why several
of Coulomb's contemporaries had been able to predict it in
advance. Even the proiect whose goal is paradigm articulation
does not aim at the unexpected novelty.

But if the aim of normal science is not major substantive nov-
elties-if failure to come near the anticipated result is usually
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failure as a scientist-then why are these problems undertakerr
at all? Part of the answer has already been developed. To scien-
tists, at least, the results gained in normal research are signifi-
cant because they add to the scope and precision with *t i.r,
the paradigm can be applied. Tliat answer, however, cannot
account for the enthusiasm and devotion that scientists display
for the p_roblems of normal research. No one devotes y"ati to,
say, the development of a better spectrometer or the production
of an improved solution to the problem of vibrating strings
simply because of the importance of the information that *itt
be obtained. The data to be gained by computing ephemerides
or by further measurements with an existing instrument are
often i,rft as significant, but those activities are regularly
spurned by scientists because they are so largely repetitions of
procedures that have been carried through before. that rejec-
tion provides a clue to the fascination of the normal research
problem. Though its outcome can be anticipated, often in de-
tail so great that what remains to be known is itself uninterest-
ing, the way to achieve that outcome remains very much in
doubt. Bringing a normal research problem to a conclusion is
achieving the anticipated in a new wo/, and it requires the
solution of all sorts of complex instrumental, conceplual, and
mathematical puzzles. The man who succeeds proves himself
an expert puzzle-solver, and the challenge of the puzzle is an
important part of what usually drives him on.

The term s'puzzle' and'puzzle-solver' highlight several of the
themes that have become increasingly prominent in the pre-
ceding pages. Puzzles are, in the entirely standard meaning
here employed, that special category of problems that can serve
to test ingenuity or skill in solution. Dictionary illustrations are'jigsaw puzzle'and'crossword puzzle,'and it is the characteris-
tics that these share with the problems of normal science that
we now need to isolate. One of them has just been mentioned.
It is no criterion of goodness in a puzzle that its outcome be
intrinsically interesting or important. On the contrary, the really
pressing problems, €.8., a cure for cancer or the design of a
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of a solution is.
We have already seen, however, that one of the things a

scientific community acquires with a paradigm is a criterion
for choosing problems that, while the paradigm is taken for

trated by several facets of seventeenth-century Baconianism
and by some of the contemporary social sciences. One of the
reasons why normal science seems to progress so rapidly is that
its practitioners concentrate on problems that only their own
lack of ingenuity should keep them from solving.

If, however, the problems of normal science are puzzles in
this sense, we need no longer ask why scientists attack them
with such passion and devotion. A man may be attracted to
science for all sorts of reasons. Among them are the desire to
be useful, the excitement of exploring new territory, the hope
of finding order, and the drive to test established knowledge.
These motives and others besides also help to determine the
particular problems that will later engage him. Furthermore,
though the result is occasional fmstration, there is good reason
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why motives like these should first attract him and then lead
him on.l The scientiffc enterprise as a whole does from time to
time prove useful, open up new territory, display order, and
test long-accepted belief. Nevertheless, the indirsid:u,al engaged
on a norrnal research problem is almost neDer doing any one of
these things. Once engaged, his motivation is of a rather difier-
ent sort. What then challenges him is the conviction that, if
only he is skilful enough, he will succeed in solving a puzzle
that no one before has solved or solved so well. Many of the
geatest scientiffc minds have devoted all of their professional
attention to demanding puzzles of this sort. On most occasions
any particular ffeld of specialization offers nothing else to do,
a fact that makes it no less fascinating to the proper sort of
addict.

Turn now to another, more difficult, and more revealing as-
pect of the parallelism between puzzles and the problems of
normal science. If it is to classify as a puzzle, a problem must
be characterized by more trhan 

"tr 
atrntid solutioir. There must

also be rules that limit both the nature of acceptable solutions
and the steps by which they are to be obtained. To solve a
iigsaw puzzle is not, for example, merely "to make a picfure."
Either a child or a contemporary artist could do that by scatter-
ing selected pieces, as abstract shapes, upon some neutral
ground. The picture thus produced might be far better, and
would certainly be more original, than the one from which the
puzzle had been made. Nevertheless, such a picture would not
be a solution. To achieve that all the pieces must be used, their
plain sides must be turned down, and they must be interlocked
without forcing until no holes remain. Those are among the
rules that govern iigsaw-puzzle solutions. Similar restrictions
upon the admissible solutions of crossword puzzles, riddles,
chess problems, and so on, are readily discovered.

If we can accept a considerably broadened use of the term
r The frustrations induced bv the confict between the.individual's role and

the over-all pattern of scientihc development can, however, occasionally be
quite serious. On this subject, see Lawrence S. Kubie, "Some Unsolved Prob-
lems of the Scientiftc Career," American Scientist, XLI (1953),596-613; and
XLII (1954), r04-r2.
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'rule'-one that will occasionally equate it with 'established

viewpoint' or with 'preconception'-then the problems acces-
sible-within a given research tradition display som,ething-much
like this set oipunle characteristics. The man who builds an
instrument to determine optical wave lengths must not be satis-
fied with a piece of equipment that merely attributes particular
numbers to particulai spectral lines. He is not iust an explorer
or measurer. On the contrary, he must'show, by analyzing his
apparatus in terms of the established body of optical theory,
that the numbers his instrument Produces are the ones that
enter theory as wave lengths. If some residual vagueness in the
theory or some unanalyzed component of his apparatus Pre-
vents his completing that demonstration, his colleagues may
well conclude that he has measured nothing at all. For example,
the electron-scattering maxima that were later diagnosed as
indices of electron wave length had no apparent significance
when first observed and recorded. Before they became measures
of anything, they had to be related to a theory that predic_ted
the waveJike behavior of matter in motion. And even after that
relation was pointed out, the apparatus had to be redesigned so
that the experimental results might be correlated unequivocally
with theory.2 Until those conditions had been satisffed, no prob-
Iem had been solved.

Similar sorts of restrictions bound the admissible solutions to
theoretical problems. Throughout the eighteenth century those
scientists who tried to derive the observed motion of the moon
from Newton's laws of motion and gravitation consistently
failed to do so. As a result, some of them suggested replacing
the inverse square law with a law that deviated from it at small
distances. To do that, however, would have been to change the
paradigm, to define a new puzzle, and not to solve the old one.
In the event, scientists preserved the rules until, in 1750, one

of them discovered how they could successfully be applied.s

2 For a brief account of the evolution of these experiments, see page 4 of
C. J. Davisson's lecture in Les prir Nobel en 1937 (Stockholm, 1938).

3 W. Whewell, Hi*ory of the luluctioe sciences (rev. ed.; London, 1847), II,
l0I-5, 220-i2z
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Only a change in the rules of the game could have provided an
alternative.

The study of normal-scientiffc traditions discloses many addi-
tional rules, and these provide much information about the
commitments that scientists derive from their paradigms. What
can tve say are the main categories into which these rules fall?.
The most obvious and probably the most binding is exempliffed
by the sorts of generalizations we have iust noted. These are
explicit statements of scientiftc law and about scientiffc con-
cepts and theories. While they continue to be honored, such
statements help to set puzzles and to limit acceptable solutions.
Newton's Laws, for example, performed those functions during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. As long as they did so,
quantity-of-matter was a fundamental ontological category for
physical scientists, and the forces that act between bits of mat-
ter were a dominant topic for research.6 In chemistry the laws
of fixed and deffnite proportions had, for a long time, an exactly
similar force-setting the problem of atomic weights, bounding
the admissible results of chemical analyses, and informing
chemists what atoms and molecules, compounds and mixtures
were.8 Maxwellt equations and the laws of statistical therrro-
dynamics have the same hold and function today.

Rules like these are, however, neither the only nor even the
most interesting variety displayed by historical study. At a level
Iower or more concrete than that of laws and theories, there is,
for example, a multitude of commitments to preferred types of
instrumentation and to the ways in which accepted instruments
may legitimately be employed. Changing attitudes toward the
role of ffre in chemical analyses played a vital part in the de-

a I owe this qr.restio_n to W. O. Hagstrom, whose work in the sociology of
science sometimes overlaps my own.

6 For these aspects of Newtonianism, see I. B. Cohen, Frca/r;Iln atd Neuston:
An Inqulru lnto Speailatioe Neutonian Erperhpntal Scbrce atd Franklin's
Work in nTectr*:U1i as an Erample Thercof (Philadelphia, 1956), chap. vii, esp.
pp.25L57, 27.-E77.

0 This example is discussed at length near the end of Section X.
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velopment of chemistry in the seventeenth cenhrry.? Helmholtz,
in the nineteenth, encountered strong resistance from physiol-
ogists to the notion that physical experimentation could illu-
minate their field.8 And in this century the curious history of
chemical chromatography again illustrates the endurance of
instrumental commitments that, as much as laws and theory,
provide scientists with rules of the game.e When we analyze
the discovery of X-rays, we shall find reasons for commitments
of this sort.

Less local and temporary, though still not unchanging char-
acteristics of science, are the higher level, quasi-metaphysical
commitments that historical study so regularly displays. After
about 1630, for example, and particularly after the appearance
of Descartes's immensely influential scientiffc writings, most
physical scientists assumed that the universe was composed of
microscopic corpuscles and that all natural phenomena could
be explained in terms of coqpuscular shape, size, motion, and
interaction. That nest of commitrnents proved to be both meta-
physical and methodological. As metaphysical, it told scientists
what sorts of entities the universe did and did not contain: there
was only shaped matter in motion. As methodological, it told
them what ultimate laws and fundamental explanations must
be like: laws must specify co{puscular motion and interaction,
and explanation must reduce any given natural phenomenon to
colpuscular action under these laws. More important still, the
corpuscular conception of the universe told scientists what
many of their research problems should be. For example, a
chemist who, Iike Boyle, embraced the new philosophy gave
particular attention to reactions that could be viewed as trans-
mutations. More clearly than any others these displayed the
process of corpuscular rearrangement that must underlie all

z H. Metzger, Les doctrines chimiques en France du ddbut du xvlrc siccle d
hfin du XVlIle siicle (Paris, 1928),.pp. 359$l; Marie Boas,Robert Boule atd.
Seoenteenth-C entury Chemistry ( Cam5ridge, lg58 ), pp. I l2-l5.

_ 
t.L99^{gnigsberger, Hermann oon Helmholtz, trans. Francis A. Welby (Ox-

ford, 1906), pp. 6F66.
9_James E, Meinhard, "Chromatography: A Perspective," Science, CX ( lg4g),

387-92.
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chemical change.l' similar efiects of corpuscularism can be
observed in the study of mechanics, optics] and heat.

Finally, at a still higher level, there is another set of commit-
ments without which no man is a scientist. The scientist must,
for example, be concerned to understand the world and to ex-
tend the precision and scope with which it has been ordered.
That commitment must, in turn, lead him to scrutinize, either
for himself or through colleagues, some aspect of nature in great
empirical detail. And, if that scrutiny displays pockets of ap-
parent disorder, then these must challenge him to a new reftni-
ment of his observational techniques or to a further articulation
of his theories. Undoubtedly there are still other rules like these,
ones which have held for scientists at all times.

The existence of this strong network of commitments-con-
ceptual, theoretical, instrumental, and methodological-is a
principal source of the metaphor that relates normal science to
puzzle-solving. Because it provides rules that tell the practi-
tioner of a mature specialty what both the world and his science
are like, he can concentrate with assurance upon the esoteric
problems that these rules and existing knowledge define for
him. What then personally challenges him is how to bring the
residual puzzle to a solution. In these and other respects a dis-
cussion of puzzles and of rules illuminates the nature of normal
scientific practice. Yet, in another waf t that illumination may
be significantly misleading. Though there obviously are rules
to which all the practitioners of a scientific specialty adhere at
a given time, those rules may not by themselves specify all that
the practice of those specialists has in common. Normal science
is a highly determined activity, but it need not be entirely
determined by rules. That is why, at the start of this essay, I
introduced shared paradigms rather than shared rules, assump-
tions, and points of view as the source of coherence for normal
research traditions. Rules, I suggest, derive from paradigms, but
paradigms can guide research even in the absence of rules.

10 For corpuscularism in general, see Marie Boas, "The Establishment of the
Mechanical Philosophy," Osiris, X ( 1952), 412-541. For its effects on Boyle's
chemistry, see T. S. Kuhn, "Robert Boyle and Structrrral Chemistry in the Seven-
teenth Century," I.si.s, XLIII (1952), 12-36.
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V. The Priority of Porodigms

To discover the relation between rules, paradigms, and nor-
mal science, consider ffrst how the historian isolates the par-
ticular loci of commitment that have iust been described as
accepted rules. Close historical investigation of a given spe-
cialty at a given time discloses a set of recurrent and quasi-
standard illustrations of various theories in their conceptual,
observational, and instrumental applications. These are the
community's paradigms, revealed in its textbooks, lectures, and
laboratory exercises. By studying them and by practicing with
them, the members of the corresponding commtrnity learn
their trade. The historian, of course, will discover in addition a
penumbral area occupied by achievements whose status is still
in doubt, but the core of solved problems and techniques will
usually be clear. Despite occasional ambiguities, the paradigms
of a mature scientific community can be determined with rela-
tive ease.

The determination of shared paradigms is not, however, the
determination of shared rules. That demands a second step and
one of a somewhat different kind. When undertaking it, the
historian must compare the community's paradigms with each
other and with its current research reports. In doing so, his
object is to discover what isolable elements, explicit or implicit,
the members of that community may have abstracted from
their more global paradigms and deployed as rules in their re-
search. Anyone who has attempted to describe or analyze the
evolution of a particular scientific tradition will necessarily have
sought accepted principles and rules of this sort. Almost cer-
tainly, as the preceding section indicates, he will have met with
at least partial success. But, if his experience has been at all like
my own, he will have found the search for rules both more diffi-
cult and less satisfying than the search for paradigms. Some of
the generalizations he employs to describe the communityt
shared beliefs will present no problems. Others, however, in-
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cluding some of those used as illustrations above, will seem a
shade too stlong. Phrased in iust that way, or in any other way
he can imagine, they would almost certainly have been rejected
by some members of the group he studies. Nevertheless, if the
coherence of the research tradition is to be understood in terms
of rules, some specification of common ground in the corre-
sponding area is needed. As a result, the search for a body of
rules competent to constitute a given normal research tradition
becomes a source of continual and deep frustration.

Recognizing that frustration, however, makes it possible to
diagnose its source. Scientists can agree that a Newton, La-
voisier, Maxwell, or Einstein has produced an aPParently per-
manent solution to a group of outstanding problems and still
disagree, sometimes without being aware of it, about the par-
ticular abstract characteristics that make those solutions per-
manent. They can, that is, agree in their identification of. a
paradigm without agreeing on, or even attempting to produce,
i fril interpretation or rationalization of it. Lack of a standard
interpretation or of an agreed reduction to rules will not pre-
vent a paradigm from guiding research. Normal science can be
determined in part by the direct inspection of paradigms,, a
process that is often aided by but does not depend upon the-
formulation of rules and assumptions. Indeed, the existence of
a paradigm need not even imply that any full set of rules exists.r

Inevitably, the first efiect of those statements is to raise prob-
lems. In ttre absence of a competent body of rules, what re-
stricts the scientist to a particular normal-scientific tradition?
What can the phrase 

'direct inspection of paradigms' mean?
Partial ans*ets to questions like these were developed by the
the late Ludwig Wittgenstein, though in a very different con-

text. Because that context is both more elementary and more

familiar, it will help to consider his form of the argument first.

what need we know, wittgenstein asked, in order that we

r Michael Polanyi has brilliantly developed a very similar lh"T."t arguing

that much of the Jcientist's s,tccesi dependi upon "tacit knowledge," i.e., upon

knowledqe that is acquired through practice and that cannot be articulated

"*fti"ittf 
See his Perionul Knoulidgi (Chicago, 1958), particularly chaps. v

and vi.
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apply terms like 'chair,' or 'leaf,' or 'game' unequivocally and
without provoking argument?2

That question is very old and has generally been answered
by saying that we must know, consciously or intuitivel/, what
a chair, or leaf, or game rs. We must, that is, grasp some set of
attributes that all games and that only games have in common.
Wittgenstein, however, concluded that, given the way we use
language and the sort of world to which we apply it, there need
be no such set of characteristics. Though a discussion of some of
the attributes shared by a number of games or chairs or leaves
often helps us learn how to employ the corresponding term,
there is no set of characteristics that is simultaneously appli-
cable to all members of the class and to them alone. Instead,
confronted with a previously unobserved activity, we apply the
term 'game'because what we are seeing bears a close "family
resemblance" to a number of the activities that we have pre-
viously learned to call by that name. For Wittgenstein, in short,
games, and chairs, and leaves are natural families, each consti-
tuted by a network of overlapping and crisscross resemblances.
The existence of such a network sufficiently accounts for our
success in identifying the corresponding object or activity. Only
if the families we named overlapped and merged gradually into
one another-only, that is, if there were no natural families-
would our success in identifying and naming provide evidence
for a set of common characteristics corresponding to each of the
class names we employ.

Something of the same sort may very well hold for the various
research problems and techniques that arise within a single
normal-scientiffc tradition. What these have in common is not
that they satisfy some explicit or even some fully discoverable
set of rules and assumptions that gives the tradition its charac-
ter and its hold upon the scientific mind. Instead, they may
relate by resemblance and by modeling to one or another part
of the scientific corpus which the community in question al-

2 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical lnoestigafions, trans. G. B. M. Anscombe
(New York, 1953), pp. 3I-96. Wittgenstein, however, says almost nothinq
about the sort of world neccssary to support tlrc naming procedurc hc outlineij
Part of the point that follows cainot thcrcforc bc attribui6d to him.
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do so, they need no full set of rules. The coherence displayed by
the reseaich tradition in which they participate may not imply
even the existence of an underlying body of rules and assump-
tions that additional historical or philosophical investigation
might uncover. That scientists do not usually ask or debate
what makes a particular problem or solution legitimate tempts
us to suppose that, at least intuitively, they know the answer.
But it may only indicate that neither the question nor the
answer is felt to be relevant to their research. Paradigms may be
prior to, more binding, and more complete than any set of rules
for research that could be unequivocally abstracted from them.

So far this point has been entirely theoretical: paradigms
could determine normal science without the intervention of dis-
coverable rules. Let me now try to increase both its clarity and
ulgency by indicating some of the reasons for believing that
paradigms actually do operate in this manner. The ftrst, which
has already been discussed quite fully, is the severe difficulty of
discovering the rules that have guided particular normal-scien-
tific traditions. That difficulty is very nearly the same as the one
the philosopher encounters when he tries to say what all games
have in common. The second, to which the first is really a corol-
lary, is rooted in the nature of scientific education. Scientists, it
should already be clear, never learn concepts, laws, and theories
in the abstract and by themselves. Instead, these intellectual
tools are from the start encountered in a historically and peda-
gogically prior unit that displays them with and through their
applications. A new theory is always announced together with
applications to some concrete rarlge of natural phenomena;
without them it would not be even a candidate for acceptance.
After it has been accepted, those same applications or others
accompany the theory into the textbooks from which the future
practitioner will learn his trade. They are not there merely as
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embroidery or even as documentation. On the contrary, the
process of learning a theory depends upon the study of applica-
tions, including practice problem-solving both with a pencil and
paper and with instruments in the laboratory. If, for example,
the student of Newtonian dynamics ever discovers the meaning
of terms like'force,''mass,' 'space,' and'time,' he does so less
from the incomplete though sometimes helpful definitions in his
text than by observing and participating in the application of
these concepts to problem-solution.

That process of learningby finger exercise or by doing con-
tinues throughout the process of professional initiation. As the
student proceeds from his freshman course to and through his
doctoral dissertation, the problems assigned to him become
more complex and less completely precedented. But they con-
tinue to be closely modeled on previous achievements as are the
problems that normally occupy him during his subsequent inde-
pendent scientific career. One is at liberty to suppose that some-
where along the way the scientist has intuitively abstracted
rules of the game for himself, but there is little reason to believe
it. Though many scientists talk easily and well about the par-
ticular individual hypotheses that underlie a concrete piece of
current research, they are little better than laymen at character-
izingthe established bases of their field, its legitimate problems
and methods. If they have learned such abstractions at all, they
show it mainly through their ability to do successful research.
That ability can, however, be understood without recourse to
hypothetical rules of the game.

These consequences of scientific education have a converse
that provides a third reason to suppose that paradigms guide
research by direct modeling as well as through abstracted rules.
Normal science can proceed without rules only so long as the
relevant scientiffc community accepts without question the par-
ticular problem-solutions already achieved. Rules should there-
fore become important and the characteristic unconcern about
them should vanish whenever paradigms or models are felt to
be insecure. That is, moreover, exactly what does occur. The pre-
paradigm period, in particular, is regularly marked by frequent
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and deep debates over legitimate methods, problems, and
standards of solution, though t'hese serve rather to define
schools than to produce agreement. We have already noted a
few of these debates in optics and electricity, and they played
an even larger role in the development of seventeenth-century
chemistry and of early nineteenth-century geology.s Further-
more, debates like these do not vanish once and for all with the
appearance of a paradigm. Though almost non-existent during
periods of normal science, they recur regularly just before and
during scientific revolutions, the periods when paradigms are
first under attack and then subject to change. The transition
from Newtonian to quantum mechanics evoked many debates
about both the nature and the standards of physics, some of
which still continue.a There are people alive today who can
remember the similar arguments engendered by Maxwell's elec-
tromagnetic theory and by statistical mechanics.b And earlier
still, the assimilation of Galileo's and Newton's mechanics gave
rise to a particularly famous series of debates with Aristotelians,
Cartesians, and Leibnizians about the standards legitimate to
science.o When scientists disagree about whether the funda-
mental problems of their field have been solved, the search for
rules galns a function that it does not ordinarily Possess. While

3 For chemistry, see H. Metzger, Les doctrines chimiques en France d.u ddbut
du XYII' d It fi; du XVIIIe $CZte ( paris, 1923 ), pp. 2L27 ,14G49; and Marie
Boas, Robert Boyl,e and Seoenteenth-Cmtury.-ChqnAp (Cambrilge, 1958),
chap. ii. For seolbqy, see Walter F. Cannon, -'The Uniformitarian-Catastrophist
De6ate," fs,is,"Lf ( ibOO ), 38-55; and C. C. Gillispie, Genesis atd. Geology ( Cam-
bridge, Mass., l95l)' chaps. iv-v.
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paradigms remain secure, however, they can function without
agreement over rationalization or witrhout any attempted ra-
tionalization at all.

clear how they can exist. If normal science is so rigid and if
scientific communities are so close-knit as the preceding dis-
cussion has implied, how can a change of paradigm ever affect
only a small subgroup? What has been said so far may have
seemed to imply that normal science is a single monolithic and
uniffed enterprise that must stand or fall with any one of its
paradigms as well as with all of them together. But science is
obviously seldom or never like that. Often, viewing all fields
together, it seems instead a rather ramshackle structure with
litlle coherence among its various parts. Nothing said to this
point should, however, conflict with that very familiar observa-
tion. On the contrary, substituting paradigms for rules should
make the diversity of scientiffc ftelds and specialties easier to
understand. Explicit rules, when they exist, are usually common
to a very broad scientiftc group, but paradigms need not be. The
practitioners of widely separated fields, say astronomy and taxo-
nomic botany, are educated by exposure to quite different
achievements described in very different books. And even men
who, being in the same or in closely related fields, bcgin by
studying many of the same books and achievcmcnts may ac-
quire rather difierent paradigms in the course of professional
specialization.

Consider, for a single example, the qrrite large and diversc
community constituted by all physical scientists. Each member
of that group today is taught the laws of, say, quantum me-
chanics, and most of them employ these laws at some point in
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their research or teaching. But they do not all leam the same
applications of these laws, and they are not therefore all
affected in the same ways by changes in quantum-mechanical
practice. On the road to professional specialization, a few physi-
cal scientists encounter only the basic principles of quantum
mechanics. Others study in detail the paradigm applications of
these principles to chemistry, still others to the physics of the
solid state, and so on. What quantum mechanics means to each
of them depends upon what courses he has had, what texts he
has read, and which journals he studies. It follows that, though
a change in quantum-mechanical law will be revolutionary for
all of these groups, a change that reflects only on one or another
of the paradigm applications of quantum mechanics need be
revolutionary only for the members of a particular professional
subspecialty. For the rest of the profession and for those who
practice other physical sciences, that change need not be revo-
lutionary at all. In short, though quantum mechanics (or New-
tonian dynamics, or electromagnetic theory ) is a paradigm for
many scientific groups, it is not the same paradigm for them all.
Therefore, it can simultaneously determine several traditions of
normal science that overlap without being coextensive. A revo-
lution produced within one of these traditions will not neces-
sarily extend to the others as well.

One brief illustration of specialization's effect may give this
whole series of points additional force. An investigator who
hoped to learn something about what scientists took the atomic
theory to be asked a distinguished physicist and an eminent
chemist whether a single atom of helium was or was not a
molecule. Both answered without hesitation, but their answers
were not the same. For the chemist the atom of helium was a
molecule because it behaved like one with respect to the kinetic
theory of gases. For the physicist, on the other hand, the helium
atom was not a molecule because it displayed no molecular
spectrum.? Presumably both men were talking of the same par-

7 The investigator was James K. Senior, to whom I am indebted for a verbal
report. Some related issues are treated in his paper, "The Vernacular of the
Laboratory," PlfiIosoplry of Science, XXV (1958), 163-68.
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ticle, but they were viewing it through their own research train-
ing and practice. Their experience in problem-solving told them
what a molecule must be. Undoubtedly their experiences had
had much in common, but they did not, in this case, tell the two
specialists the same thing. As we proceed we shall discover how
consequential paradigm differences of this sort can occasionally
be.



Vl. Anomoly ond the Emergence of
Scientific Discoveries

Normal science, the puzzle-solving activity we have itrst
examined, is a highly cumulative enterprise, emine_trtly strccess-
ful in its aim, the steady extension of the scoPe and precision of

scientific knowledge. In all these respects it fits with great _pre--
cision the most usial image of scientlfic work. Yet one standard

product of the scientific Lnterprise_is missin_g. Normal science

does not aim at novelties of fact or theory aud, when sttccessfttl,

finds none. New and unsuspected phenomella are, however, re-

peatedly uncovered by scientific research, and radical new

iheotiei have again and again been invented by scientists. His-

tory even suggests that the scientific enterprise has developed a

,rttq.tely poiv:erful technique for producing surprises of this

sort] If 
'th^is 

characteristic bf science is to be reconciled with

u,hat has already been said, then research under a Para{ig*
must be a particularly efiective way of indtrcing paradigm

change. Thai is what fundamental novelties of fact and theory-

do. Pioduced inadvertently by a game played under one set of

rules, their assimilation requires the elaboration of another set'

After they have become parts of science, the enterprise, at.least

of those ipecialists in whlose particular field the novelties lie, is

never quite the same again.
We must now ask hJw changes of this sort can come about,

considering first discoveries, oi novelties of fact, and then jn-

ventions, or novelties of theory. That distinction between clis-

covery and invention or between fact and theory will, however,

immediately prove to be exceedi'gly artificial. Its artificiality is

an important-clue to several of this essay'smain theses. Examirt-

ing sitected discoveries in the rest of this section' we shall

qtiickly find that they _are not isolated evertts btrt extendcd epi-

tlod.t with a regularly recurretrt strttctttre. Discovery conl-

mences with the-awar.tt.tt of anomaly, i.e., with the recogni-

tion that nature has somehow violated the paradigm-induced
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expectations that govern normal science. It then continues with

establish a claim was the British scientist and divine, Joseph
Priestley, who collected the gas released by heated red oiide^of

_ 
'F"", however, uno Bockluld, '4 

Lost Letter from scheele to Lavoisier,"
I-ychnos. 1957-58, pp. Bg62, f i a difierent evaluatio" ol-5"t"ute's role.
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clusion that Priestley was never able to accept.
This pattern of discovery raises a question that can be asked

about &uty novel phenomenon that has ever entered the con-
sciousness of scientists. Was it Priestley or Lavoisier, if either,
who ffrst discovered oxygen? In any case, when was oxygen
discovered? In that form-the question could be asked even if
only one claimant had existed. As a ruling about-priority and
date, an answer does not at all concern us. Nevertheless, an at-
tempt to produce one will illuminate the nature -of discovery,
beciuse there is no answer of the kind that is sought. Discovery
is not the sort of process about which the question is aPPro-

claim to the discovery of oxygen is based uPon his priority in

thought he had obtained nitrous oxide, a species he already
knew; in 1775 he saw the gas as dephlogisticated air, which is

still not oxygen or even, for phlogistie chemists, a quite unex-

pected sort of gas. Lavoisier's claim may be stronger, bu_t it

presents the same problems. If we refuse th9 plhn to Priestley,
tnre cannot award i[ to Lavoisier for the work of. L775 which led

s I. B. Conant, The Ooetthroo of the Phlogkston Theory: The Clwmical Reo-
olutiii of 1775-1789 ("Harvard Cise Histori-es in Experimental Science," Case
2; Cambridge, Mass., 1950), p. 2s. This very usefuI pamphlet reprlntr many
of the relevant documents.
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him to identify the gas as the "air itself entire." Presumably we
wait for the work of 1776 and L777 which led Lavoisier to see
not merely the gas but what the gas was. Yet even this award
could be questioned, for in L777 and to the end uf his life
Lavoisier insisted that oxygen was an atomic "principle of acid-
ity" and that oxygen gas was formed only when that "principle"
united with caloric, the matter of heat.a Shall we therefore say
that oxygen had not yet been discovered in L777? Some may be
tempted to do so. But the principle of acidity was not banished
from chemistry until after 1810, and caloric lingered until the
1860's. Oxygen had become a standard chemical substance be-
fore either of those dates.

Clearly we need a new vocabulary and concepts ftor analyz-
ing events like the discovery of oxygen. Though undoubtedly
correct, the sentence, "Oxygen was discovered," misleads by
suggesting that discovering something is a single simple act
assimilable to our usual ( and also qtrestionable ) concept of see-
ing. That is why we so readily assume that discovering, Iike
seeing or touching, should be unequivocally attributable to an
individual and to a moment in time. But the latter attribution is
always impossible, and the former often is as well. Ignoring
Scheele, we can safely say that oxygen had not been discovered
before 1774, and we would probably also say that it had been
discoveredby 1777 or shortly thereafter. But within those limits
or others like them, any attempt to date the discovery must in-
evitably be arbitrary because discovering a new sort of phenom-
enon is necessarily a complex event, one which involves recog-
n_izing both that something is and ushat it is. Note, for example,
that if oxygen were dephlogisticated air for us, we should insist
without hesitation that Priestley had discovered it, though we
would still not know quite when. But if both observation and
co_n_ceptualization, fact and assimilation to theory, are insepa-
rally linked in discovery, then discovery is a process and m^ust
take time. only when all the relevant conceptual categories are
prepared in advance, in which case the phenomenon would not

_ 
4 H. Metzger, La philosoTtlie cle la muti)re clrcz Laooisier (paris, lg35); and

Lraumas, oqt. cit., chap. vii.
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be of a new sort, can discovering that and discovering what
occur effortlessly, together, and in an instant.

Grant now that discovery involves an extended, though not
necessarily long, process of conceptual assimilation. Can we also
say that it involves a change in paradif? To that question, no
general answer can yet be given, but in this case at least, the
answer must be yes. What Lavoisier announced in his PaPers
from L777 on was not so much the discovery of oxygen as t{re
oxygen theory of combustion. That theory was the keystone for
a reformulation of chemistry so vast that it is usually called the
chemical revolution. Indeed, if the discovery of oxygen had not
been an intimate part of the emergence of a new paradigm for
chemistry, the question of priority from which we began would
never have seemed so important. In this case as in others, the
value placed upon a new phenomenon and thus upon its dis-
coverer varies with our estimate of the extent to which the
phenomenon violated paradigm-induced anticipations. Notice,
however, since it will be important later, that the discovery of
oxygen was not by itself the cause of the change in chemical
theory. Long before he played any part in the discovery of the
new gas, Lavoisier was convinced both that something was
wrong with the phlogiston theory and that burning bodies ab-
sorbed some part of the atmosphere. That much he had re-
corded in a sealed note deposited with the Secretary of the
French Academy in 1772.6 What the work on oxygen did was to
give much additional form and structure to Lavoisier's earlier
sense that something was amiss. It told him a thing he was al-
ready prepared to discover-the nature of the substance that
combustion removes from the atmosphere. That advance aware-
ness of dificulties must be a significant part of what enabled
Lavoisier to see in experiments like Priestley's a gas that Priest-
ley had been unable to see there himself. Conversely, the fact
that a maior paradigm revision was needed to see what Lavoi-
sier saw must be the principal reason why Priestley was, to the
end of his long life, unable to see it.

6 The most authoritative account of the origin of Lavoisier's discontent is
Henry Guerlac, Lanoisier-the Crucbl Iear: fhc Backgtound atd. Otigln ol
n* First Erpefiments on Combustion in 1772 (lthaca, N.Y., f96l ).
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Two other and far briefer examples will reinforce much that
has iust been said and simultaneously cary us from an elucida-
tion of the nature of discoveries toward an understanding of the
circumstances under which they emerge in science. In an effort
to represent the main ways in which discoveries can come
about, these examples are chosen to be different both from each
other and from the discovery of oxygen. The ffrst, X-rays, is a
classic case of discovery through accident, a type that occurs
more frequently than the impersonal standards of scientific re-
porting allow us easily to realize. Its story opens on the day that
the physicist Roentgen intermpted a normal investigation of
cathode rays because he had noticed that a barium platino-
cyanide screen at some distance from his shielded apparatus
glowed when the discharge was in process. Further investiga-
tions-they required seven hectic weeks during which Roentgen
rarely left the laboratory-indicated that the cause of the glow
came in straight lines from the cathode ray tube, that the radia-
tion cast shadows, could not be defected by ^ magnet, and
much else besides. Before announcing his discovery, Roentgen
had convinced himself that his efiect was not due to cathode
rays but to an agent with at Ieast some similarity to light.6

Even so brief an epitome reveals striking resemblances to the
discovery of oxygen: before experimenting with red oxide of
mercury, Lavoisier had performed experiments that did not
produce the_results anticipated under the phlogiston paradigm;
Roentgen's discovery commenced with the recognition that his
screen glowed when it should not. In both cases the perception
of anomaly-of a phenomenon, that is, for which his paradigm
had not readied the investigator-played an essential role in
preparing the way for perception of novelty. But, again in both
cases, the perception that somethi"g had gone wrong was only
the prelude to discovery. Neither oxygen nor X-rays emerged
without a further process of experimentation and assimilation.
At what point in Roentgen's investigation, for example, ought
we say that X-rays had actually been discovered? Not, in any

_ 
u-_!. W. Taylor,,Plrysics, the Pioneer Science (Boston, lg4l ), pp. Zg0-g4; and

T. W. Chalnrers, Historic Rescurches (London, lg4g), pp. 218-i-g
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case, at the ffrst instant, when all that had been noted was a
glowing screen. At least one other investigator had seen that
glow and, to his subsequent chagin, discovered nothing at all.?
Nor, it is almost as clear, can the moment of discovery be
pushed forward to a point during the last week of investigation,
by whictr time Roentgen was exploring the properties of the
new radiation he had already discovered. We can only say that
X-rays emerged in Wiirzburg between November 8 and Decem-
ber 28, 1895.

In a third area, however, the existence of signiffcant parallels
between the discoveries of oxygen and of X-rays is far less
apparent. Unlike the discovery of oxygen, that of X-rays was
not, at least for a decade after the event, implicated in any ob-
vious upheaval in scientiffc theory. In what sense, then, can the
assimilation of that discovery be said to have necessitated para-
dig* change? The case for denying such a change is very
strong. To be sure, the paradigms subscribed to by Roentgen
and his contemporaries could not have been trsed to predict

Lavoisier's interpretation of Priestley's gas. On the contrary, in
f895 accepted scientific theory and practice admitted a number
of forms of radiation-visible, infrared, and ultraviolet. Why
could not X-rays have been accepted as iust one more form of a
well*nown class of natural phenomena? Why were they not,
for example, received in the same \May as the discovery of an
additionil chemical element? New elements to fill empty places
in the periodic table were still being sought and found in Roent-
gen's day. Their pursuit was a standard project for normal
Jcience, and success was an occasion only for congratulations,
not for surprise.

? E. T. Whittaker, A History of the Theories of Aether and Electricity, | (2d'

ed.; London, l95t),358, n. l-. sir George Thomson has informed me of a sec-

ond ,r""r miis. Alerted by unaccountably fogged photographic plates, Sir Wil-

liam Crookes was also on the track of the discovery.
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X-rays, however, were greeted not only with surprise but
with shock. Lord Kelvin at first pronounced them an elaborate
hoax.8 Others, though they could not doubt the evidence, were
clearly staggered by it. Though X-rays were not prohibited by
established theory, they violated deeply entrenched expecta-
tions. Those expectations, I suggest, were implicit in the design
and interpretation of established laboratory procedures. By the
1890's cathode ray equipment was widely deployed in nu-
merous European laboratories. If Roentgen's apparatus had
produced X-rays, then a number of other experimentalists must
for some time have been producing those rays without knowing
it. Perhaps those rays, which might well have other unacknowl-
edged sources too, were implicated in behavior previously ex-
plained without reference to them. At the very least, several
sorts of long familiar apparatus would in the future have to be
shielded with lead. Previously completed wort on normal
projects would now have to be done again because earlier scien-
tists had failed to recognize and control a relevant variable.
X-rays, to be sure, opened up a new ffeld and thus added to the
potential domain of normal science. But they also, and this is
now the more important point, changed fields that had already
existed. In the process they denied previously paradigmatic
types of instrumentation their right to that title.

fn short, consciously or not, the decision to employ a particu-
lar piece of apparatus and to use it in a particular way carries an
assumption that only certain sorts of circumstances will arise.
There are instrumental as well as theoretical expectations, and
they have often played a decisive role in scientific development.
One such expectation is, for example, part of the story of
oxygen's belated discovery. Using a standard test for "the good-
ness of air," both Priestley and Lavoisier mixed two volumes of
their gas with one volume of nitric oxide, shook the mixture over
water, and measured the volume of the gaseous residue. The
previous experience from which this standard procedure had
evolved assured them that with atmospheric air the residue

r,,*tjtili,::I;,iHtfii: [#r.'tr" 
of sir wi,iam rhomson Baron Ketoin of
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would be one volume and that for any other gas (or for polluted
air) it would be greater. In the oxygen experiments both found
a residue close to one volume and identified the gas accordittg-
ly. Only much later and in part through an accident did Priest-
ley renounce the standard procedure and try mixing nitric oxide
with his gas in other proportions. He then found that with
quadruple the'volume of nitric oxide there was almost no resi-
due at all. His commitment to the original test procedure-a pro-
cedure sanctioned by much previous experience-had been
simultaneously a commitment to the non-existence of gases that
could behave as oxygen did.e

Illustrations of this sort could be multiplied by reference, for
example, to the belated identiffcation of uranium fission. One
reason why that nuclear reaction proved especially difficult to
recognize was that men who knew what to expect when bom-
barding uranium chose chemical tests aimed mainly at elements
from the upper end of the periodic table.lo Ought we conclude
from the frequency with which such instrumental commitments
prove misleading that science should abandon standard tests
and standard instruments? That would result in an inconceiv-
able method of research. Paradigm procedures and applications
are as necessary to science as paradigm laws and theories, and
they have the same effects. Inevitably they restrict the phenom-
enological field accessible for scientific investigation at any

o Conant, op. cit,, pp. l&20.

with close aftliations to physics, we cannot bring ourselves to this le_ap ryhich
would contradict all pre'iious experience of nucliar physics. It may be that a
series of strange accidents renderi our results deceptiie" ( Otto Hahh and Fritz
Strassman, "ULer den Nachweis und das Verhalten der bei der Bestrahlung des
Urans mittels Neutronen entstehended Erdalkalimetalle," Db Naturaissen-
sc@ten, XXVU [f939], l5).
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given time. Recognizing that much, we may simultaneously see
an essential sense in which a discovery like X-rays necessitates
paradigm change-and therefore change in both procedures and
expectations-for a special segment of the scientific community.
As a result, we may also understand how the discovery of X-rays
could seem to open a strange new world to many scientists and
could thus participate so effectively in the crisis that led to
twentieth-century physics.

Our ffnal example of scientiffc discovery, that of the Leyden
iar, belongs to a class that may be described as theory-induced.
Initially, the term may seem paradoxical. Much that has been
said so far suggests that discoveries predicted by theory in ad-
vance are parts of normal science and result in no new sort of.
fact. I have, for example, previously referred to the discoveries
of new chemical elements during the second half of the nine-
teenth century as proceeding from normal science in that way.
But not all theories are paradigm theories. Both during pre-
p-aradigm periods and during the crises that lead to large-scale
changes of paradigm, scientists usually develop many specu-
lative and unarticulated theories that can themselves point the

ryay to discovery. Often, however, that discovery is not quite
the one anticipated by the speculative and tentative hypothesis.
only as experiment and tentative theory are together articu-
Iated to a match does the discovery emerge and the theory be-
come a paradigm

The discovery of the Leyden jar displays all these features as
well as the others we have observed before. when it began,
there was no single pa_radigm for electrical research. Inqtead, o
number of theories, all derived from relatively accessibii: ph"-
nomena, were in competition. None of them succeeded in order-
ing the whole variety of electrical phenornena very well. That
failure is the source of several of the anomalies ihat provide
background for the discovery of the Leyden jar. oni of the
comp_eting schools of electricians took electricity to be a fluid,
a-nd jhalconception led a number of men to aitempt bottling
the fluid by holding a water-filled glass vial in their-hands a,rJ
touching the water to a conductor suspended from an activc

6 l
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electrostatic generator. On removing the iar from the machine
and touching the water (or a conductor connected to it) with
his free hand, each of these investigators experienced a severe
shock. Those first experiments did not, however, provide elec-
tricians with the Leyden iar. That device emerged more slowly,
and it is again impossible to say iust when its discovery was
completed. The initial attempts to store electrical fluid worked
only because investigators held the vial in their hands while
standing upon the ground. Electricians had still to learn that
the iar required an outer as well as an inner conducting coating
and that the fuid is not really stored in the jar at all. Somewhere
in the course of the investigations that showed them this, and
which introduced them to several other anomalous effects, the
device that we call the Leyden iar emerged. Furthermore, the
experiments that led to its emergence, many of them performed
by Franklin, were also the ones that necessitated the drastic re-
vision of the fuid theory and thus provided the ffrst full para-
dig- for electricity.ll

To a greater or lesser extent (corresponding to the continuum
from the shocking to the anticipated result), th" characteristics
common to the three examples above are characteristic of all
discoveries from which new sorts of phenomena emerge. Those
characteristics include: the previous awareness of anomaly, the
gradual and simultaneous emergence of both observational and
conceptual recognition, and the consequent change of paradigm
categories and procedures often accompanied by resistance.
There is even evidence that these same characteristies are built
into the nature of the perceptual process itself. In a psychologi-
cal experiment that deserves to be far better known outside the
trade, Bruner and Postman asked experimental subjects to iden-
tify on short and controlled exposure a series of playing cards.
Many of the cards were normal, but some were made anoma-

11 For various stirges in thc Leyde'n jirr's evolution, see I. B. Cohen, Franklin_
atd Newton: An lnf,uiry into Specufuttiue Neutonian. Erperimental Scbnce and
Franklin's Work in Eleitrlcltg as an Example Thereol (Philadelphia, lg56), pp.
385-86,400-406, 452-67,506-7. The last stage is described by Whittaker, oP.
cit., pp.50-52.
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lous, e.9., a red six of spades and a black four of hearts. Each ex-
perimental run was constituted by the display of a single card to
a single subject in a series of gradually increased i*por,rr"r.
A-fter each exposure the subject was asked what he had seen,
and the run was terminated by two successive correct identifica-
tions.12

Even on the shortest exposures many subiects identified most
of the cards, and after a small increase all the subiects identified
them all. For the normal cards these identiffcations were usually
correct, but the anomalous cards were almost always identified,
without apparent hesitation or puzzlement, as normal. The
black four of hearts might, for example, be identiffed as the four
of either spades or hearts. Without any awareness of trouble, it
was immediately fftted to one of the conceptual categories pre.
pared by prior experience. One would not even like to say that
the subjects had seen something different from what they iden-
tiffed. With a further increase of exposure to the anomalous
cards, subjects did begin to hesitate and to display awareness of
anomaly. Exposed, for example, to the red six of spades, some
would say: That's the six of spades, but there's something wrong
with it-the black has a red border. Further increase of exposure
resulted in still more hesitation and confusion until finally, and
sometimes quite suddenly, most subjects would produce the
correct identification without hesitation. Moreover, after doing
this with two or three of the anomalous cards, they would have
Iittle ftrrther difficulty with the others. A few subjects, however,
were never able to make the requisite adjtrstment of their cate-
gories. Even at forty times the average exposure rcqrrired to
recognize normal cards for what they were, lllore thirn l0 pcr.
cent of the anomalous cards were not correctly identificd. Ancl
the subiects who then failed often experienced actrte personal
distress. One of them exclaimed: "I cAn't make the strit out,
whatever it is. It didn't even look like a card that tinre. I don't
know what color it is now or whether it's tr sptrde or a heart. I'nr

_ 
t'I, S..-B_runer_and Lco Postttutn, "On tlrc'Pcrception of Incrrrrgrrrity: A

Paradignr," Iournal of Pusonality, XVIII (1949), gO0-:2g.
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not even sure now what a spade Iooks like. My Godl"rs In the
next section we shall occasionally see scientists behaving this
way too.

Either as a metaphor or because it reflects the nature of the
mind, that psychological experiment provides a wonderfully
simple and cogent schema for the process of scientific discovery.
In science, as in the playing card experiment, novelty emerges
only with difficulty, manifested by resistance, against a back-
ground provided by expectation. Initially, only the anticipated
and usual are experienced even under circumstances where
anomaly is later to be observed. Further acquaintance, how-
ever, does result in awareness of something wrong or does relate
the efiect to something that has gone wrong before. That aware-
ness of anomaly opens a period in which conceptual categories
are adiusted until the initially anomalous has become the antici-
pated. At this point the discovery has been completed. I have
already urged that that process or one very much like it is in-
volved in the emergence of all fundamental scientific novelties.
Let me now point out that, recognizing the process, we can at
Iast begin to see why normal science, a pursuit not directed to
novelties and tending at first to suppress them, should neverthe-
Iess be so effective in causing them to arise.

In the development of any science, the first received para-
digm is usually felt to account quite successfully for most of the
observations and experiments easily accessible to that science's
practitioners. Further development, therefore, ordinarily calls
for the construction of elaborate equipment, the development
of an esoteric vocabulary and skills, and a refinement of con-
cepts that increasingly lessens their resemblance to their ttsttal
common-sense prototypes. That professiortalization leads, orl
the one hand, to an immense restriction of the scientist's vision
and to a considerable resistance to paradigm change. The sci-
ence has become increasingly rigid. On the other hand, within
those areas to which the paradigm dirccts the attention of the

ls lbiil., p. 2f8. My colleague Postman tells me that, though knowing all
about the aiparatus and displai in irdvance, he neverthelcss found looking at the
incongruoui cards acutely uirc6mfortable.
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group, normal science leads to a detail of information and to a
precision of the observation-theory match that could be
achieved in no other way. Furthermore, that detail and preci-
sion-of-match have a value that transcends their not always very
high intrinsic interest. Without the special apparatus that is
constructed mainly for anticipated functions, the results that
lead ultimately to novelty could not occur. And even when the
apparatus exists, novelty ordinarily emerges only for the man
who, knowing uith precision what he should expect, is able to
recognize that something has gone wrong. Anomaly appears
only against the background provided by the paradigm. The
more precise and far-reaching that paradig- is, the more sensi-
tive an indicator it provides of anomaly and hence of an occa-
sion for paradigm change. In the normal mode of discovery,
even resistance to change has a use that will be explored more
fully in the next section. By ensuring that the paradigm will not
be too easily surrendered, resistance guarantees that scientists
will not be lightly distracted and that the anomalies that lead
to paradigm change will penetrate existing knowledge to the
core. The very fact that a signiftcant scientific novelty so often
emerges simultaneously from several laboratories is an index
both to the strongly traditional nature of normal science and to
the completeness with which that traditional pursuit prepares
the way for its own change.



Vll. Crisis ond the Emergence of
Scientific Theories

All the discoveries considered in Section VI were causes of or
contributors to paradigm change. Furthermore, the changes in
which these discoveries were implicated were all destructive as
well as constructive. After the discovery had been assimilated,
scientists were able to account for a wider range of natural
phenomena or to account with greater precision for some of
those previously known. But that gain was achieved only by
discarding some previously standard beliefs or procedures and,
simultaneously, by replacing those components of the previous
paradigm with others. Shifts of this sott are, I have argued,
associated with all discoveries achieved through normal science,
excepting only the unsurprising ones that had been anticipated
in all but their details. Discoveries are not, however, the only
sources of these destructive-constructive paradigm changes. In
this section we shall begin to consider the similar, but usually
far larger, shifts that result from the invention of new theories.

Having argued already that in the sciences fact and theory,
discovery and invention, are not categorically and permanently
distinct, we can anticipate overlap between this section and the
last. (The impossible suggestion that Priestley first discovered
oxygen and Lavoisier then invented it has its attractions. O*y-
gen has already been encountered as discovery; we shall shortly
meet it again as invention. ) In taking up the emergence of new
theories we shall inevitably extend our understanding of dis-
covery as well. Still, overlap is not identity. The sorts of dis-
coveries considered in the last section were not, at least singly,
responsible for such paradigm shifts as the Copernican, New-
tonian, chemical, and Einsteinian revolutions. Nor were they
responsible for the somewhat smaller, because more exclusively
professional, changes in paradigm produced by the wave theory
of light, the dynamical theory of heat, or Maxwell's electromag-
netic theory. How can theories like these arise from normal

6
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science, an activity even less directed to their pursuit than to

that of discoveries?
If awareness of anomaly plays a role in the emergence of n_ew

sorts of phenomena, it should surprise no one that a similar but

more piofound awareness is pierequisite to_ all accep!1bfe

change^s of theory. On this poinl historical evidence is, I think,
entirely unequivocal. The state of Ptolemaic astronomy was a

scandal befoie Copernicus' announcement.l Galileo's contribu-

tions to the study bf motion depended closely uPon difficulties

discovered in Aristotle's theory by scholastic critics.2 Newton's
new theory of light and color originated in the discovery that

none of the existing pre-paradigm theories would account for
the length of the spectt,t*, and the waye theory that replaced
Newtoi's was anno-unced in the midst of growing concern about

anomalies in the relation of difiraction and polarization effects
to Newton's theory.s Thermodynamics was born from the col-

lision of two existing nineteenth-century physical theories, and

quantum mechanicJ from a variety of difficulties surrounding

black-body radiation, specific heats, and the photo_electric

efrect.a Furthermore, in ill these cases except that of Newton

the awareness of anomaly had lasted so long and penetrated so

deep that one can appropriately describe the fields affected by

it aJ in a state of growing crisis. Because it demands large-scale

paradigm destruction and major shifts in the problems 
""i

iechniques of normal science, the emergence o{ new theories is

g"t 
"tuily 

preceded by a period of Pronounced professional in-

1A. R. Hall, The Scientific Reoolution, $0f18N (London, 1954), P. 16.

2 Marslrall Clagctt, Thc Science of _L[echanics in the Middle.lg?r lMadison,
Wis., l9S9), parii II-III. A-. Koy16-displays a 

""T!gt 
of medieval elements in

C;iil"r'r tlrought in his Ehtdes Galitieniei ( Paris, 1939), particularly Vol. I.

3 For Newton, see T. S. Kuhn, "Newton's Optical Pa-pers," in lsaac Neu;ton's
paoerc o6 asfters in Natural PliIosophy, ed. i. B. Cohen (Cambridge, Ivlass,
i9's3l- o1,.27-45. For the prelude to'thL wave theor/, see E. T. Whittaker, A
ilriii'it ihe fheortes of 

'Aaher 
and. Electricity, | 

-(2d 
ed.; Lond_on, 1951),

b;-105, J"J w. Whewell, Ilistory of tlrc lnclucti;e Sciences (rev. ed.; London,
1847),I I ,39M66.

4 For thermodynamics, see Silvanus P. T}-ompso\ Life of William Thonxon
nnrii Xelotn of Largs ( London, l9l0), I, 26&81. I.l th" quantum tlreory, scc

i.iiJ n"i"h* , Thc Qiuntutn Tlrcory, trans. II. S. Ilatfteld and II. L. Brose ( Lon-

don, 1922), chaps. i-ii.
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s-ecurity. As on-e _might-expect, that insecurity is generated by
the persistent failure of thi puzzles of normal sciJnce to com'e
out a_s $ey should. Failure of existing rules is the prelude to a
search for new ones.

Ptolemy's system. Given a particular discrepanc/r astronomers
w_ere invariably able to eliminate it by making some particular
adiustment in Ptolemy's system of compounded circles. But as
time went on, a man looking at the net result of the normal
research effort of many astronomers could observe that astron-
omy's complexity was increasing far more rapidly than its accu-
racy and that a discrepancy corrected in one place was likely to
show up in another.s

Because the astronomical tradition was repeatedly inter-
rupted from outside and because, in the absence of printing,
communication between astronomers was restricted, these dif-

--oI.__L..E, D-1eyer, A History of Astronony from Tlulec to KepLer (2d ed.;
New York, 1953), chaps. ri-xii.
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ficulties were only slowly recognized. But awareness did come'

By the thirteenth centuiy Alfonso X could proclaim that if God

had coosulted him when creating the universe, he would have

received good advice. In the sixteenth century, Copernicus'co-

worker, domenico da Novara, held that no system so cumber-

some and inaccurate as the Ptolemaic had become could pos-

sibly be true of nature. And Copernicus himself wrote in the

Preiace to the De Reoolutionibis that the astronomical tradi-

tion he inherited had finally created only a monster. By_the

early sixteenth century an incre,asing number of Europe's best

astronomers were recognizing that the astronomical paradigm

was failing in application to its own traditional problems. That

recognitioo *a-t prerequisite to Copernicus' reiection of the

PtolJmaic paradifm attd his search for a new one. His famous

preface stil provides one of the classic descriptions of a crisis

state.o
Breakdown of the normal technical puzzle-solving activity is

not, of course, the only ingredient of the astronomical crisis that

faced Copernicus. An extended treatment would also discuss

the socialltess*" for calendar reform, a Pressur_e that made the

puzzle of 
-precession 

particularly urgent. In- addition' a fuller-account 
would consider medieval criticism of Aristotle, the rise

of Renaissance Neoplatonism, and other signiffcant historical
elements besides. But technical breakdown would still remain
the core of the crisis. fn a mature science-and astronomy had
become that in antiquity-external factors like those cited above
are principally signiffcant in determititg the _timing_of break-
down, thJease with which it can be recognized, and the area in
which, because it is given particular attention, the breakdown
ffrst occurs. Though immensely important, issues of that sort are
out of bounds for this essay.

If that much is clear in the case of the Copernican revolution,
let us turn from it to a second and rather different example, the
crisis that preceded the emergence of Lavoisier's oxygen theory
of combuslion. In the 1770's many factors combined to generate

6T. S. Kuhn, The Copernican Reoolutfon (Cambridge, Mass., 1957), pp.
135-43.
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a crisis in chemistry, and historians are not altogether agreed
about either their nature or their relative importance. Bui two
of the-m are generally accepted as of first-rati significance: the
rise of pnzumatic chemistry and the question Jf weight rela-
tions. The history of the ffrst begins in the seventeentlicentury

np and its deployment in chemi-

:'';'1",,:TffiJ,:?;JiT*":fj
chemical reactions. But with il*t:-::ff:'Jr"-[%ffijJi
that they may not be exceptions at all-chtmists contiirued to
believe that air wry lhe olly rott of gas. until r7s6, when Jo-
seph B-1":\ showed that ffxed air (cor) was consistently dis-
tinguishable from normal air, two samples of gas were thbught
to be distinct only in their impurities.t

After Black's work the investigation of gases proceeded rapid-
Iy,_ most n_otably i_n the handJ of Cavendisli, priestley, 

^and

sche_ele, w-ho togethe-r developed a number of new tectrniques
c-apable of distinguishing one sample of gas from another.-All
these men, from Black thlough scheele, bJlieved in the phlogis-
ton theory and often employed it in their design and intiqprCtu-
tion of experiments. scheele actually ffrst produced oxygin by
an elaborate chain of experiments designed to dephlogi-sticatl
heat. Yet the net result of their experiments was a varief, of gas
samples and gas properties so elaborate that the phiogist-on
theory proved ingeasingly little able to cope with iaboiatory
elperien-ce. thgugh none of these chemists iuggested that thL
theory_ shguld_ be replaced, they were unable to apply it con-
sistently. By the time Lavoisier began his experimenti on airs in
the early 1770's, there were almost as many versions of the
phlogiston theory as there were pneumatic chemists.s That

nrJi,l*tttfl'f 
stnrt H*tory of chen*mry Qd ed.; London, lg51), pp.

a Though their main conc€rn is with a slightly later period, much relevant
material is scattered throughout J. R. Partingtori and Douglas McKie's "His-
torical studies on the Phlogiston Theory," eirwls of sclerc6,II (rggz),961-
404; III (1988), l-58,837-7t; and tV (tggg), gg7-7t.
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proliferation of versions of a the
crisis. In his preface, Copernicur

The increasing vagueness anc
giston theory for pneumatic chemis
only source of the crisis that confror
.,rth concerned to explain the gain in weight that most bodies

experience when bnrtted or roasted, and that again is a problem

wiih a long prehistory. At least a few Islamic chemists had

known thal Jome meials gain weight when roasted. In the

seventeenth cenfury sett"tal investigators had concluded from

this same fact that a roasted metal takes up some ingredient

firom the atmosphere. But in the seventeenth century that con-

clusion seemed unnecessary to most chemists. If chemical reac-

tions could alter the volume, color, and texture of the ingre-

dients, why should they not alter weight as well?-Weight was

not alwayt t"k"t to be the measure of quantity of matter. Be-

sides, *iigttt-gain on roasting remained an isolated phenome-
non. Mosinatrrral bodies (e.g., wood) lose weight on roasting

as the phlogiston theory was later to say they-should'
During the eight""nth century, however, these initially ade-

quate reiponses to the problem of weight-gain became increas-

iirgly difficult to maintain. Partly because the balance was in-

crEasingly used as a standard chemical tool and partly because

the dev-eiopment of pneumatic chemistry made it possille 1nd
desirable tb retain tfie gaseous Products of reactions, chemists

discovered more and more cases in which weight-gain accom'
panied roasting. Simultaneou_sly_, the gradual assimilation of
i.lewton's gravitational theory led chemists to insist that gain in
weight must mean gain in quan'
did not result in reiection of
theory could be adiusted in maI
negative weight, or perhaps fir,
ter-ed the roasted body as phlo
explanations besides. But if the
lead to rejection, it did lead to
studies in which this problem bulked large. One of them, "On
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consider now, as a third and ftnal example, the late nine-
teenth century crisis in physics that ptepared the way for the
emergence of relativity theory. one root of that crisis can be

0 H. Guerlac, LaooisW-the Cructal Year (Ithaca, N.Y., 196l). Ttre entire
book doctnents the evolution and ffrst recognitim of a crisis. For a clear state-
ment of the situation with respect to Lavoisier, see p. 85.

_.toM"TJaqmgl, Cl*qq_oJ .SWe: Tfu Hlstoty of Theottcs of Spce tn
Physbs (Cambridge, Mass., l9$t),-pp. ll+24.
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them during the early decades of the eighteenth century to_ be
resurrectedbnly in the last decades of the nineteenth when they
had a very different relation to the practice of physics.

The technical problems to which a relativistic philosophy of
space was ultimately to be related began to enter normal sci-
ence with the acceptance of the wave theory of light after about
1815, though they evoked no crisis until the 1890's. If light_ is
wave motion propagated in a mechanical ether governed by
Newton's Lawi, then both celestial observation and terrestrial
experiment become potentially capable of detecting drift
thiough the ether. Of the celestial observations, only those of
aberration promised sufrcient accuracy to provide relevant in-
formation, and the detection of ether-drift by aberration
measurements therefore became a recognized problem for nor-
mal research. Much special equipment was built to resolve it.
That equipment, however, detected no observable drift, and
the problem was therefore transferred from the experimentalists
and observers to the theoreticians. During the central decades
of the century Fresnel, Stokes, and others devised numerous
articulations of the ether theory designed to explain the failure
to observe drift. Each of these articulations assumed that a
moving body drags some fraction of the ether with it. And each
was sufficiently successful to explain the negative results not
only of celestial observation but also of terrestrial experimenta-
tion, including the famous experiment of Michelson and Mor-
luy.tt There was still no conflict excepting that between the
various articulations. In the absence of relevant experimental
techniques, that conflict never became acute.

The situation changed again only with the gradual accept-
ance of Maxwell's electromagnetic theory in the last two dec-
ades of the nineteenth century. Maxwell himself was a New-
tonian who believed that light and electromagnetism in general
were due to variable displacements of the particles of a mechan-
ical ether. His earliest versions of a theory for electricity and

rr Joseph Larmor, Aether and Matter . . . lnclud.ing a Discussion of the ln-

fluence ol the Earth's Motion on Optical Phenomena (Cambridge, 190O), pp.
6-20,32V22.
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m_agnetism made direct use of hypothetical properties with
which he endowed this medium. Thise were dropped from his
final version, but he still believed his electromagnetic theory
compatible with some articulation of the Newtonian mechanical

Maxwell's theory, despite its Newtonian origin, ultimately pro-
duced a crisis for the paradigm from which it had sprung.tg
Furthermore, the locus at which that crisis became most acute
was provided by the problems we have just been considering,
those of motion with respect to the ether.

therefore witnessed a long series of attempts, both experimental
and theoretical, to detect motion with respect to the ether and
to work ether drag into Maxwell's theory. The former were uni-
formly unsuccessful, though some analysts thought their results
equivocal. The latter produced a number of. promising starts,
particularly those of Lorentz and Fitzgerald, but they also dis-
closed still other puzzles and finally resulted in just that prolifer-
ation of competing theories that we have previously found to
be the concomitant of crisis.la It is against that historical setting
that Einstein's special theory of relativity emerged in 1905.

These three examples are almost entirely typical. In each case
a novel theory emerged only after a pronounced failure in the

12 R. T. Glazebrook, Iamg1 Clerk Marwell and Modern Physics (London,
1896), chap. ix. For Maxwell's final attitude, see his own book, A Treatise on
Electricity and, Magrctisrn (3d ed.; Oxford, 1892), p.470.

rB For astronorrry's role in the development of mechanics, see Kuhn, op, cit.,
chap. vii.

1r Whittaker, op. cit.,I, 38G-410; and II (London, 1953), 27-40.
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normal problem-solving activity. Furthermore, except for the
case of Copernicus in which factors external to science played a
particularly large role, that breakdown and the proliferation of
theories that is its sign occurred no more than a decade or two
before the new theory's enunciation. The novel theory seems a
direct response to crisis. Note also, though this may not be quite
so typical, that the problems with respect to which breakdown
occurred were all of a type that had long been recognized. Pre-
vious practice of normal science had given every reason to con-
sider them solved or all but solved, which helps to explain why
the sense of failure, when it came, could be so acute. Failure
with a new sort of problem is often disappointing but never
surprising. Neither problems nor puzzles yield often to the first
attack. Finally, these examples share another characteristic that
may help to make the case for the role of crisis impressive: the
solution to each of them had been at least partially anticipated
during a period when there was no crisis in the corresponding
science; and in the absence of crisis those anticipations had
been ignored.

The only complete anticipation is also the most famous, that
of Copernicus by Aristarchus in the third century n.c. It is often
said that if Greek science had been less deductive and less
ridden by dogma, heliocentric astronomy might have begun its
development eighteen centuries earlier than it did.15 But that
is to ignore all historical context. When Aristarchus' suggestion
was made, the vastly more reasonable geocentric system had no
needs that a heliocentric system might even conceivably hitve
fulfflled. The whole development of Ptolemaic astronomy, both
its triumphs and its breakdown, falls in the centuries after Aris-
tarchus' proposal. Besides, there were no obvious reasons for
taking Aristarchus seriously. Even Copernicus' more elaborate
proposal was neither simpler nor more accurate than Ptolemy's
system. Available observational tests, as we shall see more clear-

15 For Aristarchus' wor\ see T. L, Heath, Aristarchus of Samos: The Ancient
Copernicus (Oxford, l9l8), Part II. For an extreme statement of the traditional
position about the neglect of Aristarchus' achievement, see Arthur Koestler, ?he
Sleepualkers: A History of Man's Clwnging Yision ol the l|nioerse (London,
1959),  p.50.
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lv below, provided no basis for a choice between them. Under
those circumstances, one of the factors that led astronomers to
Copernicus (and one that could not have led them to Aristar-
chus ) was the recognized crisis that had been responsible for
innovation in the ffrst place. Ptolemaic astronomy had failed to
solve its problems; the time had come to give a competitor a
chance. Our other two examples provide no similarly full antici-
pations. But surely one reason why the theories of combustion
by absorption from the atmosphere-theories developed in the
seventeenth century by Rey, Hooke, and Mayow-failed to get
a sufficient hearing was that they made no contact with a recog-
nized trouble spot in normal scientiftc practice.lo And the long
neglect by eighteenth- and nineteenth-century scientists of
Newton's relativistic critics must largely have been due to a
similar failure in confrontation.

Philosophers of science have repeatedly demonstrated that
more than one theoretical construction can always be placed
upon a given collection of data. History of science indicates
that, particularly in the early developmental stages of a new
paradigm, it is not even very difficult to invent such alternates.
But that invention of alternates is just what scientists seldom
undertake except during the pre-paradigm stage of their sci-
ence's development and at very special occasions during its
subsequent evolution. So long as the tools a paradigm supplies
continue to prove capable of solving the problems it defines,
science moves fastest and penetrates most deeply through con-
ffdent employment of those tools. The reason is clear. As in
manufacture so in science-retooling is an extravagance to be
reserved for the occasion that demands it. The signiffcance of
crises is the indication they provide that an occasion for retool-
ing ha.s arrived.

1o Partington, op. cit., pp. 78-85.
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Let rrs then assume that crises are a necessary precondition
for the emergence of novel theories and ask next how scientists
respond to their existence. Part of the answer, as obvious as it
is important, can be discovered by noting ffrst what scientists
never do when confronted by even severe and prolonged anom-
alies. Though they may begin to lose faith and then to consider
alternatives, they do not renounce the paradigm that has led
them into crisis. They do not, that is, treat anomalies as counter-
instances, though in the vocabulary of philosophy of science
that is rryhat they are. In part this generalization is simply a
statement from historic fact, based upon examples like those
given above and, more extensively, below. These hint what our
later examination of paradigm rejection will disclose more fully:
once it has achieved the status of paradigm, a scientiffc theory
is declared invalid only if an alternate candidate is available to
take its place. No process yet disclosed by the historical study
of scientiffc development at all resembles the methodological
stereotype of falsification by direct comparison with nature.
That remark does not mean that scientists do not reject scien-
tiftc theories, or that experience and experiment are not essen-
tial to the process in which they do so. But it does mean-what
will ultimately be a central point-that the act of iudgment that
leads scientists to reiect a previously accepted theory is always
based uDon more than a comDarison of that theorv with thebased upon more a comparison of that theory with the
world. The decision to reject one paradigm is always simulta-
neously the decision to accept another, and the judgment lead-
ing to that decision involves the comparison of both paradigms
with nature an^d with each other.

There is, in addition, a second reason for doubting that scien-
tists reject paradigms because confronted with anomalies or
counterinstances. In developing it my argument will itself fore-
shadow another of this essay's main theses. The reasons for
doubt sketched above were purely factual; they were, that is,
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themselves counterinstances to a prevalent epistemological
theory. As such, if my present point ii correct, th-ey can at-best
help to create a crisis or, more accurately, to reinforce one that
is already ve1y much in existence. By themselves they cannot
and will not falsify that philosophical theory, for its defenders
will do what we h-ave already seen scientisfs doing when con-
fronted by anomaly. They will devise numerous 

-articulations

and ad hoc modiffcations of their theory in order to eliminate
any apparent conflict. Many of the relevant modifications and
qualifications are, in fact, already in the literature. If, therefore,
these epistemological counterinstances are to constitute more
than a minor irritant, that will be because they help to permit
the emergence of a new and different analysis of sciince iithin
which_they are no longer a source of trouble. Furthermore, if a
typical pattern, which we shall later observe in scientiffc revo-
lutions, is applicable here, these anomalies will then no longer
seemto,be simply facts. From within a new theory of scientific
knowledg.,$ry may instead seem very much hkl tautologies,
statements of situations that could not conceivably have i'."r,
otherwise.

It has often been observed, for exampre, that Newton's sec-
ond law of motion, though it took centriries of difficult factual
and theoretical research- to achieve, behaves for those com-
mitted to Newton's theory very much rike a purely logical state-
ment that no amount of observation could tif,rt".t hisection x
we shall see that the chemical law of ftxed proportion, which
before Dalton was an occasional exp_erimenfal finding'of very
dubious generality, became after oiltont work a' iigredient
of a definition of chemical compound that no expeiimental

lork could by itself have upset. sbmething much lik'e that will
also happen to the generalilation that scLntists fail to reject
paradigms when faced with anomalies or counterinstances.
They could not do so and still remain scientists.
_ Though history is unlikely to record their names, some men
have undoubtedly been diiven to desert science because of

I see particularlv the discussion in N. R. Hanson, pattcrns of Discooerg( Cambridge, lg58 i, pp. 9S-t05.
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their inability to tolerate crisis. Like artists, creative scientists
must occasionally be able to live in a world out of joint-else-
where I have described that necessity as "the essential tension"
implicit in scientific research.2 But that reiection of science in
favor of another occupation is, I think, the only sort of paradigm
rejection to which eounterinstances by themselves can lead,
Once a first paradigm through which to view nature has been
found, there is no such thing as research in the absence of any
paradigm. To reject one paradigm without simultaneously sub-
stituting another is to reiect science itself. That act reflects not
on the paradigm but on the man. Inevitably he will be seen by
his colleagues as "the carpenter who blames his tools."

The same point can be made at least equally effectively in
reverse: there is no such thing as research without counter-
instances. For what is it that differentiates normal science from
science in a crisis state? Not, surely, that the former confronts
no counterinstances. On the contrary, what we previously called
the puzzles that constitute normal science exist only because no
paradigm that provides a basis for scientific research ever com-
pletely resolves all its problems. The very few that have ever
seemed to do so (e.g., geometric optics) have shortly ceased to
yield research problems at all and have instead become tools
for engineering. Excepting those that are exclusively instru-
mental, every problem that normal science sees as a puzzle can
be seen, from another viewpoint, as a counterinstance and thus
as a source of crisis. Coperrricus saw as counterinstances what
most of Ptolemy's other successors had seen as puzzles in the
match between observation and theory. Lavoisier saw as a
counterinstance what Priestley had seen as a successfully solved
puzzle in the articulation of the phlogiston theory. And Einstein
saw as counterinstances what Lorentz, Fitzgerald, and others
had seen as puzzles in the articulation of Newton's and Max-

2 T. S. Kuhn, "The Essential Tension: Tradition and fnnovation in Scientiftc
Research," in The Third (1959) unhsersity of utah Research conference on
thc ldentification of crcatioe scientfic Taleht, 

"d. 
c"luit w. Taylor 1s"lt L"k"

City,_ 1959), pp !62:77.-F9r the-comparable phenomenon among artists, see
Frank Barron, "The Psychology of Imagination," Scicntifw Amuican, CXCIX
( Scptenrber, 1958), 15l-66, esp. 160.
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well's theories. Furthermore, even the existence of crisis does
not by itself transform apuzzle into a counterinstance. There is
no such sharp dividing line. Instead, by proliferating versions of
the paradigm, crisis loosens the rules of normal puzzle-solving
in ways that ultimately permit a new paradigm to emerge.
There are, I think, only two alternatives: either no scientiffc
theory ever confronts a counterinstance, or all such theories
confront counterinstances at all times.

How can the situation have seemed otherwise? That question
necessarily leads to the historical and critical elucidation of
philosoph/, and those topics are here barred. But we can at
least note two reasons why science has seemed to provide so apt
an illustration of the generalization that truth and falsity are
uniquely and unequivocally determined by the confrontation of
statement with fact. Normal science does and must continually
strive to bring theory and fact into closer agreement, and that
activity can easily be seen as testing or as a search for conffrma-
tion or falsiffcation. Instead, its object is to solve a puzzle for
whose very existence the validity of the paradigm must be
assumed. Failure to achieve a solution discredits only the scien-
tist and not the theory. Here, even more than above, the proverb
applies: "It is a poor carpenter who blames his tools." In addi-
tion, the manner in which science pedagogy entangles discus-
sion of a theory with remarks on its exemplary applieations has
helped to reinforce a confirmation-theory drawn predominantly
from other sources. Given the slightest reason for doing so, the
man who reads a science text can easily take the applications to
be the evidence for the theory, the reasons why it ought to be
believed. But science students accept theories on the authority
of teacher and text, not because of evidence. What alternatives
have they, or what competence? The applications given in texts
are not there as evidence but because learning them is part of
learning the paradigm at the base of current practice. If appli-
cations were set forth as evidence, then the very failure of texts
to suggest alternative interpretations or to discuss problems for
which scientists have failed to produce paradigm solutions
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would convict their authors of extreme bias. There is not the
slightest reason for such an indictment.

How, then, to refurn to the initial question, do scientists re-
spond to the awareness of an anomaly in the fft between theory
and nature? What has iust been said indicates that even a dis-
crepancy unaccountably larger than that experienced in other
applications of the theory need not draw any very profound
response. There are always some discrepancies. Even the most
stubborn ones usually respond at last to normal practice. V"ry
often scientists are willing to wait, particularly if there are many
problems available in other parts of the fteld. We have already
noted, for example, that during the sixty years after Newton's
original corhputation, the predicted motion of the moon's
perigee remained only half of that observed. As Europe's be_st
hathematical physicists continued to wrestle unsuccessfully
with the well-known discrepancy, there were occasional pro'
posals for a modiffcation of Newton's inverse square law. But no
one took these proposals very seriously, and in practice this
patience with 

"- 
-ilot aoo*ily proved iustifted. Clairaut in

1750 was able to show that only the mathematics of the applica'
tion had been wrong and that Newtonian theory could stand as
before.s Even in cases where no mere mistake seems quite pos-
sible (perhaps because the mathematics involved is simpler or
of a familiar and elsewhere successful sort), persistent and
recognized anomaly does not always induce crisis. No one
seriously questioned Newtonian theory because of the long-
recognized discrepancies between predictions from that theory
and both the speed of sound and the motion of Mercury. Thc
first discrepancy was ultimately and quite unexpectedly re-
solved by experiments on heat undertaken for a very different
purpose; the second vanished with the general theory of rela-
tivity after a crisis that it had had no role in creating.a Apparent-

sW. Whewell, History of the Inductioe Sclences (rev. ed.; London, 1847),
II,22U2L.

a For the speed of sound, see T. S. Kuhn, "The Caloric Theory of Adiabatie
Compression,'fsds, XLIV (1958), lg&37. For the secular shift in Mercury's
perilielion, see E. T. Whittakcr, A Flistonl of thc Thcories of Aahu and El,octri<:-
ity, ll ( London, 1953), l5l, 179.
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ly neither had seemed sufficiently fundamental to evoke the
malaise that goes with crisis. They could be recognized as
counterinstances and still be set aside for later work.

It follows that if an anomaly is to evoke crisis, it must usually
be more than just an anomaly. There are always difficulties
somewhere in the paradigm-nature fit; most of them are set
right sooner or later, often by processes that could not have
been foreseen. The scientist who pauses to examine every
anomaly he notes will seldom get significant work done. We
therefore have to ask what it is that makes an anomaly seem
worth concerted scrutiny, and to that question there is probably
no fully general answer. The cases we have already examined
are characteristic but scarcely prescriptive. Sometimes an anom-
aly will clearly call into question explicit and fundamental gen-
eralizations of the paradigm, as the problem of ether drag did
for those who accepted Maxwell's theory. Or, as in the Coperni-
can revolution, an anomaly without apparent fundamental im-
port may evoke crisis if the applications that it inhibits have a
particular practical importance, in this case for calendar design
and astrology. Or, as in eighteenth-century chemistr/, the de-
velopment of normal science may transform an anomaly that
had previously been only a vexation into a source of crisis: the
problem of weight relations had a very different status after the
evolution of pneumatic-chemical techniques. Presumably there
are still other circumstances that can make an anomaly particu-
larly pressing, and ordinarily several of these will combine. We
have already noted, for example, that one source of the crisis
that confronted Copernicus was the mere length of time during
which astronomers had wrestled unsuccessfully with the reduc-
tion of the residual discrepancies in Ptolemy's system.

When, for these reasons or others like them, an anomaly
comes to seem more than iust another puzzle of normal science,
the transition to crisis and to extraordinary science has begun.
The anomaly itself now comes to be more generally recognized
as such by the profession. More and more attention is devoted
to it by more and more of the field's most eminent men. If it still
continues to resist, as it usually does not, many of them may
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upon it will have involved some minor cr not so minor articula-

increasingly blurred. Though there still is a paradigm, few
practitioners prove to be entirely agreed about what itls. Even
formerly standard solutions of 

-solved 
problems are called in

question.

monster rather than man."s Einstein, restricted by current usage
to less florid language, wrote only, "rt was as if ihe ground hi'd
been pulled out from under one, with no firm founJation to be
seen anywhere, upon which one could have built."6 And wolf-
gang Pauli, in the months before Heisenberg's paper on matrix

_ ̂ r Quoted in T. s. Kuhn, Tlrc copernican Reoolntion (cambricrge, Mass.,
1957),  p.  f38.

0 Albert Einstein, "Autobiographical Note," in Albert Einstein: philosopher-
Scientist, ed. P. A. Schilpp (Evanston, Il l., ig4g), p. 4S.- 

'--
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mechanics pointed the way to a new quantum theory, wrote _to
a friend, "Alt the moment physics is again terribly confused. In

any case, it is too difficult for me, and I wish I had been a movie

comedian or something of the sort and had never heard of

physics." That testimon! is particularly imp-ressive if contrasted

*i[ft Pauli's words lesi than five months later: "Heisenberg's

type of mechanics has again given me hope and-ioy in life.'To

bJ srrre it does not supply the solution to the riddle, but I be-

lieve it is again possible to march forward."T
Such 

"*fli.it-tecognitions 
of breakdown are extremely rare,

but the efiects of crisis do not entirely depend uPon its conscious

recognition. What can we say these efiects are?_ O4y two of

thern'seem to be universal. Ali crises begin with the blurring of

a paradigm and the consequent loosening of the rules for nor-

-il ,"r.irch. In this respect research during crisis very much

resembles research during the pre-paradigm period, except that

in the former the locus of difiet"nce is both smaller and more

clearly defined. And all crises close iir one of three ways. Some-

times normal science ultimatelY
provoking problem desPite the
it as the end of an existing Pa
problem resists even aPParentlY :
lcientists may conclude that no solution will be forthcoming

in the pr"r.rrt state of their fteld. fhe problem -rs labelled and

set asidie for a future generation with more developed tools' Or,

ffnally, the case that rititl most concern us here, a crisis m1y eng

with'tir" 
"rnurgence 

of a new candidatefor_paradiqo ":{ 
with

the ensuing balde over its acceptance. This last mode of closure

will be coniidered at length in later sections, but we must antici-

pate a bit of what will be said there in order to complete these

iemarks about the evolution and anatomy of the crisis state'

The transition from a paradigm in crisis to a new one from

which a new tradition of 
-normal 

science can emerge is far from

a cumulative process, one achieved by an articulation or exten-

z Ralph Kronig, "The Turning lgfj," in Theoretical Physics in the Tutentieth

Cenhnu: AMemorilioitu*"tiWollgongPauli,ed. M. Fierz and V. F. Weiss-

;#'ift;; v-t, r.q6ol , pp. 22,2*i6.lfruch of this article describes the crisis

i;'qlr;;i;; me"ha'ics in'the years immediately before 1925'
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sion of the old paradigm. Rather it is a reconstruction of the
field from new fundamentals, a reconstruction that changes
some of the field's most elementary theoretical generalizations
as well as many of its paradigm methods and applications. Dur-
ing the transition period there will be a large but never com-
pfete overlap between the problems that can be solved by the
old and by the new paradigm. But there will also be a decisive
difference in the modes of solution. When the transition is com-
plete, the profession will have changed its view of the field, its
methods, and its goals. One perceptive historian, viewing a
classic case of a science's reorientation by paradigm change,
recently described it as "picking up the other end of the stick,"
a process that involves "handling the same bundle of data as
before, but placing them in a new system of relations with one
another by giving them a different framework."s Others who

The preceding anticipation may help us recognize crisis as an
appropriate prelude to the emergence of new theories, particu-
Iarly since we have already examined a small-scale veision of
the s-ame process in discussing the emergence of discoveries.
Just because the emergence of a new theory breaks with one
tradition of scientiffc practice and introduces a new one con-
ducted under different rules and within a different universe of

8 Herbert Butterffeld, The origins of Moden science, rs0Glg00 (London,
1949), pp. f-7.

o llanson, oyt, cit., chap. i.
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discourse, it is likely to occur only when the first tradition is felt

to have gone badly astray. That remark is, however, no more

than a prelude to the investigation of the crisis-state, and, unfor-
tunately, the questions to which it leads demand_ the compe-
tence of the prychologist even more than that of the historian.
What is extraoidinaryiesearch like? How is anomaly made law-

like? How do scieniists proceed when aware only that_ to,*e-

thing has gone fundamenlally wrong_ ut-l l:-vel with which their
train-ing his not equipped them to deal? lhose questions need
far moie investigalio", and it ought not all be historical. What
follows will necissarily be more tentative and less complete
than what has gone before.

Often 
" 

tt"* p"radigm emerges, at least in embryo,tefore a
crisis has developed far or been explicitly recognized. Lavoi-
sier's work ptoltid"t a case in point. His sealed note was de-

posited with the French Academy less than ? -y.ar after the

hrst thorough study of weight relations in the_phlogislo1- theory

and before Priestley's publications had revealed the full extent

of the crisis in pneumatic chemistry. Or again, Thomas Young's

first accounts of the wave theory of light appeared at a-Yg{y

early stage of a developing crisii in optics, one that would be

ahbst unnoticeable exclplthat, with no assistance from Youn$,

it had grown to an international scientific scandal within a dec-

ade oflhe time he ffrst wrote. In cases like these one can say

only that a minor breakdown of the paradigm and the veryfrst

bluiring of its rules for normal science were sufficient to induce

in someone a new way of looking at the ffeld. What intervened

between the ffrst t"tttt of trouble and the recognition of an

available alternate must have been largely unconscious.
In other cases, however-those of Copernicus, Einstein, and

contemporary nuclear theor/, for example-considerable time

elapsesietween the first consciousness of breakdown and the

"*Lrg"rr"e 
of a new paradig-. When that occurs, the historian

may Iapture at least a few hints of what extraordinary science

is iike.^Faced vrith an admittedly fundamental anomaly in

theory, the scientist's first efiort will often be to isolate it more

precisely and to give it structure. Though now aware that th"y
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cannot be quite right, he will push the rules of normal science
harder than ever to see, in the area of difrculty, iust where and
how far they can be made to work. Simultaneously he will seek
for ways of magnifying the breakdown, of making it more strik-
ing and perhaps also more suggestive than it had been when
displayed in experiments the outcome of which was thought to
be known in advance. And in the latter effort, more than in any
other part of the post-paradigm development of science, he will
Iook almost like our most prevalent image of the scientist. He
will, in the first place, often seem A man searching at random,
trying experiments just to see what will happen, looking for an
effect whose nature he cannot quite guess. Simultaneously,
since no experiment can be conceived without some sort of
theory, the scientist in crisis will constantly try to generate
speculative theories that, if strccessful, may disclose the road to
a new paradigm and, if unsuccessful, can be surrendered with
relative ease.

Kepler's account of his prolonged struggle with the motion
of Mars and Priestleyt description of his response to the prolif-
eration of new gases provide classic examples of the more ran-
dom sort of research produced by the awareness of anomaly.to
But probably the best illustrations of all come from contempo-
rary research in field theory and on fundamental particles. In
the absence of a crisis that made it necessary to see iust how far
the rules of normal science could stretch, would the immense
effort required to detect the neutrino have seemed justifted? Or,
if the rules had not obviously broken down at some undisclosed
point, would the radical hypothesis of parity non-conservation
have been either suggested or tested? Like much other research
in physics during the past decade, these experiments were in
part attempts to localize and define the source of a still difftrse
set of anomalies.

This sort of extraordinary research is often, though by no
r0 For an account of Kepler's work on Mars, see I. L. E. Dreyer, A Historu

of Astronamy from Thales'to Kepler (2d ed.; New'York, 1953i, pp. 38G93'.
Occasional inaccuracies do not prevent Dreyer's pr6cis from providing the ma-
terial needed here. For Priestlelr see his own work, esp. Erperiments anil Ob-
seroations on Difierent Kinds of Air (Lon<lon, 1774-75).
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means generally, accompanied by another. It is, I think, particu-
Iarly in periods of acknowledged crisis that scientists have
turned to philosophical analysis as a device for unlocking the
riddles of their field. Scientists have not generally needed or
wanted to be philosophers. Indeed, normal science usually holds
creative philosophy at arm's length, and probably for good
reasons. To the extent that normal research work can be con-
ducted by using the paradigm as a model, rules and a-ssumptignl
need nof be made eiplicit, In Section V we noted that the full
set of rules sought by philosophical analysis need not even exist.
But that is not to say that the search for assumptions (even for
non-existent ones ) cannot be an effective way to weaken the
grip of a tradition upon the mind and to suggest the basis for a
new one. It is no accident that the emergence of Newtonian
physics in the seventeenth century and of relativity and quan-
tum mechanics in the twentieth should have been both pre-
ceded and accompanied by fundamental philosophical analyses
of the contemporary research tradition.ll Nor is it an accident
that in both these periods the so-called thought experiment
should have played so critical a role in the progress of research.
As I have shown elsewhere, the analytical thought experimenta-
tion that bulks so large in the writings of Galileo, Einstein,
Bohr, and others is perfectly calculated to expose the old Para-
digm to existing knowledge in ways that isolate the root of
crisis with a clarity unattainable in the laboratory.l2

With the deployment, singly or together, of these extraordi-
nary procedures, one other thing may occur. By concentrating

11 For the philosophical counterpoint that accompanied seventeenth-century
mechanics, se! Ren6-Dugas, La micanique au XVlle siicle (Neuchatel, 1954),

Oarticularly chap. xi. Foi the similar nineteenth-century episode, see the same

iuthor's earlier Book, Histoire de Ia mdcanique (Neuchatel, lg50), pp. 4f9--43.

12 T. S. Kuhn, "A Function for Thought Experiments," in Mdlanges Alemndre
Koyr6, ed. R. Tirt0n uncl I. B. Colrcn, t0 be published by Ilermann (Paris) in

1963.
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Lavoisier's work on oxygen from Priestley's; and oxygenwas not
the only new gas that the chemists aware of anomaly were able
to discover in Priestley's work. Or again, new optical discoveries
accumulated rapidly iust before and during the emergence of
the wave theory of light. Some, like polarization by reflection,
were a result of the accidents that concentrated work in an area
of trouble makes likely. (Malus, who made the discovery, was
just starting work for the Academy's prize essay on double re-
fraction, a strbject widely known to be in an rursatisfactory
state. ) Others, Iike the Iight spot at the center of the shadow of
a circular disk, were predictions from the new hypothesis, ones
whose success helped to transform it to a paradigm for later
work. And still others, like the colors of scratches and of thick
plates, were effects that had often been seen and occasionally
remarked before, but that, like Priestley's oxygen, had been
assimilated to well-known effects in ways that prevented their
being seen for what they were.l3 A similar account could be
given of the multiple discoveries that, from about 1895, were a
constant concomitant of the emergence of quanfum mechanics.

Extraordinary research must have still other manifestations
and effects, but in this area we have scarcely begun to discover
the questions that need to be asked. Perhaps, however, no more
are needed at this point. The preceding remarks should suffice
to show how crisis simultaneously loosens the stereotypes and
provides the incremental data necessary for a fundamental
paradigm shift. Sometimes the shape of the new paradigm is
foreshadowed in the structure that extraordinary research has
given to the anomaly. Einstein wrote that before he had any
substitute for classical mechanics, he could see the interrelation
between the known anomalies of black-body radiation, the
photoelectric effect, and specific heats.la More often no such
structure is consciously seen in advance. Instead, the new para-
digm, or a sufficient hint to permit later articulation, emerges

13 For the new optical discoveries in general, see V. Ronchi, Histoire de la
lurniire (Paris, 1956), ch-ap. vii. For the earlier explanation of one of tlrese

"ffggF: 
see_ J.,Priestley,-The H_istory ard, Present Staie of Discooeries Relating

to Vision, Light and Colours ( London, 1772), pp. 49&-520.
l {  Eir rste in,  loc,  t : i t ,
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all at once, sometimes in the middle of the night, in the mind of
a man deeply immersed in crisis. What the nature of that ffnal
stage is-how an individual invents ( or finds he has invented ) a
new way of giving order to data now all assembled-must here
remain inscrutable and may be perrnanently so. Let us here note
only one thing about it. Almost always the men who achieve
these fundamental inventions of a new paradigm have been
either very young or very new to the ffeld whose paradigm they
change.lb And perhaps that point need not have been made ex-
plicit, for obviously these are the men who, being little corn-
mitted by prior practice to the traditional rules of normal sci-
ence, are particularly likely to see that those rules no longer de-
ftne a playable game and to conceive another set that can re-
place them.

The resulting transition to a new paradigm is scientific revo-
lution; a subject that we are at long last prepared to approach
directly. Note first, however, one last and apparently elusive
respect in which the material of the last three sections has pre-
pared the way. Until Section VI, where the concept of anomaly
was ftrst introduced, the terms 'revolution' and 'extraordinary

science'may have seemed equivalent. More important, neither
term may have seemed to mean more than'non-normal sciencer'
a circularity that will have bothered at least a few readers. In
practice, it need not have done so. We are about to discover that
a similar circularity is characteristic of scientific theories.
Bothersome or not, however, that circularity is no longer un-
qualiffed. This section of the essay and the two preceding have
educed numerous criteria of a breakdown in normal scientific
activity, criteria that do not at all depend upon whether break-
down is succeeded by revolution. Confronted with anomaly or

rc This generalization about the role of youth in fundamental scientiffc re-
search is s6 common as to be a clich6. Furthermore, a glance at almost any list
of fundamental contributions to scientific theory will provide impressionistic
conffrrnation. Nevertheless, the generalization badly needs systematic investiga-
tion. Harvey C. Lehman (Age and Achieoement [Princeton, f9$]) provides
many usefui d"t"; but his stu?ies make no attempt to single out contr:ibutions
that-involve fundamental reconceptualization. Nor do they inquire about the
special circumstances, if any, that may accompany relatively late productivity
in the sciences.
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with crisis, seientists take a different attitude toward existing
paradigms, and the nature of their research changes accord-
ingly. The proliferation of competing articulations, the willing-
ness to try anything, the expression of explicit discontent, the
recourse to philosophy and to debate over fundamentals, all
these are symptoms of a transition from normal to extraordinary
research. It is upon their existence more than upon that of revo-
lutions that the notion of normal science depends.

9 l



lX. The Noiure ond Necessity of
Scientific Revolutions

These remarks permit us at last to consider the problems that
provide this essay with its title. What are scientiffc revolutions,
and what is their function in scientiffc development? Much of
the answer to these questions has been anticipated in earlier
sections. In particular, the preceding discussion has indicated
that scientiffc revolutions are here taken to be those non-cumu-
Iative developmental episodes in which an older paradigm is
replaced in whole or in part by an incompatible new one. There
is more to be said, however, and an essential part of it can be
introduced by asking one further question. Why should a
change of paradigm be called a revolution? In the face of the
vast and essential differences between political and scientiffc
development, what parallelism can iustify the metaphor that
finds revolutions in both?

One aspect of the parallelism must already be apparent. Polit-
ical revolutions are inaugurated by ^ growing sense, often re-
stricted to a segment of the political community, that existing
institutions have ceased adequately to meet the problems posed
by an environment that they have in part created. In much the
same way, scientiftc revolutions are inaugurated by a growing
sense, again often restricted to a narrow subdivision of the
scientific community, that an existing paradigm has ceased to
function adequately in the exploration of an aspect of nature to
which that paradigm itself had previously led the way. In both
political and scientific development the sense of malfunction
that can lead to crisis is prerequisite to revolution. Furthermore,
though it admittedly strains the metaphor, that parallelism
holds not only for the maior paradigm changes, like those
attributable to Copernicus and Lavoisier, but also for the far
smaller ones associated with the assimilation of a new sort of
phenomenon, like oxygen or X-rays. Scientific revolutions, as we
noted at the end of Section V, need seem revolutionary only to
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those whose paradigms are affected by them. To outsiders they
may, Iike the Balkan revolutions of the early twentieth century,
seem normal parts of the developmental process. Astronomers,
for example, could accept X-rays as a mere addition to knowl-
edge, for their paradigms were unaffected by the existence of
the new radiation. But for men like Kelvin, Crookes, and Roent-
gen, whose research dealt with radiation theory or with cathode
ray tubes, the emergence of X-rays necessarily violated one
paradigm as it created another. That is why these rays could be
discovered only through something's ffrst going wrong with
normal research.

This genetic aspect of the parallel betwssnr political and
scientific development should no Ionger be open to doubt. The
parallel has, however, a second and more profound aspect upon
which the signiffcance of the ffrst depends. Political revolutions
aim to change political institutions in ways that those institu-
tions themselves prohibit. Their success therefore necessitates
the partial relinquishment of one set of institutions in favor of
another, and in the interim, society is not fully governed by in-
stitutions at all. Initially it is crisis alone that attenuates the role
of political institutions as we have already seen it attenuate the
role of paradigms. In increasing numbers individuals become
increasingly estranged from political life and behave more and
more eccentrically within it. Then, as the crisis deepens, many
of these individuals commit themselves to some concrete pro-
posal for the reconstruction of society in a new institutional
framework. At that point the society is divided into competing
camps or parties, one seeking to defend the old institutional con-

d,

cause they differ about the institutional matrix within *hi"eli

ievolutions have had a vital role
evolution of political institutions, that role depends upon
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their being partially extrapolitical or extrainstitutional events.
The remainder of this essay aims to demonstrate that the

historical study of paradigm change reveals very similar charac-
teristics in the evolution of the sciences. Like the choice be-
tween competing political institutions, that between competing
paradigms proves to be a choice between incompatible modes
of community life. Because it has that character, the choice is
not and cannot be determined merely by the evaluative pro-
cedures characteristic of normal science, for these depend in

Each group uses
its own paradigm to argue in that paradigm's defense.

The resulting circularity does not, of course, make the argu-
ments wrong or even ineffectual. The man who premises a para-
digm when arguing in its defense can nonetheless provide a
clear exhibit of what scientiffc practice will be like for those
who adopt the new view of nature. That exhibit can be im-
mensely persuasive, often compellingly so. Yet, whatever its
force, of the circular t i s

DremNes
I

parties to a
paradigms are not sufficiently extensive for that. As in political
revolutions, so in paradigm choice-there is no standard higher
than the assent of the relevant community. To discover how
scientiffc revolutions are effected, we shall therefore have to
examine not only the impact of nature and of logic, but also the
techniques of persuasive argumentation effective within the
quite special groups that constitute the community of scientists.

To discover why this issue of paradigm choice can never be
unequivocally settled by logic and experiment alone, we must
shortly examine the nature of the differences that separate the
proponents of a traditional paradigm frorn their revolutionary
successors. That examination is the principal object of this sec-
tion and the next. We have, however, already noted numerous
examples of such differenccs, and no one will doubt that history
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can supply many others. What is more likely to be doubted than
their existence-and what must therefore be considered ffrst-is
that such examples provide essential information about the
nature of science. Granting that paradigm reiection has been a
historic fact, does it illuminate more than human credulity and
confusion? Are there intrinsic reasons why the assimilation of
either a new sort of phenomen-on or a new scientific theory must
demand the rejection of an older paradigm?

First notice that if there are such reasons, they do not derive
from the logical structure of scientific knowledge. In principle,
a new phenomenon might emerge without reflecting destruc-
tively upon any part of past scientiffc practice. Though discov'
ering life on the moon would today be destructive of existing
paradigms (these tell us things about the moon that seem in-
compatible with life's existence there), discovering life in some
less well-known part of the galaxy would not. By the same
token, a new theory does not have to conflict with any of its
predecessors. It might deal exclusively with phenomena not
previously known, as the quantum theory deals (but, signif-
icantly, not exclusively) with subatomic phenomena unknown
before the twentieth century. Or again, the new theory might
be simply a higher level theory than those known before, one
that linked together a whole group of lower level theories with-
out substantially changing any. Today, the theory of energy
conservation provides just such links between dynamics, chem-
istry, electricity, optics, thermal theory, and so on. Still other
compatible relationships between old and new theories can be
conceived. Ary and all of them might be exemplified by the
historical process through which science has developed. If they
were, scientific development would be genuinely cumulative.
New sorts of phenomena would simply disclose order in an
aspect of nature where none had been seen before. In the evolu-
tion of science new knowledge would replace ignorance rather
than replace knowledge of another and incompatible sort.

Of course, science (or some other enterprise, perhaps less
effective) might have developed in that fully cumulative man-
ner. Many people have believed that it did so, and most still
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seem to suppose that cumulation is at least the ideal that histori-
cal development would display if only it had not so often been
distorted by human idiosyncrasy. There are important reasons
for that belief. In section x we shall discover [ow closely the
view of science-as-cumulation is entangled with a dominant
e_pistemology that takes knowledge to be a construction placed
directly upon raw sense data by the mind. And in sectionXl we
shall examine the strong support provided to the same historio-
graphic schema by the techniques of efiective science pedagogy.
Nevertheless, despite the immense plausibility of ihat ideal
image, there is increasing reason to wonder whether it can pos-
sibly be an image of science. After the pre-paradigm period the
assimilation of all new theories and of almost all new sorts of
phenomena has in fact demanded the destruction of a prior

. .-.,paradigm and a consequent confict between competing schools

\ z of scientific thought. Cumulative acquisition of unanticipated

,_,y'1 novelties proves to be an almost non-existent exception to the
" 

\ule of scientiffc development. The man who takes historic fact
seriously must suspect that science does not tend toward the
ideal that our image of its cumulativeness has suggested. Per-
haps it is another sort of enterprise.

If, however, resistant facts can carry us that far, then a second
look at the ground we have already covered may suggest that
cumulative acquisition of novelty is not only rare in fact but im-
probable in principle. Normal research, which is cumulative,
owes its success to the ability of scientists regularly to select
problems that can be solved with conceptual and instrumental
techniques close to those already in existence. (That is why an
excessive concel'n with useful problems, regardless of their rela-
tion to existing knowledge and technique, can so easily inhibit

\ fcientific development. ) The man who is striving to solve a

}/ problem defined by existing knowledge and technique is not,
,/ \ however, just Iooking around. He knows what he wants to

.rf achieve, and he designs his instruments and directs his thoughts
I accordingly. Unanticipated novelty, the new discovery, can

emerge only to the extent that his anticipations about nature
and his instruments prove wrong. Often the importance of the
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resulting discovery will itself be proportional to the extent and
stubbornness of the anomaly that foreshadowed it. Obviously,
then, there must be a confict between the paradigm that dis- "r
closes anomaly and the one that later renders the anomaly law- $
like. The examples of discovery through paradigm destructio 

")examined in Section VI did not confront us with mere historical 
',

accident. There is no other effective way in which discoveries
might be generated.

The same argument applies even more clearly to the inven-
tion of new theories. There are, in principle, only three types of
phenomena about which a new theory might be developed. The
ffrst consists of phenomena already well explained by existing
paradigms, and these seldom provide either motive or point of
departure for theory construction. When they do, as with the
three famous anticipations discussed at the end of Section VII,
the theories that result are seldom accepted, because nature pro-
vides no ground for diserimination. A second class of phenom-
ena consists of those whose nature is indicated by existing para.

4ig*r but whose details can be understood only through fuither
theory articulation. These are the phenomena to which scien-
tists direct their research much of the time, but that research
aims at the articulation of existing paradigms rather than at the
invention of new ones. only when these attempts at articulation
fail do scientists encounter the third type of phenomena, the
recognized anomalies whose characteristic feature is their stub-
born refusal to be assimilated to existing paradigms. This type
alone gives rise to new theories. ParadigmJ provide all phenorir-
ena excep! anomalies with a theory-determined place in the
scientist's ffeld of vision.

But if new theories are called forth to resolve anomalies in the
nature, then the successful new
t predictions that are difterent
,decessor. That difference could
lly compatible. In the process of

theory rike enersy co_nse*",i";1;i*ntff:rji:"*:t; ftffi
superstructure that relates to nature only through independlnt-

\J
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ly established theories, did not develop historically without
paradigm destruction. Instead, it emerged from a crisis in which
an essential ingredient was the incompatibility between New-
tonian dynamics and some recently formulated consequences of
the caloric theory of heat. Only after the caloric theory had
been rejected could energy conservation become part of sci-
ence.l And only after it had been part of science for some time
could it come to seem a theory of a logically higher type, one
not in conflict with its predecessors. It is hard to see how new
theories could arise without these destructive changes in beliefs
about nature. Though logical inclusiveness remains a permis-
sible view of the relation between successive scientific theories,
it is a historical implausibility.

A century ago it would, I think, have been possible to let the
case for the necessity of revolutions rest at this point. But today,
unfortunately, that cannot be done because the view of the
subject developed above cannot be maintained if the most prev-
alent contemporary interpretation of the nature and function
of scientific theory is accepted. That interpretation, closely asso-
ciated with early logical positivism and not categorically re-
jected by its successors, would restrict the range and meaning
of an accepted theory so that it could not possibly conflict with
any later theory that made predictions about some of the same
natural phenomena. The best-known and the strongest case for
this restricted conception of a scientific theory emerges in dis-
cussions of the relation between contemporary Einsteinian dy-
namics and the older dynamical equations that descend from
Newton's Principia. From the viewpoint of this essay these two
theories are fundamentally incompatible in the sense illustrated
by the relation of Copernican to Ptolemaic astronomy: Ein-
stein's theory can be accepted only with the recognition that
Newton's was wrong. Today this remains a minority view.2 We
must therefore examine the most prevalent obiections to it.

1 Silvanus P. Thompson, Life of William Thomson Baron Kehsin of Largs
( London, l9l0 ), I, 266-81.

2 See, for example, the remarks by P. P. Wiener in PhilosophV of Scicnce,
xxv (1958),298.
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erties. In addition, the phlogiston theory accounted for a num-
ber of reactions in which acids were formed by the combustion
of substances like carbon and sulphur. Also, it explained the
decrease of volume when combustion occurs in a c6nffned vol-
ume of air-the phlogiston released by combustion "spoils" the
elasticity of the air that absorbed it, just as fire "sioils" the
elasticity of a steel spring.s If these w"t" the only pfrutro*"n"
that the phlogiston theorists had claimed for theii fheory, that
th.g-ory could never have been challenged. A similar argument
will suffice for any $e9ry that has ever been successfiilly 

"p-plied to any range of phenomena at all.
But to save theories in this wa/, their range of application

must be restrictgd t-o tloT phenomena and to-that pr?iision of
observation with which the experimental evidence-in hand al-
ready _de-als.a clnied just _a step further (and the step can
scarcely be avoided once the ffrst is taken), such a limiiation
p-rohibits th_e scientist from claiming to speak "scientiffcally"
about any-phenomenon not already Jbr"ru6d. Even in its ptur-
ent form the restriction forbids the scientist to rely upon 

" 
ttr"-

ory in his own research whenever that research enters an area
or seeks a degree of precision for which past practice with the
theory offe1 no prec_edent. These prohibitions-are logically un-
exc_eptionable. But the result of accepting them *o.tld bL the
end of the research through which science may develop further.

By now that point too is virtually a tautology. withbut com-
mitment to a paradigm there could be no normal science. Fur-
thermore, that commitment must extend to areas and to degees
oj precision for which there is no full precedent. If it did"not,
the paradigm could provide no_ puzzles that had not already
been solved. Besides, it is not only normal science that depends
upon commitment to a paradigm. If existing theory binds the

8 James B. Qo_ngt,_ooerthrou !f_1he 
phlogiston Theorg (cambridge, lgsO),

Fp. 13-16; 
33d J: 

R Partington, A-Short Htiorq _of Chemi*trg ( 2d ed]; London,
1.951)t PP:8H8. The ftrllest and trrost syrnpathc'tic ,r"co,,ni of the phloeiston'E#t:":"ilffi 

3"Jrt ; : 3',.1 i."" " 
ger' N b u i o n' s t at' I' B o er | ru a o c e t ti d oz t r in e

, 
o.9oTpTe.the conclusions reached through a very difierent sort of analysis

by R. B. Braithwaite, Scientifc Explanation (Cambridge, lgsg), pp. SObZ,
esp. p. 76.
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will inevitabty return to something much like its pre-paradigm
state, a condition in which all members practice science but in
which their gross product scarcely resembles science at all. Is
it really any-wondir that the price of significant scientific ad-
vance is a commitment that runs the risk of being wrong?

such a derivation look like? Imagine a set of statements, E4 Ez,
E", which together embody the laws of relativity theory.

These statements contain variables and parameters representing
spatial position, time, rest mass, etc. From them, together yilh
the appiratus of logic and mathematics, is deducible a whole
set of further statements including some that can be checked
by obseruation. To prove the adequacy of Newtonian dynamics
as a special case, we must add to the Eis additional statements,
lfue (o/c)'<< 1, restricting the range of the parameters and
variables. This enlarged set of statements is then manipulated
to yield a new set, Nr, Nr, . . . , N., which is identical in form
with Newton's laws of motion, the law of gravity, and so on.
Apparently Newtonian dynamics has been derived from Ein-
steinian, subject to a few limiting conditions.

Yet the derivation is spurious, at least to this point. Though
the Nis are a special case of the laws of relativistic mechanics,
they are not Newton's Laws. Or at least they are not unless
those laws are reinterpreted in a way that would have been im-
possible until after Einstein's work. The variables and Param-
etets that in the Einsteinian Eis represented spatial position,

\ l
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sent Einsteinian space, time, and mass. But the physical refer-
ents of these Einsteinian concepts are by no means identical
with those of the Newtoniatt .onc"pts thal bear the same name.
(Newtonian mass is conserved; Einsteinian is convertible with
energy. only at low relative velocities may the two be measured
in the same way, and even then they -,rrt not be conceived to
be the same. ) unless we change thedefinitions of the variables
in the Nis, the statements we have derived are not Newtonian.
If w9 do change them, we cannot properly be said to have d,e-
rioed Newton's Laws, at least not in atty i.t r" of "derive" now
generally recognized. our argument has, of course, explained
why^Newton's Laws ever seemed to work. In doing 16 it h"t
justified, say, an automobile driver in acting as thoufh he lived
in a Newtonian universe. An argument of t[e same type is used
to justify teaching earth-center-ed astronomy to survJyors. But
the argument has still not done what it purported to do. It has
not, that is, shown Newton's Laws to bJa limiting case of Ein-
stein's. For in the passage to the limit it is not onlf the forms of
the laws that have changed. simultaneously *" h"u" had to
alter the fundamental structural elements of which the universe
to which they apply is composed.

This need to change the meaning of established and familiar
concepts js central to the revolutionary impact of Einstein's
theory. Though subtler than the changis from geocentrism to
heliocentrism, froy phlogiston to oxygen, or frim colpuscles
to waves, the resulting conceptual traniformation is no liss de-
cisively destructive of a previously established paradigm. we
may even come to see it as a prototype for revolutionary reorien-
tations in the sciences. |ust becaussit did not involve ihe itrtro-
duction of additional objects or concepts, the transition from
Newtonian to Einsteinian mechanics illustrates with particular
clarity the scientiffc revolution as a displacement of th-e concep-
tual network through which scientists view the world

These remarks should suffice to show what might, in another
philosophical climate, have been taken for grant"a. et least for
scientists, most of the apparent differences between a discarded
scientiffc theory and its successor are real. Though an out-of-
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date theory can always be viewed as a special case of its up-to-

date succ"itot, it muit be transformed for the purPose. And the

transformation is one that can be undertaken only with the ad-

vantages of hindsight, the explicit guidance of the more recent

theor/. Furthermoie, even il that transformation wele a legiti-
mate device to employ in intelpreting the older theory, the
result of its applicafion would be a theory so restricted that it
could only restate what was already known. Because of its econ-
omy, thai restatement would have utility, but it could not suf-
fice for the guidance of research.

Let us, therefore, now take it for
between successive paradigms are I
cilable. Can we then say more explic
these are? The most apparent tyPe
repeatedly. Successive paradigms tr
the population of the universe and about that population's be- '.^

havior. Thuy difier, that is, about sueh questions^aJttt" existence ;ht

of subatomic pa*icles, the materiality.^ot tigttt, .ld th.e conse* tt*#5

vation of heatbr of energy. These are the substantive differences ""

between successiv_e p"t"tig-s, and they-requir-e no further illus- \ rXl

tration. But paradigms difier in more than substance, for they
are directed not only to nature but also back uPon the science
that produced them. They are the source of the methods, prob-
lem-field, and standards of solution accepted by any mature
scientiffc community at any given time. As a result, the recep-
tion of a new paradigm often necessitates a redefinition of the
correspondingicience. Some old problems may be relegated to
anothir science or declared entirely "unscientific." Others that
were previously non-existent or trivial may, with a new PaT-
dig-,- become the very archetypes of signfficant scientiftc
achievement. And as the problems change, so, often, does the
standard that distinguishes a real scientiffc solution from a mere
metaphysical speculation, word game, or mathematical Play.
The normal-scientific tradition trhat emerges from a scientiftc
revolution is not only incompatible but often actually incom-
mensurable with that which has gone before.

The impact of Newton's work upon the normal seventeenth-
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cgntu-ry tradition of scientiffc practice provides a striking exam-
ple of these subtler efiects of paradigm shift. Before Newton
was born the "new science" of the c"trtury had at last succeeded
in reiecting Aristotelian and scholastic explanations expressed in
terms of the essences of material bodies. to say that a-stone fell

it toward the center of the universe
mere tautological word-play, some-
'been. Henceforth the entire fux of

,-appearances, including color, taste, and even weight,
was to be explained in terms or tne size, shape, position, ind
motion of the elementary corpuscles of base mattLr. The attri-
bution of other qualities io the elementary atoms was a resort to
the occult and therefore out of boundi for science. Molidre

:isely when he ridiculed the doctor
:acy as a soporiffc by attributing to it
ng the last half of the seventeenth
fgned to say that the round shape of
d them to sooth the nerves about

which thuy moved.b
fn an earlier period explanations in terms of occult qualities

had been an integral p".t of productive scientiftc' work.
Nevertheless, the seventeenth century's new commitment to
mechanico-co{puscular explanation proved immensely fruitful
for a number of sciences, ridding them of problems that had de-
{ed geletlly accept-ed solution and suggeititrg others to replace
them. In dynamics, for example, Newtont three laws of motion
are less a pt{ygt of novel experiments than of the attempt to
reinteqpret well-known observations in terms of the motionjand
interactioT-r of primary neutral corpuscles. Consider iust one
concrete illustration. Since neutral coqpuscles could act on each
other only by_ contact, the mechanico-co{puscular .view of
nature directed scientiftc attention to a brand-new subiect of
study, the alteration of particulate motions by collisioni. Des-
cartes announced the problem and provided its ffrst putative

5 For corpuscularism in general, see Marie Boas, "The Establishment of the
Mechanical Philoso.ghy," olrlo x (1952), 4t2-541. For the effect of farticle-shape on taste, see tbti., p. 485.
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tury, the corpuscular paradigm bred both a new problem and a
large part of that problem's solution.o

Yet, though much of Newton's work was directed to problems
and embodied standards derived from the mechanico-corpuscu-
lar world view, the effect of the paradigm that resulted from his
work was a further and partially destructive change in the prob-
lems and standards legitimate for science. Gravity, inteqpreted
as an innate attraction between every pair of particles of mat-
ter, was an occult quality in the same sense as the scholastics'
"tendency to fall" had been. Therefore, while the standards of
co{puscularism remained in effect, the search for a mechanical
explanation of gravity was nne of the most challenging problems
for those who accepted the Prircipia as paradigm. Newton de-
voted much attention to it and so did many of his eighteenth-
century successors. The only apparent option was to reject New-
ton's theory for its failure to explain gravity, and that alterna-
tive, too, was widely adopted. Yet neither of these views ulti-
mately triumphed. Unable either to practice science without
tlte Principia or to make that work conform to the corpuscular
standards of the seventeenth century, scientists gradually ac-
cepted the view that gravity was indeed innate. By the mid-
eighteenth century that interpretation had been almost nni-
versally accepted, and the result was a genuine reversion
(which is not the same as a retrogression) to a scholastic stand-
ard. Innate attractions and repulsions ioined size, shape, posi-

0R. Dugas, La micanique au XVII' sidcle (Neuchatel, 1954), pp. 177-85,
284-98,84il56.
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tion, and motion as physically irreducible primary properties of
matter.?

The resulting change in the standards and problem-ffeld of
again consequential. By the 1740's,

culd speak of the attractive "virtue"
rt thereby inviting the ridicule that
:or a century before. As they did so,
:asingly displayed an order difierent
,wn when viewed as the effects of a
:ould act only by contact. In particu-
-at-a-distance became a subject for
rhenomenon we now call charging by
ized as one of its effects. Previously,
ren attributed to the direct action of
r to the leakages inevitable in any
rew view of inductive effects was, in
rnalysis of the Leyden iar and thus to
rd Newtonian paradigm for electric-
d electricity the only scientiffc ffelds
on of the search for forces innate to
lf eighteenth-century literature on
acement series also derives from this

Newtonianism. Chemists who be-
lieved in these differential attractions between the various
chemical species set up previously unimagined experiments and
searched for new sorts of reactions. Without the data and the
chemical concepts developed in that process, the later work of
Lavoisier and, more particularly, of Dalton would be incompre-
hensible.s changes in the standards governing permissible
problems, concepts, and explanations can transform a science.
In the next section I shall even suggest a sense in which they
transform the world.

7I. B. Cohen, Franklin and Neuton: An Inquiry into Speculatioe Neutonian
Erperinte-ntal Science and Franklin's Work in Eleciricity oi an Erample Thereof
(Philadelphia, 1956), chaps. vi-vii.

_ 
t 

{ot electricity, see ibkl, chaps. viii-ix. For chemistry, see Metzger, op. cit,,
Part I.
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Other examples of these nonsubstr
successive paradigms can be retrievr
science in almost any period of its del
let us be content with iust two other r
Before the chemical revolution, one
of chemistry was to account for the
stances and for the changes these q
chemical reactions. With the aid c
mentary' principles"-of which phlop
was to explain why some substances i
combustible, and so forth. Some success in this direction hadqi "'.
been achieved. We have already :
plained why the metals were so muc
developed a similar argument for th
however, ultimately did away with
thus ended by depriving chemistry
potential explanatory power. To ct
change in standards was required. .
teenth century failure to explain the t
no indictment of a chemical theory.e

Or again, Clerk Maxwell shared r
tury proponents of the wave theory of light the conviction that $-S
hg[t waves must be propa_gated thro.tgi 

" 
material ether. De{ 

' 
_;-

signing a mechanical medium to support such waves was a fi:' J $'
standard problem for many of his ablest contemporaries. His $ $;
own theory, however, the electromal
no account at all of a medium able to
clearly made such an account harc
seemed before. Initially, Maxwell's I
for those reasons. But, Iike Newton'r
difficult to dispense with, and as it ac
digm, the community's attitude towe
decades of the twentieth century Mr
existence of a mechanical ether lool
service, which it emphatically had nc
design such an ethereal medium wer

e E. Meyerson,Identity atd Reality (New
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q-5r " cumulation of theories. The attempt to explain gravity, though
b { fruitfully abandoned by most eighteenth-century scientists, was

-\ft
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sal may even be undenvay in electromagnetic theory. Space, in
contemporary physics, is not the inert and homogenous sub-
straturn- employed in both Newton's and Maxwell's theories;
some of its new properties are not unlike those once attributed
to the ether; we may someday come to know what an electric
displacement is.

By shifting emphasis from the cognitive to the normative
functions of paradigms, the preceding examples enlarge our un-
derstanding of the ways in which paradigms give form to the
scientiffc life. Previously, we had principally examined the para-
digm's role as a vehicle for scientific theory. In that role it func-
tions by telling the scientist about the entities that nature does
and does not contain and about the ways in which those entities
behave. That information provides a map whose details are
elucidated by mature scientiffc research. And since nature is too
complex and varied to be explored at random, that map is as
essential as observation and experiment to science's continuing
development. Through the theories they embody, paradigms
prove to be constitutive of the research activity. They are also,
however, constitutive of science in other respects, and that is
now the point. In particular, our most recent examples show that
paradigms provide scientists not only with a map but also with
some of the directions essential for map-making. In learning a
paradigm the scientist acquires theory, methods, and standards
together, usually in an inextricable mixture. Therefore, when
paradigms change, there are usually signiffcant shifts in the
criteria determining the legitimacy both of problems and of
proposed solutions.

That observation returns us to the point from which this sec-
tion began, for it provides our ffrst explicit indication of why the\ /
choice between compe_ting paradigms regularly_raises questio-ns ,K
that cannot be resolved by the criteria of normal science. To the/ 

''"

extent, as signiffcant as it is incomplete, that two scientiffc l
schools disggree abo3rt what is a problem and what a solution, i
they wilfinevitably_.talk through each other when debating the j'
relative merits of their respective paradigms. In the partially i,
circular arguments that regularly result, each paradigm will be "
r  {  ;  / 1  l  t
1 *L 
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shown to satisfy more or less the criteria that it dictates for itself

fhe Sfructure of Scientific Reyolutions

have so far argued only that paradigms are constitutive of
science. Now I wish to display a sense in which they are consti-
tutive of nature as well.

i l0



X. Revolutions os Chonges of World View

Examining the record of past research from the vantage of
contemporary historiography, the historian of science may be
tempted to exclaim that when paradigms change, the world
itseU changes with them. Led by a new paradigm, scientists
adopt new instmments and look in new places. Even more
important, during revolutions scientists see new and different
things when looking with familiar instruments in places they
have looked before. It is rather as if the professional community
had been suddenly transported to another planet where famil-
iar objects are seen in a different light and are joined by un-
familiar ones as well. Of course, nothing of quite that sort does
occur: there is no geographical transplantation; outside the
laboratory everyday affairs usually continue as before. Never-
theless, paradigm changes do cause scientists to see the world
of their research-engagement differently. In so far as their only
recourse to that world is through what they see and do, we may
want to say that after a revolution scientists are responding to
a different world.

It is as elementary prototypes for these transformations of the
scientist's world that the familiar demonstrations of a switch in
visual gestalt prove so suggestive. What were ducks in the scien-
tistk world before the revolution are rabbits afterwards. The
man who first saw the exterior of the box from above later sees
its interior from below. Transformations like these, though
usually more gradual and almost always irreversible, are com-
mon concomitants of scientific training. Looking at a contour
map, the student sees lines on paper, the cartographer a picture
of a terrain. Looking at a bubble-chamber photograph, the stu-
dent sees confused and broken lines, the physicist a record of
familiar subnuclear events. only after a number of such trans-
formations of vision does the student become an inhabitant of
the scientist's world, seeing what the scientist sees and respond-
ing as the scientist does. The world that the student then enters

l i l
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is not, however, fixed once and for all by the nature of the en-
vironment, on the one hand, and of science, on the other.
Rather, it is determined jointly by th_e environment and the par-
ticular normal-scientific tradition that the student has 6een
trained to pursue. Therefore, at times of revolution, when the
normal-scientific tradition chan_ges, the scientist's perception of
his environment must be re-educated-in some fimilia'r situa-
tions he must learn to see a new gestalt. After he has done so the
world of his research will seeml here and there, incommensu-
rable with the one he had inhabited before. That is another
t:":ol why schools guided by difierent paradigms are always
slightly at cross-purposes.

the absence of the goggles, and the result is extreme disorienta-

The subiects of the anomalous playing-card experiment dis-
cussed in Section VI experienced a quite ii*ilat trinsformation.
Until taught by prolonged expos.tre that the universe contained

_ 
t r!" original experiments were by George M. stratton, "vision without

Inversion of the Retinal rmage," psychological,Reoicto, Iv (lgg7), 94l-60,
4,63-81. A more up-to-date re-view ii proviied by l-Iarvey A. carr, 

'An 
lntro-

duction to Space Perception (New york, tggS), pp. lg-57.
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Revolufions os Chonges oI World View

anomalous cards, they saw only the types of cards for which
previous experience had equipped them. Yet once experience
had provided the requisite addiUonal categories,they were able
to sei all anomalous cards on the ffrst inspection long enough to
permit any identiffcation at all. Still other experiments demon-
itrate that the perceived size, color, and so on, of experlmentally
displayed obiects also varies with the subiect's previous training
and experience.2 Surveying the rich experimental literature from
which these examples are drawn makes one suspect that some-
thing like a paradigm is prerequisite to perception itself. What a
man sees depends both upon what he looks at and also upon
what his previous visual-conceptual experience has taught him
to see. In the absence of such training there can only be, in Wil-
liam James's phrase, "a bloomin' buzzin' confusion."

fn recent years several of those concerned with the history of
science have found the sorts of experiments described above
immensely suggestive. N. R. Hanson, in particular, has used
gestalt demonstrations to elaborate some of the same conse-
quences of scientiffc belief that concern me here.8 Other col-
leagues have repeatedly noted that history of science would
make better and more coherent sense if one could suppose that
scientists occasionally experienced shifts of perception like
those described above. Yet, though psychological experiments
are suggestive, th"y cannot, in the nature of the case, be more
than that. They do display characteristics of perception that
could, be central to scientiffc development, but they do not
demonstrate that the eareful and controlled observation exer-
cised by the research scientist at all partakes of those character-
istics. Furthermore, the very nature of these experiments makes
any direct demonstration of that point impossible. If historical
example is to make these psychological experiments seem rele-

2 For examples, see Albert H. Hastorf, "Tlre Influence of Suggestion on the
Relationship between Stimulus Size and Perceived Distan@," journal of Psa-
chology, XXIX (1950), l95-l2l7; and Jerome S. Bruner, Leo Postmati, atid
John Rodrigues, "Expectations and the Perception of Color," American Journal
of Psychology, LXIY ( f 95f ), 2lO-27.

3 N. R. Hanson, Patterns ol Discooery (Cambridge, 1958), chap. i.
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vant, we must first notice the sorts of evidence that we may and
may_ not gxpect history to provide.

. tu subiect of a gestalt demonstration knows that his percep-
tion has shifted because he can make it shift back and firth r^e-

as in all similar psychological experiments, the efiectiveness of
the demonstration depends upon its being analyzable in this
*3y._ unless there were an external standird with respect to
which a switch of vision could be demonstrated, no con-clusion
about alternate perceptual possibilities could be drawn.

with scientific observation, however, the situation is exactly
reversed. The scientist can have no recourse above or beyond
what he sees with his eyes and instruments. If there were some
higher authority by recourse to which his vision might be shown
to have shifted, then that authority would itself become the
source of his data, and the behavior of his vision would become
a source_olproblems (as that of the experimental subject is for
the psychologist). The same sorts of p'oblems would 

"i.ir" 
if the

scientist could switch back and forth like the subject of the
gestalt experiments. The period during which light was "some-
times a wave and sometimes a particle" was a period of crisis-
a_ period rvhen something was wrong-and it ended only with
the development of wave mechanics and the realization that
light was a self-consistent entity difierent from both waves and
particles. In the sciences, therefore, if perceptual switches ac-

t t4
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company paradigm changes, we may not expect scientists to
attest to these changes directly. Looking at the moon, the con-
vert to Copernicanism does not say, "I used to see a planet, but
now f see a satellite." That locution would imply a sense in
which the Ptolemaic system had once been correct. Instead, a
convert to the new astronomy says, "I once took the moon to be
(or saw the moon as ) a planet, but I was mistaken." That sort of
statement does recur in the aftermath of scientific revolutions. If
it ordinarily disguises a shift of scientific vision or some other
mental transformation with the same effect, we may not expect
direct testimony about that shift. Rather we must look for indi-
rect and behavioral evidence that the scientist with a new para-
digm sees differently from the way he had seen before.

Let us then return to the data and ask what sorts of transfor-
mations in the scientist's world the historian who believes in such
changes can discover. Sir William Herschel's discovery of
Uranus provides a first example and one that closely parallels
the anomalous card experiment. On at least seventeen difierent
occasions between 1690 and 1781, a number of astronomers, in-
cluding several of Europe's most eminent observers, had seen a
star in positions that we now suppose must have been occupied
at the time by Uranus. One of the best observers in this group
had actually seen the star on four successive nights in 176g witli-
out noting the motion that could have suggested another identi-

4 Peter Doig, A concise llisttn'y of Astrorutmrl (London, lg50), pp. rrs-16.
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had been observed ofi and on for almost a century was seen dif'
ferently after 1781 because, like an anomalous playing card, it
could no longer be fftted to the perceptual categories (star or
comet) provided by the paradig* that had previously Pre-
vailed.

The shift of vision that enabled astronomers to see Uranus,
the planet, does not, however, seem to have affected only the

their small size, these did not display the anomalous magniffca-
tion that had alerted Herschel. Nevertheless, astronomers Pre-
pared to ffnd additional planets were able, with standard instru-
ments, to identify twenty of them in the first fifty years of the

teenth-century astronomers rePeatedly disco_vered that comets

wandered at will through the space previously reserved for the

sRuclolph Wolf, Geschichte der Astronomie (Munich, 187-7),.pp. 513-15,

B-gB. ttotice particularly how difficult Wolf's account makes it to explain6$-9t-1,ilii"" !"tti""tarly how difficult pglf's accottnt makes i[ 
-to 

explain
these discoveries as a conseq.tence of Bode's Law'

o Joseph Needham, science and cio{lization in china, III ( Cambridge,

1959), 423-29,434J6.
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immutable planets and stars.T The very ease and rapidity with
which astronomers saw new things when looking at old obiects
with old instruments may make us wish to say that, after Coper-
nicus, astronomers lived in a different world. In any case, their
research responded as though that were the case.

The preceding examples are selected from astronomy because
reports of celestial observation are frequently delivered in a
vocabulary consisting of relatively pure observation terms. Only
in such reports can we hope to ftnd anything like a full parallel-
ism between the observations of scientists and those of the psy-
chologist's experimental subjects. But we need not insist on so

however, only one of many new repulsive efiects that Hauksbee
saw. Through his researches, rather as in a gestalt switch, re-
pulsion suddenly became the fundamental manifestation of
electrification, and it was then attraction that needed to be ex-

7T. S. Kuhn, Tlte Copernican Reoolution (Cambridge, Mass., lgET), pp.
20&9.
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plained.s The electrical phenomena visible in the early eight-
eenth century were both subtler and more varied than those
seen by observers in the seventeenth century. Or again, after the
assimilation of Franklin's paradigm, the electrician looking at a
Leyden jar saw something different from what he had seen be-
fore. The device had become a condenser, for which neither the

iar shape nor glass was required. Instead, the two conducting
coatings-one of which had been no part of the original device-
emerged to prominence. As both written discussions and pic-
torial representations gradually attest, two metal plates with a
non-conductor between them had become the prototype for the
class.e Simultaneously, other inductive effects received new de-
scriptions, and still others were noted for the first time.

Shifts of this sort are not restricted to astronomy and electric-
ity. We have already remarked some of the similar transforma-
tions of vision that can be drawn from the history of chemistry.
Lavoisier, we said, saw oxygen where Priestley had seen de-
phlogisticated air and where others had seen nothing at all. In
learning to see oxygen, however, Lavoisier also had to change
his view of many other more familiar substances. He had, for
example, to see 

" 
.o-po,rnd ore where Priestley and his con-

temporaries had seen an elementary earth, and there were other
such changes besides. At the very least, as a result of discover-
ing oxygen, Lavoisier saw nature differently. And in the absence
of some recourse to that hypothetical fixed nature that he "saw
differently," the principle of economy will urge us to say that
after discovering oxygen Lavoisier worked in a different world.

I shall inquire in a moment about the possibility of avoiding
this strange locution, but first we require an additional example
of its use, this one deriving from one of the best known parts of
the work of Galileo. Since remote antiquity most people have
seen one or another heavy body swinging back and forth on a
string or chain until it ffnally comes to rest. To the Aristotelians,

8 Duane Roller and Duane H. D. Roller, The Deoelopmert of the Concept
of Electric Charge (Cambridge, Mass., 1954), pp. 21-29.

e See the discussion in Section VII and the literature to which the reference
there cited in note I will lead.
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other hand, looking at the swinging body, saw a pendulum, a

before.
Why did that shift of vision occur? Through Galileo's indi-

vidual genius, of course. But note that genius does not here
manifest itself in more accurate or obiective observation of the
swinging body. Descriptively, the Aristotelian PercePtion is iust
as accurate. When Galileo reported that the pendulum's period
was independent of amplitude for amplitudes as great as 90o,
his view of the pendulum led him to see far more regularity than
we can now discover there.ll Rather, what seems to have been
involved was the exploitation by genius of perceptual possibili-
ties made available by 

" 
medieval paradigm shift. Galileo was

not raised completely as an Aristotelian. On the contrary, he
was trained to analyze motions in terms of the impetus theory, a
late medievalparadigm which held that the continuing motion of
a heavy body is due to an internal power implanted in it by the
projector that initiated its motion. Jean Buridan and Nicole
Oresme, the fourteenth-century scholastics who brought the
impetus theory to its most perfect formulations, are the first men

10 Galileo Galilei, Dialogues concerning Tuso New Sciences, trans. H. Crew
and A. de Salvio (Evanston, Il l., 1946), pp. 80-81, 162-66.

1r lbid, pp. 9l-94,244.
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string back, implanting increasing impetus until the mid-point
of motion is reached; after that the impetus displaces the string
in the opposite direction, again against the string's tension, and
so on in a symmetric process that may continue indeffnitely.
Later in the century oresme sketched a similar analysis of the
swinging stone in what now appears as the first discussion of a
pendulum.l'His view is clearly very close to the one with which
Galileo first approached the pendulum. At least in oresme's
case, and almost certainly in Galileo's as well, it was a view
made possible by the transition from the original Aristotelian to
the scholastic impetus paradigm for motion. until that scholas-
tic paradigm was invented, there were no pendulums, but only
swinging stones, for the scientist to see. Pendulums were
brought into existence by something very like a paradigm-in-
duced gestalt switch.

Do we, however, really need to describe what separates Gali-
leo from Aristotle, or Lavoisier from Priestley, as a transforma-
tion of vision? Did these men really see different things when
laoking at the same sorts of obiects? Is there any legitimate
sense in which we can say that they pursued their research in
different worlds? Those questions can no longer be postponed,
for there is obviously another and far more usual way to de-
scribe all of the historical examples outlined above. Many
readers will surely want to say that what changes with a para-
dig- is only the scientist's interpretation of observations that
themselves are fixed once and for all by the nattrre of the en-
vironment and of the perceptual apparatus. On this view, Priest-
ley and Lavoisier both saw oxygen, but they interpreted their
observations differently; Aristotle and Galileo both saw pendu-

1z M. Clagett, The Science ol Meclnnics in the Miildlc Ages ( l\ladison, Wis.,
1959),  pp.  537-38,570.
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Iums, but they differed in their inteqpretations of what thuy both
had seen.

Let me say at once that this very usual view of what occurs
when scientists change their minds about fundamental matters '

can be neither all wrong nor a mere mistake. Rather it is an
essential part of a philosophical paradigm initiated by Descartes
and developed at the same time as Newtonian dynamics. That
paradigm has served both science and philosophy well. Its ex-
ploitation, like that of dynamics itself, has been fruitful of a
fundamental understanding that perhaps could not have been
achieved in another way. But as the example of Newtonian dy-
namics also indicates, even the most striking past success pro-
vides no guarantee that crisis can be indefinitely postponed. To-
day research in parts of philosophy, psychology, linguistics, and
even art history, all converge to suggest that the traditional
paradigm is somehow askew. That failure to fft is also made in-
creasingly apparent by the historical study of science to which
most of our attention is necessarily directed here.

None of these crisis-promoting subjects has yet produced a
viable alternate to the traditional epistemological paradigm, but
they do begin to suggest what some of that paradigm's charac-
eristics will be. I am, for example, acutely aware of the difffcul-
ties created by saying that when Aristotle and Galileo looked at
swinging stones, the first saw constrained fall, the second a
pendulum. The same difficulties are presented in an even more
fundamental form by the opening sentences of this section:
though the world does not change with a change of paradigm,
the scientist afterward works in a difierent world. Nevertheless,
I am convinced that we must learn to make sense of statements
that at least resemble these. What occurs during a scientific
revolution is not fully reducible to a reinterpretation of indi-
vidual and stable data. In the first place, the data are not un-
equivocally stable. A pendulum is not a falling stone, nor is oxy-
gen dephlogisticated air. Consequently, the data that scientists
collect from these diverse objects are, as we shall shortly see,
themselves different. More important, the process by which
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either the individual or the community makes the transition
from constrained fall to the pendulum or from dephlogisticated
air to oxygen is not one that resembles interpretation. How
could it do so in the absence of fixed data for the scientist to
interpret? Rather than being an interpreter, the scientist who
embraces a new paradigm is like the man wearing inverting
lenses. Confronting the same constellation of objects as before
and knowing that he does so, he nevertheless ffnds them trans-

formed through and through in many of their details.
None of these remarks is intended to indicate that scientists

do not characteristically interpret observations and data. On the

contrary, Galileo interpreted observations on the pendulum,
Aristotle observations on falling stones, Musschenbroek obser-

vations on a charge-filled bottle, and Franklin observations on

a condenser. But each of these interpretations presuPPosed a

paradigm. They were parts of normal science, an enterprise

that, as we have already seen, aims to refine, extend, and articu-

Iate a paradigm that is already in existence. Section III pro-

vided -atry examples in which interpretation played a central

role. Those examples typify the overwhelming majority of re-

search. In each of them the scientist, by virtue of an accepted

paradigm, knew what a datum was, what instruments might be

used to retrieve it, and what concepts were relevant to its inter-

pretation. Given a paradigm, inteqpretation of data is central to

the entelprise that explores it.

But that interpretive enteqprise-and this was the burden of

the paragraph before last-can only articulate a paradigm, no_t

correct ii Paradigms are not corrigible by normal science at all.

Instead, as we h"'tt" already seen, normal science ultimately

Ieads only to the recognition of anomalies and to crises. And

these are terminated, not by deliberation and interpretation,

but by a relatively sudden and unstnrctured event like the

gesalt switch. Scientists then often spgak of the "scales falling

Ito- the eyes" or of the "lightning fash" that "inundates" a

previously obscure ptzzle, enabling its components to be seen

in 
" 
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occasions the relevant illumination comes in sleep.l3 No ordi-
nary sense of the term 'inteqpretation' fits these flashes of intui-
tion through which a new paradigm is born. Though such intui-
tions depend upon the experience, both anomalous and con-
gruent, gained with the old paradigm, they are not logically or
piecemeal linked to particular items of that experience as an
interpretation would be. Instead, they gather up large portions
of that experience and transform them to the rather different
bundle of experience that will thereafter be linked piecemeal to
the new paradigm but not to the old.

To learn more about what these difierences in experience can
be, return for a moment to Aristotle, Galileo, and the pendulum.
What data did the interaction of their difierent paradigms and
their common environment make accessible to each of them?
Seeing constrained fall, the Aristotelian would measure (or at
least discuss-the Aristotelian seldom measured ) the weight of
the stone, the vertical height to which it had been raised, and
the time required for it to achieve rest. Together with the re-
sistance of the medium, these were the conceptual categories
deployed by Aristotelian science when dealing with a falling
body.ra Normal research guided by them could not have pro-
duced the laws that Galileo discovered. It could only-and by
another route it did-lead to the series of crises from which
Galileo's view of the swinging stone emerged. As a rezult of
those crises and of other intellectual changes besides, Galileo
saw the swinging stone quite differently. Archimedes' work on
floating bodies made the medium non-essential; the impetus
theory rendered the motion symmetrical and enduring; and
Neoplatonism directed Galileo's attention to the motion's circu-

13 [Jacques] Hadamard, Subconscient intuition, et logique dans lc recherche
scientifique (confirence laite au Pal.ais de ln Dicourtelt" le 8 Ddcembre lg4|
[Alengon, n.d.]), pp.7-8.A much fuller account, thorrgh one exclusively re-
stricted to mathematical innovations, is trre same authois The psgcholofiy of
lnrsention in the Muthematical Field (Princeton, fg4g).

__ 
tn 

T. s. Kuhn, "A Function for Thought Experiments," in Mhlanges Alerandre
Kgr6, ed. R. Taton and I. B. cohen, to be published by Hermain (paris) in
1963.
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lar form.rr' He therefore measured only weight, radius, angular
displacement, and time per swing, which were precisely the

data that could be interpreted to yield Galileo's laws for the

pendulum. In the event, interpretation proved almost unneces-
sary. Given Galileo's paradigms, pendulum-like regularities

were very nearly accessible to inspection. How else are we to

account for Galileo's discovery that the bob's period is entirely
independent of amplitude, a discovery that the normal science

stemming from Galileo had to eradicate and that we are quite

unable to document today. Regularities that could not have

existed for an Aristotelian (and that are, in fact, nowhere pre-

cisely exemplified by nature) were consequences of immediate

experience fot the man who saw the swinging stone as Galileo

did.
Perhaps that example is too fanciful since the Aristotelians

recorded no discussions of swinging stones. On their paradigm

it was an extraordinarily complex phenomenon. But the Aristo-

telians did discuss the simpler case, stones falling without un-

common constraints, and the same differences of vision are

apparent there. Contemplating a falling stone, Aristotle saw a

.hotrg" of state rather than a Process. For him the relevant

*"u*r"t of a motion wele therefore total distance covered and

total time elapsed, parameters which yield what we should now

call not tp"ed but average speed.16 Similarly, because the stone

was impelled by its nature to reach its final resting point, Aris-

totle saw the relevant distance Parameter at any instant during

the motion as the distance to the final end point rather than as

thatfrom the origin of motion.r? Those conceptual-parameters

underlie and give sense to most of his well-known "laws of mo-

tion." Partly through the impetus paradigm, however, and part-

ly throtrgh-a doctrine known as the latitude of forms, scholastic

criticisnichanged this way of viewing motion. A stone moved

by impetus gained more and more of it while receding from its

r5 A. Kovr6. Etutles Guliltiennes (Paris, 1939), I, 46-51; and "Galileo and

Pfato," 1,,u|rnai ol the llistory of ltleas,IV ( f943), 400428'

rG Kulrn, "A Function for Thought Expcriments," in Mtlanges Alemndre

Kotp6 (see n. 14 for full citation)'
r? Koyr6,  Etut les.  .  .  ,  I I ,  7- I l .
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starting point; distance from rather than distance to therefore

b"ca*I ihe te.relant parameter. In addition, Aristotle's notion

of speed was bifurcaled by the scholastics into concepts that

rootr- after Galileo became our average speed and instantaneous
speed. But when seen through the paradigm of which these con-

ceptions were a part, the falling stone, like the _pendulum, ex-
hibited its governing laws almost on inspection. Galileo was not

one of the hrst *"n-to suggest that stones fall with a uniformly
accelerated motion.l8 Furthermore, he had developed his theo-

rem on this subject together with many of its consequences be-

fore he experimented with an inclined plane. That theorem was
another one of the network of new regularities accessible to
genius in the world determined iointly by nature and by the
paradigms upon which Galileo and his contemporaries had been
iaised. Living in that world, Galileo could still, when he chose,
explain why Aristotle had seeu what he did. Nevertheless, the
immediate content of Galileo's expelience with falling stones
was not what Aristotle's had been.

It is, of course, by no means clear that we need be so con-
cerned with "immediate experience"-that is, with the percep-
tual features that a paradigm so highlights that they surrender
their regularities almost upon inspection. Those features must
obviously change with the scientist's commitments to para-
digms, but they are far from what we ordinarily have in mind
when we speak of the raw data or the brute experience from
which scientific research is reputed to proceed. Perhaps im-
mediate experience should be set aside as fuid, and we should
discuss instead the concrete operations and measurements that
the scientist performs in his laboratory. Or perhaps the analysis
should be carried further still from the immediately given. It
might, for example, be conducted in terms of some neutral ob-
servation-language, perhaps one designed to conform to the
retinal imprints that mediate what the scientist sees. Only in
one of these ways can we hope to retrieve a realm in which ex-
perience is again stable once and for all-in which the pendu-
Ium and constrained fall are not different perceptions but rather

18 Clagett, op. cit., clraps. iv, vi, and ix.
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different interpretations of the unequivocal data provided by
observation of a swinging stone.

But is sensory experience fixed and neutral? Are theories
simply tnrn-*rie iriterpretations of given data? The episte-
mological_viewpoint that has most often guided western pirilor-

_ollly forthree centuries dictates an immediate and t neq.riuocal,
Yes! In the absence of a developed alternative, I find il impos-
sible to_relinquish entirely that viewpoint. Yet it no longer firnc-
tions _effectivel/, and the attempts to make it do so through the
introduction of.a neutral language of obs-ervatiop$ now seem tq. I
me hopel"rs. lF ttr d$( i*f 

"r- 
fy,lif-s ",,,i,{ 

'r.l- 1r. 1gTr,':nrt.|
The operations and measurements that a scientist undertakes

in the laboratory are not "the given" of experience but rather
"the collected with difficulty." They are not what the scientist
sees-at least not before his research is well advanced and his
attention focused. Rather, they are concrete indices to the con-
tent of more elementary perceptions, and as such they are
selected for the close scrutiny of normal research only because
they promise opportunity foi the fruitful elaboration of an ac-
cepted paradigm. Far more clearly than the immediate experi-
ence from which they in part derive, operations and measure-
ments are paradigm-deterrnined. Science does not deal in all
possible laboratory manipulations. Instead, it selects those rele-
vant to the juxtaposition of a paradigm with the immediate
experience that that paradigm has partially determined. As a
result, scientists with different paradigms engage in different
concrete laboratory manipulations. The measurements to be
performed on a pendulum are not the ones relevant to a case of
constrained fall. Nor are the operations relevant for the elucida-
tion of oxygen's properties uniformly the same as those required
when investigating the characteristics of dephlogisticated air.

As for a plrre observation-language, perhaps one will yet be
devised. But three centuries after Descartes our hope for such
an eventuality still depends excltrsively trpon a theory of per-
ception and of the miud. And modenr psychologicarl experi-
mentation is rapidly proliferating phenomena with which that
theory can scarcely deal. The duck-rabbit shows that two men
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with the same retinal impressions can see different things; the
inverting lenses show that two men with different retinal im-
pressions can see the same thing. Psychology supplies a great
deal of other evidence to the same effect, and the doubts that
derive from it are readily reinforced by the history of attempts
to exhibit an actual language of observation. No current attempt
to achieve that end has yet come close to a generally applicable
language of pure percepts. And those attempts that come
closest share one characteristic that strongly reinforces several
of this essay's main theses. From the start they presuppose a
paradigm, taken either from a current scientific theory or from
some fraction of everyday discourse, and they then try to elimi-
nate from it all non-logical and non-perceptual terms. In a few
realms of discourse this effort has been carried very far and with
fascinating results. There can be no question that efforts of this
sort are worth pursuing. But their result is a language that-like
those employed in the sciences-embodies a host of expectations
about nature and fails to function the moment these expecta-
tions are violated. Nelson Goodman makes exactly this point in
describing the aims of his Structure of Appearance: "It is fortu-
nate that nothing more [than phenomena known to exist] is in
question; for the notion of possible' cases, of cases that do not
exist but might have existed, is far from clear."ro No language
thus restricted to reporting a world fully known in advance can

. produce mere neutral and objective reports on "the given."
Philosophical investigation has not yet provided even a hint of
what a language able to do that would be like.

Under these circumstances we may at least suspect that scien-
tists are right in principle as well as in practice when they treat
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:rhaps also atoms and electrons )
; of their immediate experience.
nbodied experience of ihe race,

;f;'ffi;t*;:*j,:H"Jt:
com pared wi th thes e objects :? i"-*t:::trL"rT:.::':ffi1
readings and retinal imprints are 

"l"boot" 
constr-r:cts to which

experience has direct access only when the scientist, for the spe-
cjal pyrposes of his research, arranges that one or the otler
should do so. This is not to suggest that pendulums, for example,
are the only things a scientisi could poisibly see when looking
at a swinging stone. (we have already noted that members oT
another scientific community could see constrained fall. ) But it
is to suggest that the scientist who looks at a swinging stone can
have no experience that is in principle more 

"I""-J"tory 
than

s.eeing_ a pendulum. The alternative is not some hypothetical
"fixed" vision, but vision through another paradigm,'o^n" which
mak-es the swinging stone something else.

All of this may seem more reasonable if we again remember
that neither scientists nor laymen learn to see th-"e world piece-
meal or item by item. Except when all the conceptuaj and
manipulative caiegories ur" pi"p"red in advance-e.|., for the
discovery of an additional tranzuranic element or foi catching
sight of a new house-both scientists and Iaymen sort out whol6
al'eas together from the flux of experience. The child who trans-
fers the word'marnA'from all humans to all females and then to
his mother is not just learning what 

'nlArna'rlcAns 
or who his

mother is. Simultaneotrsly he is leanring somc of the clifferences
between males ancl females as well as sonrething about the ways
in which all but one fernale will behavc towarcl him. FIis reac-
tions, expectations, and beliefs-indc,ed, nruch of his perceived
world--ch:rnge accordingly. By the samc tokcrr, the Copernicans
who denied its traditional t it le 

'plarret'to 
thc ,,r., ou"rJ not only

lcarning what'planct'nreant ol what the sun was. Iusteacl, thev
lvere changing the meaning of 

'planet'so 
that it could corrtinul

to makc trseful distinctions in a world where all celestit l l loclies.
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not just the sun, were seen differently from the way they had
been seen before. The same point could be made about any of
our earlier examples. To r"" 6*yg"n instead of dephlogisticated
air, the condenser instead of the Leyden jar, or the pendulum
instead of constrained fall, was only one part of an integrated
shift in the scientist's vision of a great many related chemical,
electrical, or dynamical phenomena. Paradigms determine large
areas of experience at the same time.

It is, however, only after experience has been thus deter-
mined that the search for an operational definition or a pure
observation-language can begin. The scientist or philosopher
who asks what measurements or retinal imprints make the
pendulum what it is must already be able to recognize a
pendulum when he sees one. If he saw constrained fall instead,
his question could not even be asked. And if he saw a pendulum,
but saw it in the same way he saw a tuning fork or an oscillating
balance, his question could not be answered. At least it could
not be answered in the same wo/, because it would not be the
same question. Therefore, though they are always legitimate
and are occasionally extraordinarily fruitful, questions about
retinal imprints or about the consequences of particular labora-
tory manipulations presuppose a world already perceptually
and conceptually subdivided in a certain way.In a sense such
questions are parts of normal science, for they depend upon the
existence of a paradigm and they receive different answers as a
result of paradigm change.

To conclude this section, Iet us henceforth neglect retinal
impressions and again restrict attention to the laboratory opera-
tions that provide the scientist with concrete though fragmen-
tary indices to what he has already seen. One way in which such
Iaboratory operations change with paradigms has already been
observed repeatedly. After a scientific revolution many old
measurements and manipulations become irrelevant and are
replaced by others instead. One does not apply all the same
tests to oxygen as to dephlogisticated air. But changes of this
sort are never total. Whatever he may then see, the scientist
after a revolution is still looking at the same world. Further-
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sionally the old manipulation in its new role will yield difierent
concrete results.

Affinity theory, however, drew the line separating physical

-^:t^TI. Melzgn Neuton, Stali, Boerlnate et I^a doctrine chimique (paris,
1930), pp. 34-68.
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mixtures from chemical comPounds in a way that has become

unfamiliar since the assimilaiion of Dalton's work. Eightee-nth-

century chemists did recognize two sorts of processes' When

;i;d produced heat, tighi, effervescence or something else of

the soit, chemical union *", ,""r, to have to\91place' If' on the

oth., hand, the particles in the mixture could be distinguished

Uy 
"y" 

or rr,echuirically separated, there was only physical mix-

t.,re. But in the very l"tg" ttn*ber of intermediate cases-salt in

*"t"r, alloys, gl"tt, o*y[.tt in the a1m91phe5,. and so on-these

crude criteria *"r" of iittte use. Guided by their paradigm,m-ost

chemists viewed this entire intermediate range as chemical, be-

cause the processes of which it consisted were all governed by

forces of the same sort. Salt in water or oxygen in nitrogen was

ittst as much an exampJe of chemical combination as was the

tombination produced^by oxidizing copper. The argumells {or
tds 

-were 
very strong. AffinitY

Besides, the formation of a com-
's observed homogeneitY' If, for

ilffiJ"l'n,H'"il$ilH"Jl;
settle to the bottom, Dalton, who took the atmosphere to be a

mixture, was never satisfactorily able to explain oxygen's failure

to do so. The assimilation of his atomic theory ultimately cre'

ated an anomaly where there had been none before.tt

One is tempted to say that the chemists who viewed solutions

as compoundi differed from their successors onJy over a matter

of definition. In one sense that may have been the case' But that

sense is not the one that makes definitions mere conventional

conveniences. In the eighteenth century mixtures were not fully

distinguished from .o-po.tttds by oo-erational tests, and Per-
haps ih"y 

"o.tld 
not have been. Even if chemists had looked for

,rr"h tests, they would have sought criteria that made the solu-

tion a compound. The mixtttre-compound distinction was pa_rt

of their pJradigm-pnrt of the way they viewed their whole

2r lbid.. pp. 124-29,13H8. For Dalton, see Leonard K. Nash, The.Atomic'

Uoluii i |frnorrl ("Fiarvard Case Histories in Expcrimental Science," Case 4;

Cambridge, Mass., 1950), PP. 14-21.
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ffeld of research-and as such it was prior to any particular labo-
ratory test, though not to the 

"cc.r*,rl"ted 
experiince of chemis-

try as a whole.

first claimed that all chemical reactions occurred in fixed pro-
portion, the latter that they did not. Each collected impresiive
experimental evidence for his view. Nevertheless, the two men
necessarily talked through each other, and their debate was en-
tirely_ inconclusive. where Berthollet saw a compound that
could vary in proportion, Proust saw only a physical mixture.eg
To that issue neither experiment nor a change of definitional
convention could be relevant. The two men were as funda-
mentally at cross-purposes as Galileo and Aristotle had been.

This was the situation during the years when John Dalton un-
dertook the investigations that led finally to his famous chemical
atomic theory. But until the very last stages of those invesuga-

, rJ .R:  Part ington,  A S/ror t  l l is tory of  Clrcnistry (gcl  cc l . ;  Lo 'don,  lg5l) ,
pp. r6r-ffi.

23 A. N. Mcldrurn, "The Development of the Atomic Theory: ( l ) Berthollet's
Doctrinc of Variirblc Proportions," Llanclrcstcr Mcmoirs, LIV (lgl0), f-16.
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tions, Dalton was neither a chemist nor interested in chemistry.

atomic particles in his experimental mixtures. It was to deter-
mine these sizes and weights that Dalton finally turned to
chemistry, supposing from the start that, in the restricted range
of reactions that he took to be chemical, atoms could only com-
bine one-to-one or in some other simple whole-number ratio.2a
That natural assumption did enable him to determine the sizes
and weights of elementary particles, but it also made the law of
constant proportion a tautology. For Dalton, any reaction in
which the ingredients did not enter in fixed proportion was
ipso facto not a purely chemical process. A law that experiment
could not have established before Dalton's work, became, once
that work was accepted, a constitutive principle that no single
set of chemical measurements could have upset. As a result of
what is perhaps our fullest example of a scientific revolution, the
same chemical manipulations assumed a relationship to chemi-
cal generalization very different from the one they had had
before.

Needless to say, Dalton's conclusions were widely attacked
when first announced. Berthollet, in particular, was never con-
vinced. Considering the nature of the issue, he need not have
been. But to most chemists Dalton's new paradigm proved con-
vincing where Proust's had not been, for it had implications far
wider and more important than a new criterion for distinguish-

24 L. K. Nash, "The Origin of Dalton's Chemical Atomic Theory," fsis,
xLvII (1956), 10r-16.
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ing 3 mixfure froS a eompound. If, for example, atoms could
combine chemically only in simple whole-nurib", ratios, then
a re-examination of existing chemical data should disclose exam-
pJes of multiple as welf as of fixed proportions. chemists
*lpp"a writing that the two oxides of, r"y] 

""tbon 
contained

,56 per cent and 72 per cent of oxyge:t_Uy #"iglrt; instead th"y
wrote that one weight of carbon **n 

"'o*biri, 
either with l.b

Lyt,h 
2.6 weightloj 

9x1sen. when the results of old manipu-
Iations were recorded in this wzry, a 2:l ratio leaped to the e]re;
and this occurred_in the analysis of many *"ti-tio*r reactions
and of new ones besides. tn ldditiorr, D'"lton's paradigm made
it possible to assimilate Richtert work and to r""^it, f,rligerr"J-
ity. AJso, it suggested new experiments, particularly firoru o1
Gay-Lussac on combining voluires, and thise yielded still other
regularities, ones that chemists had not previously dreamed of.
what chemists took from Dalton was not new experimental
laws but a new way-of practicing chemistry (he him^self called
it the.'new system of chimical pfilosophy"i, and this prou"d so
rap_idly fruitful that only a few-of thu oti"r chemists in France
and Britain were able to resist it.2r As a result, chemists came to
Iive in a world where reactions behaved quiie difierently from
the way they had before.

As all this went on, one other typical and very important
change occurred. Here and theru t:hr very rr,r-"ii."l iata of
chemistry began to shift. when Dalton ffrst searched the chemi-
cal literature for data to suppo{ his physical theory, he found
some records of reactions that fftted, but he can scarcely have
avoided ffnding others that did not. proustt own measurements
on the two oxidel_of_"opper yielded, for example, an oxygen
weight-ratio of L.47 : l rather 

-than 
the 2: 1 derianaea uf "trru

atomic theory; and Proust is iust the man who might haveieen
expected to achieve the Daltonian ratio.z. He waslthat is, a fine

25.A. N. MeJdrum, "The_Development of the Atomic Theory: (6) The Re-
g"_ptigl Accorded to the Theory A-dvocated by Dalton," uo"it 

"iii 
M;;;;;,LV ( r9r r ) ,  l -10.

26 For Proust, see Meldrum, "Berthollet's Doctrine of variable proportions,o
Manchester Memoirs, LIV-(lgr0), g. The aut"ir"a_r,istory of 

-trr"' 
sr",ilIchpgel in measurements of chemical composiiion 

""a-"i-"i"*ic 
weiqhts hasyet to be written, but partington, op. cdr., piovider 'n"t;"fu1-l""al tfli. 

*"
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experimentalist, and his view of the relation between mixtttres
utl 

"o-potrnds 
was very close to Dalton's. But it is hard to

make nut.,tt fit a paradigm. That is why the puzzles of normal

science are so challenging and also why measurements under-
taken without a paradigm so seldom lead to any conclusions at

all. Chemists could not, therefore, simply accept Dalton's theory
on the evidence, for much of that was still negative. Instead,
even after accepting the theory, they had still to beat natttre
into line, a procers which, in the event, took alrnost another
generation. When it was done, even the percentage composition
of well-known compounds was different. The data themselves
had changed. That is the last of the senses in which we may
want to say that after a revolution scientists work in.a different
world. - ' ,n,u el v ly) ,nf-,, i Wry; 

'OOlHif;

I
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we must still ask how scientific revolutions close. Before doing
so, however, a last attbmpt to reinforce conviction about theii
existence and nature seems called for. I have so far tried to
display re_volutions by illustration, and the examples could be
multiplied od nauseam. But clearry, most of them^, which were
deliberately selected for their famiiiarity, have customarily been
viewed not as revolutions but as addiiions to scientific ftnowl-
edge. I!"t same view could equally well be taken of any addi-
tional illustrations, and these *o.t[d probably be inefiective. I
suggest that there are excellent reasons why revolutions have
prov_ed to be so nearly invisible. Both scientists and laymen take
much of their image of creative scientific activity frbm an au-
thoritative source that sygematically disguises-partly for im-
portantf unctionalteatorr-t-EClq.rtA;; lnasignif i  canceof

-l5.t$g--f"LtlgJions- Only *F"ffi" nCture of tfrat authority
is recognized and analyzed can one hope to make historical
example fglly effective. Furthermore, though the point can be
fully developed only in my concluding section, the inalysis now
required will begin to indicate one of the aspects of icientific
work that most clearly distinguishes it from 

"riry 
other creative

pursuit except perhaps theology.
As the source of authority, I h1"9 in mind principally text-*-*

b$s of_scie_nce together with both thc nopulaiizationq *nd-i[r--
philosophical works modeled on them. eti ttrt"" orJEise cate-
gories-until recently no other significant sources of information
about science have been available except through the practice
of research-have one thing in common. They addresi them-
selves to an already articulated body of problems, data, and
theory, most often to the particular set of paradigms to which
the scientific community is committed at the time they are rvrit-
ten. Textbooks themselves aim to communicate the vocabulary
and syntax of a contemporary scientific language. Populariza-
tions attempt to describe these same applications in a language
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closer to that of everyday life. And philosophy of science, Par-
ticularly that of the Engiish-speakingrvorld, analyzes th-e logi-

cal structure of the same completed body of scientiftc knowl-

edge. Though a fuller treatment would necessarily deal Yi,l
thJvery ,""i dittittctions between these three genres' it is their

similarities that most concern us here. All three record the

stable outcome of past revolutions'and thus display the bases of

the current normai-scientific tradition. To fulfill their function

they need not provide authentic information about the way in

which those bases were first recognized and then embraced

by the profession. In the case of textbooks, at least, there are

"'nrn 
goba reasons why, in these matters, they should be system-

atically misleading.
We noted in SJction II that an increasing reliance on text-

books or their equivalent was an invariable concomitant of the

emergence of a hrst paradigm in any field of science. The con-

cludiig section of this 
"s.! 

will argue that the.,domination of

a mattire science by such texts significanlly differentiates its

developmental pattern from that of other fields. For the moment

L, rr, ,i*ply taie it for granted that, to an extent unprecedented

in other fi"idr, both thJ layman's and the practitioner's knowl-

edge of science is based on textbooks and 
" 

f"* other types-of

htJrature derived from them. Textbooks, however, being peda-

gogic vehicles for the perpetuation of normal science, have to

be rewritten in whole o. i" part whenever the languag_e, prob-

lem-structure, or standatds of normal science change. In short,

thev have to be rewritten in the aftermath of each scientiffc

,"ullrrtion, and, once rewritten, they inevitably disguise not

only the role but the very existence of the revolut-ions that pro-

duced them. Unless he has personally experienced a revolution

in his own lifetime, the hisiorical sense either of the working

scientist or of the lay reader of textbook literature extends only

to the outcome of thl most recent revolutions in the field.

Textbooks thus begin by truncating the scie_ntist's sense of his

discipline's history 
"id 

th.tt Proceed to supply a substitute for

*fr.ithey have eiiminated. Characteristically, textbooks of sci-

ence 
"orrtoi., iust a bit of history, either in an introductory
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chapter o_r, moie often, in scattered references to the great heroes

:f "l 
earlier age. From such referenees both studerits arrd pro-

fessionals come toJeel,like pa-rticipants in a long-standingLis-
torical tradition. yet the telxtboot-derived tradition in which
scientists come to sense their participation is one that, in fact,
never existed. For reasons thit are both obvious and highly
functional, science textbooks (and too many of the old"r"his-
tories of science) refer 

.orly to that part of the work of past
scientists that can easily be viewed as iontributions to the st'ate-
ment and solution of the texts'par_adigm problems. partly by
selection- 

".".d 
p.ttty by djstortioi, the ici"ritirts of earlier 

'^gJ,

are^implicitly represe_nted as having worked upon the sameiet
of ffxed problemi and in accordance with the 

^same 
set of fixed

canons that the most recent revolution in scientific theory and
method has made seem scientific. No wonder that texttooks
and the historical tradition they imply have to be rewritten after
each scientific revolution. And rro iutnder that, as they are re-
written, science once lgain comes to seem largely cumulative.

scientists are not, of course, the only group itr"i tends to see
its discipline's past developing linearly io*"ia its present van-
tage. The temptation to write history backward is^ both omni-
present and perennial. But scientists are more afiected by the
temptation to rewrite history, partly because the results of sci-
entific research show no obvioris dependence upon the historical
context of the inquiry, and partly b""rutr, exiept during crisis
and revolution, the scientist's contemporary poiitior, ,""-, so
secure. More historical detail, whether of science's present or
of its past, or more responsibility to the historical d^etails that
are presented, could only give artificial status to human idio-
syn_crasy, error, and confusion. why dignify what science's best
and most persistent efforts have made it possible to discard?
The depreciation of historical fact is deeply, and probably func-
tionally, ingrained in _the ideology of tlle' scientific profession,
the same profession that plac"t tit" highest of all 'rrilrr", upon
factual details of other rortr. whiteheal caught the unhistorical
spirit of the scientific community when hJwrote, "A science
that hesitates to forget its foundeis is lost." yet he was not quite
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right, for the sciences, like other professional enterprises, do
need their heroes and do preserve their names. Fortunately, in-
stead of forgetting these heroes, scientists have been able to
forget or revise their works.

The result is a persistent tendency to make the history of
science look linear or cumulative, a tendency that even affects
scientists looking back at their own research. For example, all
three of Dalton's incompatible accounts of the development of
his chemical atomism make it appear that he was interested
from an early date in iust those chemical problems of combining
proportions that he was later famous for having solved. Actu-
ally those problems seem only to have occurred to him with
their solutions, and then not until his own creative work was
very nearly complete.l What all of Dalton's accounts omit are
the revolutionary effects of applying to chemistry a set of ques-
tions and concepts previously iestricted to physics and meteor-
ology. That is what Dalton did, and the result was a reorienta-
tion toward the ffeld, a reorientation that taught chemists to ask
new questions about and to draw new conclusions from old
data.

Or again, Newton wrote that Galileo had discovered that the

constant force of gravity produces a motion ProPortional to the

square of the time. In fact, Galileo's kinematic theorem does

take that form when embedded in the matrix of Newton's own

questions that scientists asked about motion as well as in the

I L. K. Naslr, "The Origins of Dalton's Chemical Atomic Tlteory," Isil XLVII
(  1956) ,  10 l -16 .

2For Newton's remark, see Florian Caiori (ed.), Sir lsaac Newton's Mathe-

matitcal Principles of Natural Philosophy_'and H-is System of the WorA (Berke-

ley, C"lif., 1946), p.Zt.The passafe should be compared with Galileo's own

diicussion'inhis'bklogues conTerniigTtoo Nevl Sciences, trans. H. Crew rnd

A. de Salvio (Evanston, Il l., 1946), pp. 154-76'
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Ts:ver: they-felt able to accept. But it is just this sort of change
in the formulation of questio-ns and arrs*ers that accounts, f"ar
more than novel empiiical discoveries, for the transition from
Aristotelian to Galilean and from Galilean to Newtonian dy-
namics- By disguising su-ch changes, the textbook tend".r"y io
make the development of sciencefirr"ar hides a process that lies
at the heart of the most signiffcant episodes of scientific develop-
ment.

rlay, each within the context of
rgs of a reconstruction of history
postrevolutionary science texts.
involved than a multiplication

cons tructions ren d er revoru.ro# tli:: ff::i,f il:;l:ffi ff ;
the still visible material in science texts implies 

" 
prJ"*r, that,

if it existed, would deny _revolutions a funition. B^ecause they
aim quickly- to acquaint the student with what the conte*p;-
rary scientiftc community thinks it knows, textbooks treat ihe

aws, and theories of the current
d as nearly seriatim as possible.
rresentation is unexceptionable.

ence writing and with th" o..ffi:l1r:l*'jil";1,:ilffi.
tions discussed above, one strong impression is overwhelmingly
likely-to follow: science has reac-hed-its present state by 

" 
,"rT"',

of individual discoveries and inventioris that, when gathered
together, constitute the modern body of technical knJwledge.
From the beginning of the _scientiffc enterprise, a textbook pris-
entation implies, scientists have striven foi the particular o81""-
tives that are embodied in today's paradigmr. Oou by one, in a
process often compa"ed to the addition oi bricks to a building,
scientists have added another fact, concept, law, or theory t-o
the body of information supplied in the contemporary science
text.

But that is not the way a science develops. Many of the
puzzles of contemporary normal science did not exist until after
the most recent scientific revolution. very few of them can be
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traced back to the historic beginning of the science within

which they now occur. Earlier generations _Pursued their own

problems with their own instruments and their own canons of

iolution. Nor is it just the problems that have changed. Rather

the whole networic of facl and theory that the textbook par-

adigm fits to nature has shifted. Is the constancy of chemical

coriposition, for example, a mere fact of experience that chem-

ists iould have discou6ted by experiment within any one of the

worlds within which chemists fr.ut practiced? Or is it rather

one element-and an indubitable one, at that-in a new fabric

of associated fact and theory that Dalton fttted to the earlier

chemical experience as a whole, changing that experience in the

process? Ot by the same token, is the constant acceleration pro-

irrced by a constant force a mere fact that students of dynamics

have ul*ayr sought, or is it rather the answer to a question that

first arose only i'ithi.t Newtonian theory and that that theory

could answer iro- the body of information available before the

ked about what aPPear as the
textbook presentation. But ob-

rs well for what the text Presents
)urse, do "fit the facts," but onlY

by transforming previously accessible information into facts

tilat, for the pt""..ai"g paiadigm, had not existed at all. And

that means that theoriJsioo do not evolve piecemeal to fit facts

that were there all the time. Rather, they emerge together with

the facts they fft from a revolutionary reformulation of the pre-

ceding scierriific tradition, a tradition within which the knowl-

edge-irediated relationship between the scientist and nature

was not quite the same.
One lait example may clarify this accottnt of the impact of

textbook presenta^tion upon ottr image of_scientiftc development'

Every ele]mentary chetriittry text must discuss the concept of a

chemical element. Almost always, when that notion is intro-

duced, its origin is attributed to ih" t"u"nteenth-ce-ntury chem-

ist, Robert B-"oyle, in whose Sceptical Chymist the attentive

reader will find a definition of 'eiement' quite close to that in

l 4 l
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use today. Reference to_ Boyle's contribution helps to make the
neophyte aw_are that chemistry did not begin with the sulfa
drugs; in addition, it tells him that one of tf,e scientist's tradi-
tional tasks is to invent concepts of this sort. As a part of the
pedagogic arsenal that makes i man a scientist, the 

^attribution

is immensely successful. Nevertheless, it illustrates once more
the pattern of historical mistakes that misleads both students

impression of science fostered when this sort of mistake is first
compounded and then built into the technical structure of the

_ 
I T. s.- Kuhn, "Rob9-rq lgyl" and structural chemistry in the seventeenth

Century," Isis, XLIII ( 1952); 2U29.
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or even change the verbal formula that serves as its deftnition'

Nor, as we hive seen, did Einstein have to invent or even ex-

plicitly redefine 
'space'and 'time' in order to give them new

h"tnitrg within the context of his work.
What"then was Boyle's historical function in that part of his

work that includes the famous "deftnition"? He was a leader of

a scientific revolution that, by changing the relation of 'ele-

ment' to chemical manipulation and chemical theory, trans-

formed the notion into a-tool quite different from what it had

been before and transformed bbth chemistry and the chemist's

world in the process.n Other revolutions, including the one that

centers ̂ ro.,rid Lavoisier, were required to give the concept its

modern form and function. But Boyle provides a typical ex-

ample both of the process involved at each of these stage-s and

of *h*t happens io that process when existing knowledge is

embodied in-a textbook. Niore than any other single aspect of

science, that pedagogic form has determined otrr_image of the

nature of scidnce and of the role of discovery and inventiou in

its advance.

{ Marie Boas, in her Robcrt Boylc and Seoenteenth-Century C.h.?n.:tty

(Cambridge, 1958), deals in many places with-Eoyle's

il l|r" oufiutiot of the concept of a- chemical element'
[1""". with-Boyle's positive contributions

to the concept



Xll. The Resolution of Revolutions

The textbooks we have just
only in the aftermath of a sci
bases for a new tradition of nr
question of their structure we L
is the process by which a new (

rpretation of nature, whether a
first in the mind of one or a few
;t learn to see science and the'Til# #i""lT.,n:,j':: ;i:;
sion. Invariably their attention
upon the crisis-provoking prob-

ff :,T1,':"ffi?,1,T iil #Ii:
rures determined by the ord n",ll,!n:'i;#*:ffi11ili::#1
must they do, to convert th; entire professiot o, lh" relevant
profe_ssional subgroup !o their *"y of seeing science and the
world? what causes the group to abandon" one tradition of
normal research in favor ofanother?

To- see the urgency of those questions, remember that they
are. the only reconstructions the historian can supply for thl
philosopher's inquiry about the testing, verificatiJn,'or falsifi-
cation of established scientiftc theoriei. In so far as he is en-
gaged in normal science, the research worker is a solver of
puzzles, not a tester_of paradigms. Though he ma/, during the
search for a particular puzzlets solution, try out a numb"er of
alternative approaches, reiecting those that iail to yield the de-
sired result, he is not testing the paratlign when he does so.
Instead he is like the chess player who, with a problenr statcd
and the board physically or hentally before hini, tries out var-
ious alternative moves in the search for a solution. These trial
attempts, whether by the chess player or by thc scientist, are
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trials only of themselves, not of the rules of the gam9. They ar-e
possible only so long as the paradigm itself is taken for granted.
therefore, paradigm-testing occurs only after persistent failure
to solve a toteworthy puzzle has given rise to crisis. And even
then it occurs only aftei the sense of crisis has evoked an alter-
nate candidate for paradigm. In the sciences the testing situa-
tion never consists, as puzzle-solving does, simply in the com-
parison of a single paradigm with nature. Instead, testing occurs
as part of the c-ompetition between two rival paradigms for the
allegiance of the scientiftc community.

Closely examined, this formulation displays unexPected and
probably significant parallels to two of the most popular con'
i"-portry philosophical theories about verification. Few phi'
losophers of science still seek absolute criteria for the verification
of scientific theories. Noting that no theory can ever be exposed
to all possible relevant tests, they ask not whether a theory has
been verified but rather about its probability in the light of the
evidence that actually exists. And to answer that question one
important school is driven to compare the ability of different
theories to explain the evidence at hand. That insistence on
comparing theories also characterizes the historical situation in
which r ttr* theory is accepted. Very probably it points one of
the directions in which future discussions of veriftcation should
go.

In their most usttal forms, however, probabilistic verification
theories all have recourse to one or another of the Pure or neu-
tral observationlanguages discussed in Section X. One prob-
abilistic theory asks that we compare the given scientific theory
with all others that might be imagined to fit the same collection
of observed data. Another demands the constntction in imagi-
nation of all the tests that the given scientific theory nright con-
ceivably be asked to pass.l Apparently some such construction
is necessary for the computation of specific probabilities, abso-
Iute or relative, and it is hard to see how such a construction can

1 For a brief sketch of the main routes to probabilistic verification theories,
see Ernest Nagel, Principles of thc Thcory of Probability,Yol.I, No. 6,of. lnter-
twtional Encyclopctliu ol Unifcd Sciencc, pp. 6f75.
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possibly be achieved. If, as I have already urged, there can be
no scientiffcally- or empirically neutral systeri of language or
concepts, then the proposed construction of altemate tests and

]heorjel T::t proceed from within one or another paradigm-
based tradition. Thus restricted it would have ,ro ac-"us tJal

ssible theories. As a result, prob-

;':fln'i,H t'H:'T il #T:,i:
of theories and of much wide-

spread evidence, the theories and observations at issue are al-
I"yr closely related to ones already in existence. Verification is
Iike natural selection: it picks ouf the most viable among the
actual alternatives in a particular historical situation. WhEther
that choice is the best that could have been made if still other
alternatives had been available or if the data had been of an-
other sort is not a question that can usefully be asked. There
are no tools to employ in seeking answers to it.

- A-very different approach to this whole network of problems
has been developed by Karl R. Popper who denies the 

-existence

of any verification procedures at all.'Instead, he emphasizes the
importance of falsiffcation, i.e., of the test that, because its out-
come is negative, necessitates the rejection of an established
theory. clearly, the role thus attributed to falsification is much
like the one this essay assigns to anomalous experiences, i.e., to
experiences that, by evoking crisis, prepare the way for a new
theory. Nevertheless, anomalous experiences may not be iden-
tifted with falsifying ones. Indeed, I doubt that ihe latter exist.
As has -repeatedly been emphasized before, no theory ever
solves all the puzzles with which it is confronted at a given time;
nor are the solutions already achieved often perfect. on the
contrary, it is just the incompleteness and imperfection of the
existing data-theory fit that, at any time, define many of the
puzzles- that characterize normal science. If any and every fail-
ure to fft were ground for theory rejection, all theories ought to
be rejected at all times. On the other hand, if only severe failure

,2K..R. 
Popper, The Logic of Scientifw Discooery (New Yorlr, lg5g), 

"rp.cnaPs. r-rv.
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to fft justiftes ft9o.y rejection, then the Popperians will require
some criterion of "improbability" or of "degree of falsiffcation."
In developing one they will almost certainly encounter the same
network of difficulties that has haunted ihe advoonrec nf rhe
various probabilistic veriffcation theories.

Manl of the pr-eceding difficulties can be avoided by recog-
nizing_ that both of these prevalent and opposed views 

"6o,rt 
th1

underlying logic of scientiffc inquiry havliried to compress two
Iargely separate processes into one. popper's anomalo,is experi-
ence is important to science because it ivokes competitori fo,
an existing paradigm_. But falsiffcation, though it suiely occurs,
does not l"ppg". *jth, or simply because oiifru ,*rrgurr., oi
an anomaly or falsifying instance. Instead, it is a subseqient and
separate process that might equally well be called velriffcation
since it consists in the triumph-of a new paradigm over the old
one. Furthermore, it is in that joint veriffcat-ion-falsiffcation
process that the- probabilist's comparison of theories plays a
central role. such a two-stage formulation has, I think, t^he'vir-
tue-of great -verisimilitude, and it may also enable .r, to begin
explicating the role_of agreement (oi disagreement) betwJen
fact and theory_ in the verffication process. io th" historian, at
least, it makes little sense to suggest that verification is estab-
lishing the agreement of fact withlheory. All historically signiff-
cant theories have agreed with the facts, but only -or" oil"rr.
There is no more precise answer to the question *h"thu, or how
well an individual th_eory ffts the facts. but questions much like
that can be asked when theories are taken &lectively or even
in pairs. It makes a great deal of sense to ask whict of two
actual and competing theories
neither Priestley's nor Lavoisier'
precisely with existing observat
tated more than a decade in cor
provided the better fit of the two.

This formulation, however, makes the task of choosing be-
tween paradigms Iook both easier and more familiar than"it is.
If there were but one set of scientiffc problems, one world with-
in which to work on them, and onelet of standards for their

network of di that has haunted the advocates of the
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solution, paradigm competition might be settled more or less
routin-ely by sgme process like counting the number of problems
solved by each. But, in fact, these conditions are never met
completely, the proponents of competing paradigms are always
at least slightly at cross-pulposes. Neittrei iide wiil grant all the
non-empirical assumptions that the other needs in order to
make its case. Like Proust and Berthollet arguing about the
composition of chemical compounds, they are bound partly to
talk through each other. Though each may hope to convert the
other to his way of seeing his science and its problems, neither
may hope to prove his case. The competition between par-
adigms is not the sort of battle that can be resolved by proofs.

We have already seen several reasons why the proponents of
competing paradigms must fail to make complete contact with
each other's viewpoints. Collectively these reasons have been
described as the incommensurability of the pre- and postrevo-
lutionary normal-scientiftc traditions, and we need only recapit-
ulate them briefy here. In the ffrst place, the proponents of
competing paradigms will often disagree about the [st of prob-
Iems that any candidate for paradigm must resolve. Their stand-
ards or their definitions of science are not the same. Must a
theory of motion explain the cause of the attractive forces be-
tween particles of matter or may it simply note the existence of
such forces? Newton's dynamics was widely rejected because,
unlike both Aristotle's and Descartes's theories, it implied the
latter answer to the question. When Newton's theory had been
accepted, a question was therefore banished from science. That
question, however, was one that general relativity may proudly
claim to have solved. Or again, as disseminated in the nine-
teenth century, Lavoisier's chemical theory inhibited chemists
from asking why the metals were so much alike, a question that
phlogistic chemistry had both asked and answered. The transi-
tion to Lavoisier's paradigm had, like the transition to Newton's,
meant a loss not only of a permissible question but of an
achieved solution. That loss was not, however, permanent ei-
ther. In the twentieth century questions about the qualities of
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chemical substances have entered science again, together with
some answers to them.

More is involved, however, than the incommensurability of
standards. Since new Paradigms are born from old ones, they
ordinarily incoqporate much of the vocabulary and apparatus,
both conceptual and manipulative, that the traditional par-
adigm had previously employed. But they seldom employ these
bonowed elements in quite the traditional way. Within the
new paradig*, old terms, concepts, and experiments fall into
new ielationships one with the other. The inevitable result is
what we must call, though the term is not quite right, a mis'
understanding between the two competing schools. The laymen
who scoffed at Einstein's general theory of relativity because
space could not be "curyed"-it was not that sort of thing-were
not simply wrong or mistaken. Nor were the mathematicians,
physicists, and philosophers who tried to develop a Euclidean
version of Einstein's theory.s What had previously been meant
by spacn was necessarily fat, homogeneous, isotropic, and un-
affected by the presence of matter. If it had not been, Newto-
nian physics would not have worked. To make the transition to
Einsteint universe, the whole conceptual web whose strands
are space, time, matter, force, and so on, had to be shifted and
laid down again on nature whole. Only men who had together
undergone or failed to undergo that transformation would be
able to discover precisely what they agreed or disagreed about.
Communication across the revolutionary divide is inevitably
partial. Consider, for another example, the men who called
Copernicus mad because he proclaimed that the earth moved.
They were not either iust wrong or quite wrong. Part of
what they meant by'earth'was ffxed position. Their earth, at
least, could not be moved. Correspondingly, Copernicus'inno-
vation was not simply to move the earth. Rather, it was a whole
new way of regarding the problems of physics and astronomy,

3 For lay reactions to the concept of curved space, see Philipp Frank, Efn-
stein, His Lile atd Thmes, trans. and ed. G. Rosen and S. Kusaka ( New Yorlc,
1947), pp. 14248. For a few of the attempts to preserve the gains of general
relativity within a Euclidean spaoe, see C. Nordmann, Einsteln otd tlb Unl-
oerse, trans. J. McCabe (New York, 1922), chap. ix.
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These examples point to the third and most fundamental as-
pect of the incommensurability of competing paradigms. In a
sense that I am unable to explicate further, the proponents of
competing paradigms practice their trades in different worlds.
One contains constrained bodies that fall slowly, the other pen-
dulums that repeat their motions again and again. In one, solu-
tions are compounds, in the other mixtures. One is embedded
in a flat, the other in a curved, matrix of space. Practicing in
different worlds, the two groups of scientists see different things
when they look from the same point in the same direction.
Again, that is not to say that they can see anything they please.
Both are looking at the world, and what they look at has not
changed. But in some areas they see different things, and they
see them in different relations one to the other. That is why a
law that cannot even be demonstrated to one grouP of scientists

Part of the answer is that they are very often not. Copernican-
ism made few converts for almost a century after Copernicus'
death. Newton's work was not generally accepted, particularly
on the Continent, for more than half a century after the Prin'

{ T. S. Kuhn, The Copenban Reoolution (Cambridge, Mass., 1957), chaps.
iii, iv, and vii. The extent to which helioccntrism was more than a strictly astro-
nomical issue is a major theme of the entire book.

6 Max tammer, Cotrcepts of Space (Cambridge, Mass., l9t4), pp. 1f8-24.
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cipia appeared.o PriestleY never
Lord Kelvin the electromagnet:
culties of conversion have often
selves. Darwin, in a particularl'
of his Origin of Species, wrote:
of the trulh of the views given in this volume . . . ,I by no means

expect to convince experienced naturalists whose minds are

stocked with a multit,tde of facts all viewed, during a long

course of years, from a point of view directly opposite to mine.

. . . [B]ui t look with &nfidence to the future,-to young and

rising naturalists, who will be able to view both sides of the

q.r"iion with impartiality)'l And Max Planck, surveyin_g Jris

d*r, 
""r"er 

in his Scientific Autobiography, sadly remarked that
"a new scientiftc truth does not triumph by convincing its oPPo-
nents and making them see the light, but rather because its

opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows up that

is familiar with it."8
These facts and others like them are too commonly known to

need further emphasis. But they do need re-evaluation. In the
past they have most often been taken to indicate that scientists,

6eing only human, cannot always admit their errors, even when

confionted with strict proof. I would argue, rather, that in these

matters neither proof nor error is at issue. The transfer of alle-

giance fom paradigm to paradigm is a conversion experience

ihtt ..ttttot be forced. Lifelong resistance, particularly from

those whose productive careers have committed them to an

older traditio; of normal science, is not a violation of scientiftc
standards but an index to the nature of scientific research itself.
The source of resistance is the assurance that the older paradigm
will ultimately solve all its problems, that nature can be shoved

0I. B. Cohen, Franklin and Neu:ton: An lnquiry into Speculatioe Newtonian

Erperimental Siience and Fronklin's Work tn Eleitriclty is an Erample Therc'

ol'(Philadelphia, 1956), pp. 93-94.

? Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species . . . (authorized edition from

6th English ed.; New York, 1889), II, 29ts96.

8 Max Planck, Scientific Autobiographg anil Othet Papers, trans. F. Gaynor
(New York, 1949), pp.33-84.
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into the box the paradigm provides. Inevitabl/, at times of revo-
Itrtion, that assurance seems stubborn and pigheaded as indeed
it sometimes becomes. But it is also something more. That same
assurance is what makes normal or puzzle-solving science pos-
sible. And it is only through normal science that the professional
community of scientists succeeds, first, in exploiting-the poten-
tial scope and precision of the older paradigm and, then, in iso-
lating the difficulty through the sttrdy of which a new paradigm
may emerge.

dtill, to 
-say 

that resistance is inevitable and legitimate, that

paradigm change cannot be justifted by proof, is not to say that

,ro 
"tg,t*ents 

aie relevant or that scientisls cannot be persuaded

to change their minds. Though a generation is .sometimes 
re-

quired io effect the change, scientific communities hlve again

"rrd "g^itt 
been converted to new Paradigms. Furthermore,

these conversions occur not despite the fact that scientists are

human but because they are. Though some scientists, partic-

ularly the older and more experiencLd ott.t, may resist indefi-

nitely, most of them can be reached in one way- or_ another.

Conversions will occur a few at a time until, after the last hold-

outs have died, the whole profession will again be practicing

under a single, but now a difier"ttt, parldigttt' y" must there-

fore ask how conversion is induced and how resisted.

What sort of answer to that question may we expect? -fust
because it is asked about techniques of persuasion, or about

argument and counterargument in a situation in which there

""i 
l, no Proof, o.r, q,r.rtion is a new one, demanding a-1oj of

study that has not pr^eviously been undertaken. we shall have

to settle for a very'partial and impressionistic.tY*ty' In addi-

tion, what has 
"ti""ay 

been said 
^combines 

with the result of

that survey to suggest'that, when asked about P-ersuasion rather

than proof, th" qiEstio' of the nature of scientific argument has

no single o, ,-rrrifor,', answer. Individual scientists embrace a

,r"* pir"dig. for all sorts of reasons and usually for several at

once. some of these reasons-for example, the sun worship that

he lpedmakeKep le raCopern ican_ l ieou ts ide theapparen t
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sphere of science entirely.o Others must depend upon idiosyn-
crasies of autobiography and personality. Even the nationality
or the prior reputation of the innovator and his teachers can
sometimes play a significant role.r0 Ultimately, therefore, we
must learn to ask this question differently. Our coneern will not
then be with the arguments that in fact convert one or another
individual, but rather with the sort of community that always
sooner or later re-forms as a single group. That problem, how-
ever,I postpone to the final section, examining meanwhile some
of the sorts of argument that prove particularly effective in the
battles over paradigm change.

Probably the single most prevalent claim advanced by the
proponents of a new paradigm is that they can solve the prob-
lems that have led the old one to a crisis. When it can legitimate-
ly be made, this claim is often the most effective one possible.
In the area for which it is advanced the paradigm is known to
be in trouble. That trouble has repeatedly been explored, and
attempts to remove it have again and again proved vain. "Cru-
cial experiments"-those able to discriminate particularly shaqp-
ly between the two paradigms-have been recognized and
attested before the new paradigm was even invented, Coper-
nicus thus claimed that he had solved the long-vexing problem
of the length of the calendar year, Newton that he had recon-
ciled terrestrial and celestial mechanics, Lavoisier that he had
solved the problems of gas-identity and of weight relations, and
Einstein that he had made electrodynamics compatible with
a revised science of motion.

Claims of this sort are particularly likely to succeed if the new
paradigm displays a quantitative precision strikingly better than

0 For the role of sun worsbip in Kepler's thought, see E. A. Burtt, The Meta-
physical Foundatioru ol Modern Physical Science (rev. ed.; New York, 1932),
pp.44-49.

r0 For the role of reputation, eonsider the following: Lord Rayleigh, at a
time when his reputation was established, submitted to the British Association
a paper on some paradoxes of electrodynamics. His name was inadvertently
omitted when the paper was ffrst sent, and tlre paper itself was at first re-
jected as the work of some "paradoxer." Shortly afterwards, with the author's
name in place, the papgr was accepted with profuse apologies ( R. J. Strutt,
4th Baron Rayleighi lohn Williltm Strutt, Thiid Baron- Rayleigh [N6w York,
1924J, p. 228).
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its older competitor, The quantitative superiority of Kepler's
Rudolphine tables to all those computed from the Ptolemaic
theory was a major factor in the conversion of astronomers to
Copernicanism. Newton's success in predicting quantitative as-
tronomical observations was probably the single most important
reason for his theory's triumph over its more reasonable but
uniformly qualitative competitors. And in this century the
striking quantitative success of both Planck's radiation law and
the Bohr atom quickly persuaded many physicists to adopt
them even though, viewing physical science as a whole, both
these contributions created many more problems than they
solved.rr

The claim to have solved the crisis-provoking problems is,
however, rarely sufficient by itself. Nor can it always legitimate-
ly be made. In fact, Copernicus' theory was not more accurate
than Ptolemy's and did not lead directly to any improvement in
the calendar. Or again, the wave theory of light was not, for
some years after it was ffrst announced, even as successful as
its colpuscular rival in resolving the polarization effects that
were a principal cause of the optical crisis. Sometimes the looser
practice that characterizes extraordinary research will produce
a candidate for paradigm that initially helps not at all with the
problems that have evoked crisis. When that occurs, evidence
must be drawn from other parts of the fteld as it often is anyway.
In those other areas particularly persuasive arguments can be
developed if the new paradigm permits the prediction of phe-
nomena that had been entirely unsuspected while the old one
prevailed.

Copernicus' theory, for example, suggested that planets
should be like the earth, that Venus should show phases, and
that the universe must be vastly larger than had previously been
supposed. As a result, when sixty years after his death the tele-
scope suddenly displayed mountains on the moon, the phases of
Venus, and an immense number of previously unsuspected stars,

11 For the problems created by the quantum theory, see F.

Quantum Theiry ( London, 1922i, chaps'. ii, vi-ix. Foi the other
tLis paragraph, see the earlier references in this section.
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t{rose observations brought the new theory a great many corr-
verts, particularly among non-astronomers.l2 In the case of the
wave theory, one main source of professional conversions was
even more dramatic. French resistance collapsed suddenly and
relatively completely when Fresnel was able to demonstrate the
existence of a white spot at the center of the shadow of a circu-
lar disk. That was an efiect that not even he had anticipated but
that Poisson, initially one of his opponents, had shown to be a
necessary if absurd consequence of Fresnel's theory.rs Because
of their shock value and because they have so obviously not
been "built into" the new theory from the start, arguments like
these prove especially persuasive. And sometimes that extra
strength can be exploited even though the phenomenon in ques-
tion had been observed long before the theory that accounts for

it was first introduced. Einstein, for example, seems not to have

anticipated that general relativity would account with precision
for the well-known anomaly in the motion of Mercury's perihe-
lion, and he experienced a corresPonding triumph when it did
so.11

All the arguments for a new paradigm discussed so far have

been based ,tpot, the competitors' comparative ability to solve
problems. To icientists thoie arguments are ordinarily thernost
iignificant and persuasive. The preceding examPles should leave
nJ doubt about the source of their immense appeal. But, for

reasons to which we shall shortly revert, they are neither indi-

vidually nor collectively compelling. Fortunately, there is also
another sort of consideration that can lead scientists to reiect an
old paradigm in favor of a new. These are the_argum-ents, rarely
-"d" entiiely explicit, that appeal to the individual's sense of

the appropriate or the aesthetic-the new theory is said to be
"neatlr-," o-or" suitable," or "simpler" than the old. Probably

r2 Kuhn, op. cit., pp. 219-25.
r$ E. T. Whittaker, A History ol the Theories of Aether ard. Electricity,l (2d

ed.; London, I95l), 108.
14 See ibid., Il (tgSS), 151-80, for the development of general relativity.

For Einstein's reaction to the precise agreement of the- theoJy with the observed
motion of Mercury's perihelidn, see tfr-e letter quoted in Pa A. -S-chilpp (ed')'
Albert Eirwtein, ehtloiopher-Scientist (Evanston, Ill., 1949), p. l0l.
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such arguments are less effective in the sciences than in mathe-
matics. The early_versions of most new paracligms are crude. By
the time their full aesthetic appeal .an be cllveloped, most of
the community has been p".t,i"d"d by other -""ni. Neverthe-
less, the importance of aesthetic 

"onrid"r"tions 
can sometimes

attract only a few scientists to a
w that its ultimate triumph may

;*:, # ;li.';gly ill'J'jJ;l
it the allegiairce of the scientific

community as a whole.
To see the reason for the importance of these more strbjective

and aesthetic co_nsiderations, remember what a paradigm de-
bate is about. when a new candidate for paradigm is fir:rt pro-
posed, ithas seldom solved mor.e than a fewof the"probl"-, ihut
confront it, and most of those solutions are still far^from perfect.
until Kepler, the c-opernican theory scarcely improvei ,porl
the predictions of planetary position made by rtoiemy. wiren
Lavoisier saw oxygen as "the air itself entire," his new theory
could cope-not at all with the problems presented by the pro-
Iiferation of new gases, a poinfthat prieitley made with gieat
success in his counterattack. Cases like Fresnel's white ,pol or"
extremely rare. ordinarily, it is only much later, after tlre new
paradigm_has been developed, accepted, and exploited that ap-
parently decisive arguments-the Foicault pendulum to demoir-
strate the rotation of the earth or the Fizeau experiment to show
that light moves faster in air than in water-are developed. pro-
ducing them is part of normal science, and their role ls not in
paradigm debate but in postrevolutionary texts.

Before those texts are written, while the debate goes on, the
situation is very different. usually the opponents of a new para-
digm can legitimately claim that even in the area of erisis- it is
little superior to its traditional rival. of course, it handles some
problems better, has disclosed some new regularities. But the
older paradigm can presumably be articulated to meet these
challenges as it has met others before. Both Tycho Brahe's earth-
centered astronomical system and the later versions of the
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phlogiston theory were responses to challenges posed by a new
candidate for paradigm, and both were quite successful.ts In
addition, the defenders of traditional theory and procedure can
almost always point to problems that its new rival has not solved
but that for their view are no problems at all. Until the discovery
of the composition of water, the combustion of hydrogen was a
strong argument for the phlogiston theory and against Lavoi-
sier's. And after the oxygen theory had triumphed, it could still

should in the future guide research on problems many of which
neither competitor can yet claim to resolve completely. A deci-

sion between alternate ways of practicing science is called for,
and in the circumstances that decision must be based less on

t5 For Brahe's system, which was geometrically entirely e.quivalen!_to.ftqu-t:
nicus" see J. L. E. Dreyer, A History of Astrotwnry ftom Tlwles to.Kepler (.2d
ed.; New York, 1953), pp.359-71. For the last versions of the.pHo$ston the-
orv and their iuccest, r"i I. R. Partington and D. McKie, "Historical Studies
of'the Phlogiston Theory," 

-Anrwls 
of Scierce,IV (19i19), 113-49.

History of Chemistry _(

r0 For the problem presented by hydrogen, see l. R. Partington, A Shorl
stont ol Chbmistru (Ed ed.: London. l95f ). p. 184. For carbon monoxide,; Loridon, 19-51), p. tSa. For carbon monoxide,

see u."fdpp, Geschichte der Chemie,III (Braunlchweig, 1845), 29't-96.
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past achievement than on future promise. The man who em-
braces a new paradigm at an early itage must often do so in de-
fiance of the evidence provided by pioblem-solving. He must,
that is, have faith that the new paradigm will succeid with the

T1"y large_ problems that confront it, knowing orrly that the
older paradigm has failed with a few. A decision of that kind
can only be made on faith.

That is one of the reasons why prior crisis proves so important.
scientists who have not experienced it will seldom renounce the
hard evidence o{ problem-solving to follow what may easily
prove and will be widely regarded as a will-o'-the-wisp. But
crisis alone is not enough. There must also be a basis, though it
need be neither rational nor ultimately correct, for faith in the
particular candidate chosen. something must make at least a
few scientists feel that the new proposal is on the right track,
and sometimes it is only personahnd inarticulate aestf,etic con-
siderations that can do that. Men have been converted by them
at times when most of the articulable technical arguments
pointed the other y"y. when ftrst introduced, neither doperni-
cus' astronomical theory nor De Broglie's theory of matt& had
many other signiftcant grounds of appeal. Even today Einstein's
general Fuoy attract_s men principally on aesthetic grounds, an
appeal that few people outside of mathematics havJ been able
to feel.

This is not to suggest that new paradigms triumph ultimate-
lv through some _mystical aesthetic. on the contraiy, very few
men desert a tradition for these reasons alone. often those who
do turn out to have been misled. But if a paradigm is ever to
triumph it must gain some ffrst supporters, men 

-who 
will de-

velop_it to_ the point where hardheaded arguments can be pro-
duced and multiplied. -And even those arguments, when ihey
come, are not individually decisive. Because scientists are
reasonable men, one or another argument will ultimately per-
suade -1ny of them. But there is no single argument that can
or should persuade them all. Rather than a single group conver-
sion, what occurs is an increasing shift in the distri-bution of
professional allegiances.
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At the start a new candidate for paradigm may have few sup-
porters, and on occasions the supporters'motives may be sus-
pect. Nevertheless, if they are competent, they will improve it,
explore its possibilities, and show what it would be like to
belong to the community guided by it. And as that goes on, if
the paradigm is one destined to win its fight, the number and
strength of the persuasive arguments in its favor will increase.
N{ore scientists will then be converted, and the exploration of
the new paradigm will go on. Gradually the number of experi-
ments, instruments, articles, and books based upon the para-
digm will multiply. Still more men, convinced of the new view's
fruitfulness, will adopt the new mode of practicing normal
science, until at last only a few elderly hold-outs remain. And
even they, we cannot say, are wrong. Though the historian can
always ffnd men-Priestley, for instance-who were unreasonable
to resist for as long as they did, he will not find a point at which
resistance becomes illogical or unscientific. At most he may wish
to say that the man who continues to resist after his whole pro-
fession has been converted has fpso facto ceased to be a scientist.
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-The preceding pages have carried my schematic description
of scientiffc development as far as it can go in this essay. N^ever-
theless, they_cannot quite provide 

" 
.on.lurion. If thii descrip-

tion has at all caught the essential structure of a science', .oir-
tinuing evolution, it will simultaneously have posed a special
problem: - wly should the enteqprise'sketchei above 

^*ou.

steadily ahead i1_ways that, r"y, 
"tl, 

political theory, or philoso-
plry does not? why is progress a perquisite reserv"d 

"hn*t "*-clusively for the activities *" call science? The most usual an-
:y"* to that q_uestion have been denied in the body of this essay.
we must conclude it by ashng whether substitutes can be founi.

Notice immediately that part of the question is entirely
semantic. To a very great extent the term 'seience'is 

resenred for
ffelds that do ptogreis in obvious ways. Nowhere does this show
more clearly than in the recurrent debates about whether one or
another of the contempora-ry social sciences is really a science.
These debates h-ave parallels in the pre-paradigm periods of
fields that are today unhesitatingly labeled^science. Their osten-
sible issue throughout is a definiiion of that vexing term. Men
argue that psychology, for example, is a sciencJ because it
possesses such and such characteristics. Others counter that
those characteristics are either unnecessary or not sufficient to
make a field a science. ofte_n great energy is invested, great pas-
sion aroused, and the outsider is at a losi to know *hv."con i"ru
much depend upon a definition of 'science'? 

can a deftnition teil
a man whether he is a scientist or not? If so, why do not natural
scientists or artists worry about the definition of the term? In-
evitably one suspects that the issue is more fundamental. prob-
ably ques-ti91s like the following are really being asked: why
does^my_fteld-fail to move ahead in the way thaI, say, physics
does? what changes in tech'ique or method or ideologi *o"ra
enable it to do so? These are not, however, questions tf,at co.,ld
respond to an agreement on definition. Fuithermore, if prece-
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dent from the natural sciences serves, they will cease to be a

source of concern not when a definition is found, but when the

it rather economics about which they agree?
That point has a converse that, though no longer simply.se-

mantic, 
^*ry 

help to display the inextiicable connections be-

tween our notions of science and of progress. For many cen-

chiaroscuro that had made possible successively more perfect

representations of nafure.l But those are also the years, Particu-
laily during the Renaissance, when little cleavage was felt be-

tween the s-ciences and the arts. Leonardo was only one of many

bute of both ffelds.

1E. H. Gombrich, Art and lllusion: A Study in the Psycholagy of Pictoilal

Representat&m (New York, 1960), pp. ll-I2.

2 lbid.. o. 97: and Giorqio de Santillana, "The Role of Art in the Scientific

n"""irr"""i,," ii Criti"al Froblems in the History of Science, ed. Nt. Clagett

(Madison, Wis., 1959), PP. 3&-65.
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Fhe Structure of Scienlific Revolulions

tific activity and the community that practices it. We must learn

science because it makes progress?
Ask now why_an enterprise like normal science should pro-

gress, and begin by recalling a few of its most salient character-

recognizes a category of work that is, on the one hand, a creative
success, but is not, on the other, an addition to the collective
achievement of the group. If we doubt, as many do, that non-
scientific ftelds make progress, that cannot be because individual
schools make none. Rather, it must be because there are always
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With resPect to n
the problem of Prog

Progress through Revolutions

important
t

;;:-'\tii"h"',r", for example, already iot:d 
that o.nce the recep-

tion of a common parad-igm has freed the scientific. comm"T'y

iro* the need con'stantly"to t"-"xamine its first princiPles, the

*"*U"r, of that community can concentrate exclusively uPon
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,ucational initiation' In music'

ItHT:llffi,ffiil}il:'"ff;
rdia of orhandbools to original

creations, have only a ,*od"ty role' In history' philosop\'

and the social sciences, textbook literature has a gre-ater signit-

icance. But even in these ftelds the elementary collegg course

"*plov, 
parallel readings in original sources' some of them the

;"fr#lI.f the fteld, ofturr thJcontemPorary research reports

that nractitioners n#t" for each other. is a iesult, the student

;;'/;;;;i ,ir;r disciplines is constantly made aware of the

immense variety of proile-s that the members of his fuhrre

;;;;o have, in the 
"oitr" 

of time, attempted to solve. Even more

t p;i;;t, ire has constantly before him a number of competing

and incommensurable solutions to these_ _problems, solutions

ttt"t ft" must ultimately evaluate for himself'

Contrast this situatibn with that in at least the contemPgrary

nah'al sciences. In these ffelds the shrdent relies mainly on

l*t[oof* ,-U1 io his third or fourth year of graduate work, he

U"gi,*r his own research. Ytty science curricula do not ask even

ffiJ|u1u students to read in works not written specially for stu-

dents. The few that do assign supplementary reading in research

p"I"* 
""a 

monographs ristrici such assignments to trhe most

advanced .o,.rrr"r""rrld to materials that take uP Pore or less

*h"r" the available texts leave ofi. Until the very last-stages in

the education of a scientist, textbooks are systematically substi'

h,rted for the creative scientiffc literature that made thgm p91-

sible. Given n" 
"o"naence 

in their paradigms, which makes this

educational technique Possible, fiw scientists would wish to

;il;;l *t, 
"fl"t 

itt, should the student of 4rrsrc;, for

;;;-"t", read'the works of Newton' Farad"l TIT::i i:
Schrtiiinger, when eyerythrlg he needs to know about these

works is iecapitulated i" a fai briefer, more precise, and more

tytl"*"t* f;n in a number of up-to-date.textbooks?

Without *i;ilt to defend th^e excessive lengths to which

this type of education has occasionally been carried, one cannot

frap Lirt notice that in general it has been immensely effective'
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of course, it is a narrow and rigid education, probabry more so
than any othel except perhapJ in orthodo* ih"orogi. nrt ro,
normal-scientific yoi\, lor puzzle-solving within th"e tradition
that the textboolcs define, the scientist is almost perfectlf
equipped. Furthermore, he is well equipped for anoiher tasl
as. well-the generation through no.m"l^icience of signiffcant
erises. when they arise, the sJientist is not, of course,"equally
:'ell p-repaled. 

T".": 
tlroug! prolonged crises are probabiy ,J-

flected in less rigid educa"tioial prictice, scientiftl tr"irr#g I
no,t well designedto produce thehan who will easily disc&e,
a fresh approach. Buf so long as somebody 

"pf"r* 
with a new

:Tgi** 
for paradigm-us_uiily a young man or one new to the

nero-tne loss due to rigidity accrues only to the individual.
Giygn a generation in *tri"ti to effect thJ change, individual
rigidity is compatible with a community that can switch from
Fttld:g"t to paradigm when the occasion demands. particular-
ly, it.is compatible when that very rigidity provides the com-munity with a sensitive indicatoi tf,"t ,ori,ething has gonewrong.

In its normal state, then, a scientific community is an im-
mensely efficient instrument for solving the,probi"-, or puzzles

l*:^r::*t^t']q.r 
define. Furthermo"r", th'" result 

"f 
;t"i;;

rnose problems must inevita ;. There is no probleri
her.e. Seeing that mr righlights the second
main -part of the prr dre iciences. Let ustherefore turn to it a r through u*t a*ai-
nery scienee. Why sh r be the apiarently 

""i_versal coneomitant of scientiffc revolutions? onJe again, there
is much to be learned by asking what else the result o"f a r"uol.r-
tion could be. Revolutions cloJe with a total victory for one of
tl:.t*g opposing- camps. will that soup ever say that the result
ot its victory has been something Ieis thin progr"rs? That wourd
De rarner lrke admitting that they had been wrong and their
opponents right. To them, at least, the outcom" oir"rrolution
must-be prog-ress, and they are in an excellent position to make
eertain that future members of ,_l"i-r 

"o**,rrrity 
wiil r"t p"ri

history in the same way. section XI deseribed in detail the tech-
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niques by which this is accomplished, and we have just- re-

",rir"d 
to a closely related 

"tp""t 
of professional scientific life'

When it repudi"i"r 
" 

past paradigm, a scientific community

simultaneourly renounces, as a nt subject for- professional

scrutiny, -ori of the books and articles in which that para{tg*

had be"n embodied. Scientiftc education makes use of no

equivalent for the art museum or the library of classics, and the

reiult is a sometimes drastic distortion in the scientist's perceP-

tion of his discipline's past. More than the practitioners of other

creative fields, ir" 
"o-"r 

to see it as leading in a straight line to

the discipline's present vantage..In short, he comes to see it as

progrrrr.^No alternative is available to him while he remains in

the field.
Inevitably those remarks will suggest that the member of a

mature scientific community is, hle the typical character of

Orwell's 7984, the victim of a I
that be. Furthermore, that sug
propriate. There are losses as u

iiottJ, and scientists tend to be
On the other hand, no exPlanal

[i" orrt"ome of thosl debates might still be revolution, but it

would not be scientific revolutiott. The very existence of science

depends uPon vesting the-gowgr to choose betrveen paradigms

in 
^the 

-"rib.r, of a s[eci"t titta of community. Just how special

that community -ut[ be if science is to survive and grow may

U, itrai..ted by the very tenuousness of humanity's hold on the

scientiffc enterprise .Every civilization of which we have records

8 Historians of science often encounter this blindness in a particularly striking

fotr". T.h" group of students who come to them from the sciences is very otten

the most rewardini ;;;;t th"t teach..Put it is also usually the. most frushating

at the start. Becaur'""J"i"" rtludents "know the right ansriers," it is particularly

diffi""lt to make them analyze an older science in its own terms.
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has posse_ssed a technologr, on art, a religion, a political system,
laws, and so on. In .rn/'""res those faJets of ciuiliz"tion have
been as developed_ as our own. But only the civilizations that
deseend from Hellenic Greece have possessed more than the
most rudimentary science. The buk of scientific knowledge is a
product of Europe in the last four centuries. No othe, pt""', 

"rJtime has supported the very special communities from which
scientific productivity comei. 

-

what are the essential characteristics of these eommunities?
obviousl/, 

lhey need vastly more study. In this area onry the
most tentative generalizations are possible. Nevertheless, a
number of requisites for membership in a professional scientiffc
group must already be strikingly clear. Tie scientist must, for
example, be concerned to solvJ probrems about the behavior of

is concern with nature mav be
ms on which he works mrrst be

rather the well-defined community of the scientist's professional
compeers. one of the strongest, if still unwritten, -iu, of scien-
tific life is th_e prohibitio.r Jf 

"pp"als 
to heads of state or to the

populace at large in matters sciintific. Recognition of the exist-
ence of a uniquely, competent professiorral"gro,rp and accept-
ance of its role as the exclusiveirbiter of prif"rJiorral achieve-
ment has further implications. The group;s -"mbers, as indi-
vidt'als and by virtui of their sh"rei-training 

"rrd "*p"ri"rr"r,must be seen as the sole possessors of the rul"Jof the gime o, oi
some -equivalent basis for_ unequivocal judgments. To doubt
that they shared some such basis for evalrr"iion, wourd be to
admit the existence of incompatible standards of scientific
achievement. That admission would i_nevitably raise the ques-
tion whether truth in the scienees can be orr". 

'

This small list of characteristics common to scientific com-
munities has been {i1*n entirely from the practice of normal
science, and it should have been. That is the^activity for which
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the scientist is ordinarily trained. Note, however, that despite

its small size the list is alieady sufficient to set such communities

+;fu ail othe, professional groups o:3 
",",-'^t'::.1*t?:;d*o'v rrv'r *" "----- r--- 

I"scie^nce the list accounts for
that despite its source in- normal 

, t -_,_--^-.^t,,1i^nc
many special features of the

's response during revolutions

and particu
served that

that
sclen

maximizing the number and

t glllr,l'.sfl :1,1,19':.^r.

thougl :rew Paradtg-t :-d
all the capabili-

s besidespermit addit
To say this much is not [o 

"'gge't 
that *"-,"PlYr:"- 

::::
d;""i' "'"i1i'-"'jr'e unique * t :":1YTi":::t:.,f: f::;5ffi :iiil':'w;h;;"-J';ad11ote9.t"l-f ::T^""1'.Ilt"1i:
;;ru;;"rrt"rio' of that ,oti. B,tt it does-suggest that a com-

muni tyofsc ient i f fcspecia l is tswi l ldoal l that i tcantoensure
the continuing gro*ih of the assembled data that it can treat
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with.pr.ecision and detail. In the process the community will
sustain losses. often some old problems must be banish.d. Ftr-
quently, in addition, revolutioir narrows the scope of the com-
munitys professional concerns, increases the exient of its spe-
cialization, and attenuates its communication with otfrer

ffixl;:rff,Tl"jL';;:Ht
he proliferation of scientific spe-
y single specialty alone. yet de-

nature of such communiu", o,thu 
individual communities' the

both thelist of p'roblems solvil
individual problenr-solutions w
nature of the community provir
a-ny wf)r a_t all in which it can be provided. what better criterion
than the decision of the scientiftc group courd there be?

These last paragraphs point the dire-ctions in which I believe
a more refined solution oJ the problem of progress in the sci-
ences must be soug-ht. Perhap_s th"y indicateihaf scientific prog-
ress is not quite what we had taken it to be. But they simulti-
neously shgw that a sort of progress will inevitably ch'aracterize
the scientific enteqprise so ionf as such an enteqprise sunrives.
In the sciences theie need noibe progress of an6ther sort. we
may' to be more precise, h_ave to_rilinquish the notion, explicit
or- implicit,-that changes of paradigm carry scientists and tiose
who learn from them closer and cl6ser to ihe tmth.

It is now time to notice that until the last very few pages the
term 'truth'had 

entered this essay only in a quotatlioi frorn
Francis Bacon. And even in those pages it entired only as a
source for the scientist's conviction thit incompatible ruies for
doing science_cannot coexist except during rdvolutions when
the profession's main task is to eliirinate al-i sets but one. The
developmental process described in this essay has been a

imitive beginnings-a process
acterized by an increasingly de-
;of nature. But nothing that has
rocess of evolution toward any-
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thing. Inevitably that lacuna will have disturbed Tany readers.

We ire all deepiy aecustomed to seeing science_as the one enter-

prise that draws constantly nearer to some goal set by nature in

advance.
But need there be any such goal? can we not account for

both science's existence 
-and 

its s,tc"ets in terms of evolution

from the community's state of knowledge at any gt-":-" t-ime?

Does it really help to imagine that there is some one full, objec-

tive, true 
"""o.rrri 

of nat-ure and that the proper measure of

scientific achievement is the extent to which it brings us closer

to that ultimate goal? If we can learn to substitute evolution-

from-what-we-dolknow for evolution-toward-what-we-wish-to-
know, a number of vexing problems may vanish in the process.

Somewhere in this maze,-fot 
"*"-ple, 

must lie the problem of

induction.
I cannot yet specify in any detail the consequences of this

alternate viiw of scientific advance. But it helps to recognize

that the conceptual transposition here recommended is very

close to one that the Wes[ undertook iust a century ago. It is

particularly helpful because in- both cases the main obstacle to

transpositibn is the same. When Darwin first _published his

theoi of evolution by natural selection in 1859, what most

bothered many profesiionals was neither the notion of sp-ecies

change nor the possible descent of man from aPgs. The evidence

pointng to evoiution, including the evolution of man, had been

i.",r*,r'i"ting for decades, and the idea of evolution had been

suggested 
"tid 

*id.ly disseminated before. Though evolution,

as"r"uch, did encounter resistance, particularly from some reli-

gious groups, it was by no nle1ns tlie greatest of the difficulties

the Darwinians faced. That difficulty stemmed from an idea that

was more nearly Danryin's own. All the well-known pre-Darwin-

ian evolutionary theories-those of Lamarck, Chambers, Spen-

cer, and the GermanNatutphilosophen-had taken evolution to

be a goal-directed process. The "idea" of man and of the con-

temporary flora and fauna was thought to have_ b9.l pres-ent

froni the hrst creation of life, perhaps in the mind of God. That

idea or plan had provided the direction and the guiding force to
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. 
For many- men the abolition of that teleological kind of evo-

Iution was the.most significant and least p"ti"bt" of Darwin,s
_suggestions.s The Origin of Spe
by God or nature. Instead, na
given environment and with tl
hand, was responsible for the p
more elaborate, further articule
organisms. Even such marvelo
and hand of man-organs whosr
powerful arguments for the exir
an advance.plan-were products of a process^that ,no""J stead-
iIy from primitive beginnings but touard no goal. The belief
that natural selectign,-resultiig from mere comp"etition between
olganisms for survival, could have produced min together with
the higher animals and plants was tire most difficult a"rrd disturb_
ing aspect of Darwin's theory. \
ment,' and'progress' mean in th,
many people, such terms sudd

The analogy that relates the er
Iution of scientiffc ideas can easily be pushed too far. But with
respect to the issues of this closing teclio' it is very nearly per-
fect.-The process described in section XII as the resolution of
revolutions is the selection by confict within the scientific com_
munity of the fittest way to practice future science. The net
result of a sequence of such revolutionary selections, separated
by periods of normal research, is the wonderfully adapted set
of instruments we eall modern scientiffc knowledge. su^ccessive
stages in_that developmental process are marked by an increase
in articulation and specializalion. And the entire process may
have occurred, as we now suppose biological evilution did,
_ 

{._Lnren Eiseley, Darusin's certury: Eoolution and the Menwho Dtscooered,It (New York, t058), chaps. ii, iv-v1
6 For a particularlv acute account of one prominent Darwinian,s struggle with

l[fri:TJ:'affrt ;tH$"' 
oup'e"'- - 

ai i i' o v' ft 1 r rc I c i ci'iiu'ffi ;'il::
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without beneftt of a set goal, a Permanent ffxed scientiffc tnrth,

of which each stage in ti'e deveiopment of scientiftc knowledge

is a better exemPlar.- 
e"yo"e who ias followed the argument this far will never-

theleis feel the need to ask why the Ivohtionaly Process should

work. What must nature, including man' be like in order that

r.i"i." be possible at all? Why shoild scientiffc commtrnities be

able to rrr"h a ftrm consensus unattainable in other ffelds? Why

should consensus endure acrol

another? And whY should Parac
an instrument more Perfect in r

fore? From one Point of view
ffrst, have already been answered. But trom anotner tney are as

opu" as they *lr" when this essay beg3rlit is not o{y- !h.e
scientiffc 

"o-rn*ity 
that must be ipecial. The world of which

that community is a part must _also p-ossess quite special charac-

teristics, arrd we 
"r, 

io closer than i" *"tt it the start to know-

ing whai these must be. That problem-What must the world be

iii.? il;;a"r tt 
"t 

man may kn'ow it?-was not, however, created

[, this essay. On the 
"orrt "ry, 

it.is as old as science itself, and it

remains unanswered. But it need not be answered in this place'

Any conception of nahrre -"oTP
by proof iJcomPatible with the
vLtoped here. Since this view i

t"*"tiott of scientiffc life, ther

ploying it in attemPts to solvr
rernain.
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Postscript-l969

It has now been almost seven years since this book was first
published.l In the interim bot\tir" rurponse of critics 

";d 
*t

own further work have increased *y rrrrdurrtanding of a numbe'r
of the issues it raises. on fundamentars my viewpoint is very
learly unchanged, but I now recognize aspects of its initial
formulation that create grafuitous iifficulties arrd misunder-
standings. since some of those misunderstandings h"";t;;;;y
own, their elimination enables me to gain groind that should
ultimately provide the basis for a new version of the book.2
Meanwhile, I welcome the chance to sketch needed ,urririo*,io
comment on some reiterated criticisms, and to suggest directfons
in which-ml g*T thou.ght is presently developfgJ

several of the key difficurties of my originaitext cruster about
lhe goncept of a paradigrn, and -y dir"ufi; ilAns with them.aIn the subsection that foilows at bnce, I rugg"rtih" d"ri;;;il-t
of disenta"ghg that concept from th" nouJriof a scientific com-
munity, indicate how this -aybedone, and discuss some signift-

l This postscriot was ffrst prepared at the sugge_stion of my onetime studentand longtimg f1bn4 bt. 
-shGil; 

ivlf"y"-, o-T-th" u"r""irrty of Tokyo, forinclusion in his lapanese transrauoo oi ihi, b";k. i; sr"i;r"r to him ior theidea, for his patiente in awaiting il; iltu;", ."a rrip"fr"rrlion to incrude theresult in the linglish t""g""g" 
"a?ti"i." 

*

2 For this edition I have attempted no systematic rewriting, restricting artera-tions to a few tvpog.."p$"ar eno'rs pt.o ti,o p"r."gu, ;i-i":i'";;;;"ii"rr"r"ii,enors. one of tir'ese"is^th_e e"r;;ft;;;f A;fi;3;"il*.*t principiain the
*::Iry:S 

of eighteentt-"""trf, *eJha'i"s on pp. gGgg, above. The otherconcerru; tlte response to crises on 
-p. 

ae.
3 Other indications will | 6 of mine: ..Reflection 

onMy Critics," in fmre Lakq;",trl-;i xiiitie-k ;"tJ''fiffffff ::i:!:-digms," in Frederick.Swb. ientific Thcortes (urbana,Ill., 1970 or lgTl ). botil^c e the ffrst of these essaysbelow as "Reflections" and;ei;; tb.;;;d;;y *i11 ifl'"ii,fl,-th 
or r"to-t-

a For particularlv cogelt criticism of my_ iniri_al presentation o_f paradigms see:Margarel Masternian, :.rh" N;hr"; ; ;'il;il,i:\;' ;;i;;^ of Knour.ed,se;and Dudlev shaoere, 'The stucture Jf s"iuof;ff. n"""I"L"*,,, phirosophibar
Reoieus, Lxx[I ( fsdl L g83_gn.--*- "'
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cant consequences of the resulting analytic separation. Next I

consider what occurs when paradigms are sought by examining

the behavior of the members of a prersiursly determinnd scien-

tiftc community. That procedtrre quickly discloses that in much

of the book th! term 'paradigm'is used in two different senses'

On the one hand, it stands foi the entire constellation of beliefs,

values, techniques, and so on shared by the members of a given

community. On the other, it denotes one sort of element in that

constellati,on, the concrete puzzle-solutions which, employed -as
models or examPles, can t"-pI""" explicit rule1 as a basis for the

solution of the remainin g puzzles of ttor-"l science. The first

sense of the term, call it"the sociological, is the subiect of Sub-

section 2, below; Subsection 3 is devoted to paradigms as exem-

plary past achievements.' 
pfiilorophically, at least, this second sense of _'paradigm' 

is

the deepei of the two, and the claims I have made in its name

are the main sources for the controversies and misunderstand-

ings that the book has evoked, particularly for the charge that I

*""k" of science a subiective and irrational enterprise' These

issues are considered in Subsections 4 and 5. The first argues

that terms like'subjective' and'intuitive' cannot appropriately be

applied to the 
"o-por,"nts 

of knowledg. ryt I have described

al^tacitly embedded in shared examplls, Though t,t"\ knowl-

edge is not, without essential change, subiect to paraphrase in

terirs of rules and criteria, it is nevertheless systematic, time

tested, and in some sense corrigible. subsection 5 applies that

argument to the problem of choice between two incompatible

thiories, urging ii brief conclusion that men who hold incom-

mensurable-,riJ*points be thought of as members of different

Ianguage 
"o-*.r^nities 

and that their communication problems

b"in^iy"ed as problems of translation. Three residual issues are

dir",rsr"d in the concluding Subsections, 6 and 7. The first con-

siders the charge that the v]ew of science developed in this book

is through-and--thtough relativistic. The second begins by inquir-

ing wheiher my arguirent really sufiers, as has been said, from a

"oifurion 
betweerithe descripiive and the normative modes; it

concludes with brief remarks on a topic deserving a separate
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essay_: the extent to which the book's main theses may legiti-
mately be applied to fields other than science.

l. Paradigms and Community Structure

The term'paradigm' enters the preceding pages early, and
its manner of entry is intrinsically c]rcular. .{p"riaigm ii what

n | . lh::embers 
of a scientific community share,^ arrd,Zon ersery,

i]l,l', a, ,|,::i:l,ilc 
com.munity consists of men who ,h*r" 

-a 
paradigm.

yt.:+wil,;,rflot,"u circularities are vicious (I shail defend 
"r, "r[-,r-ent 

of't'ail;l'47 similar strucfure late in this nosrcr.rinr), but this one ii 
" 

ro.rr"uii |,, 'J of real difficu ities can and should be
isolated withou_t prior recourse to paradigms; the latter can then
be discovered by scrutinizing the behaiior of a given commu_
lity's members. If this book were being rewrit"ten, it would
therefore open with a discussion of the community structure of
science, a topic that has rpc-ently become a signihcant subiect
of sociologic{ research and that hirtori"n, of science are also be-
ginning !o take seriously. Preliminary results, many of them still
unpublished, suggest that the empijcar techniq,r"'r r"q,rlr"d fo,
its exploration are non-trivial, bui some are in 

-harrd 
arrd others

are sure_ to be developed.b Most practicing scientists respond
at once to_questions about their community 

"mr"uons, 
tiking

for granted that responsibility for the various current specialtiei
is distriburted among goups oi at least roughly determinite mem-
bership. I shail theiefore here assu-""tt 

"t 
more ,yri"*"u"

means for their identiftcation will be found. Instead of presenting
preliminary research results, let me briefy articulate^the inhri-
tive notion of community that underlies much in the earlier
chapters of this book. It is a notion now widely shareJ by ,"iurr_
tists, sociologists, and a number of historiar* oi science.

6W. O. Hagstrom, The Scientific Coymyydty (New york, tg65), chaps. ivand v; D. J. Price and D. de B-Beaver, 'c"ii"-Ui.ition 
in an invisibie College,,,Amefican psycholngisr, XXI (1966), rbf f_ra; bi"rr" Cr"nu-;So"i"l Sa-"t,rrcin a Group of Scientists: A Test of the 'Invisible 

C"if"g";Hyplah;;I i,n ericanSociobgiCal Rersieut, xxXIV (1969)-, 5s,5_52;-N.-C."ruuffiir,-siJh ia*ortuarnong Biolo.gicar scientffir,_ (p\p, diss., Harvara u"i""irlty,'r-g-6it, 
"rra 

..rn"
Micro-Structure of an Invisible colleg^e: Tbe phate c-"p' i'p"pu, fi"ilr"r"a 

"tan annual meeting of the AmericanSociological"Association, Boston, 196g).
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A scientiftc community consists, on this view, qf th: practi-

tioners of a scientiffc specialty. To an extent_unparalleled in most

oih", fields, they have undergone similar educations 1nd profes-

sional initiations; in the process they have absorbed the same

technical literature and dta*n many of the same lessons from

it. Us,rally the boundaries of that siandard Iiterature mark the

Iimits of a scientific subiect matter, and each community 
"+-

"Jfy 
has a subiect -"tt", of its own. There are schools in the

sciences, communities, that is, which approach the same subject

l;;;"mpatible viewpoints. But they are far rarer there than

in other ftelis; they are il*"yt in competition;-and their comPe-

,i,i* is us,raily qui"tty ended' As a result, the members of a

scientific ***rriity see themselves and are seen by others as

the men uniquely responsible for the pursuit of a set of shared

jo"fr, including'th" tt"itting of theii successors. Within such

groups communication is reiatively fufl and professional iudg-
ii""i relatively unanimous. Because the attention of different

scientific communities is, on the other hand, focused on different

matters, professional communication across Sou-P lines is some-

times 
"rirro,rr, 

often results in misunderstanding, and may,

if pursued, evoke signiffcant and previously unsuspected

disagreement.
Communities in this sense exist, of course, at numerous levels'

nitY of all naturd scientists' At
he main scientific Professional
/sicists, chemists, astronomers,
xe maior grouPings, communitY
ed excePt lt the fringes' Subiect

1,"'ioll;';ilH1,'3ff;'ff ',#ni
niques will also isolate *"iot subgro_ups: organic chemists, and

p"ih"p, protein chemists-"*ot g them, solid-state and high-

ftrrtgy pfrysicists, radio astronomlrs, and so on. It is only at the

next"llier level ih"t 
"-pirical 

problems emerge. How, to take

a contemporary example^, would one have isolated the phage

group Prior to its public acclaim? For this PurPose 9"" 3Tt
have recourse to atiendanc€ at special conferences, to the distri-
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sciences. To that end it may help to point out that the transition
need not (I now think should not) be associated with the first
acquisition of a paradif. The members of all scientiffc com-
munities, including the schools of the 'pre-paradigm" period,
share the sorts of elements which I have collectively labelled
'a paradigm.' What changes with the transition to maturi$ is
not the presence of a paradigpn but rather its nature. Otly after
the change is normal puzzle-solving research possible. Many of
the attributes of a developed science which I have above asse
ciated with the acquisition of a paradig- I would therefore now
diseuss as consequences of the acquisition of the sort of Para-
digm that identifies challengingpuzzles, supplies clues to their
solution, and guarantees that the t*ly clever practitioner will
succeed. Only those who have taken courage from observing
that their own ffeld (or school) htt paradigms are likely to feel
that something important is sacriffced by the change.

A second issue, more important at least to historians, concerns
this book's implicit one-to-one identification of scientfic com-
munities with scientiftc subject matters. I have, that is, repeat-
edly acted as though, so/, 'physical optics,' 

'electricity,' and
treat'must name scientiffc communities because they do name
subiect matters for research. The only alternative my text has
seemed to allow is that all these subiects have belonged to the
physics community. Identiftcations of that sort will not, however,
usually withstand examination, as my colleagues in history have
repeatedly pointed out. There was, for example, no physics
community before the mid-nineteenth century, and it was then
formed by the merger of parts of two previously separate com-
munities, mathematics and nahrral philosophy (physique e@ri'
mcntal,e). What is today the subiect matter for a single broad
community has been variously distributed among diverse com-
munities in the past. Other narrower subiects, for example heat
and the theory of matter, have existe<i for long periods without
becoming the special province of any single scientiffc commu-
nity. Both nonnal science and revolutions are, however, com-
munity-based activities. To discover and analyze them, one must
ffrst unravel the changing community structure of the sciences
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over time. A paradigm govenu, in the first instance, not a

attention are likely to vanish. A number of commentators have,
for example, used the theory of matter to suggest that I dras-
tically overstate the unanimity of scientists in their allegiance
to a paradigm. Until comparatively recently, they point out,
those theories have been topics for continuing disagreement
and debate. I agree with the description but think it no counter-
example. Theories of matter were not, at least until about 1920,
the special province or the subject matter for any scientific
community. fnstead, they were tools for a large number of
specialists' groups. Members of difierent communities some-
times chose different tools and criticized the choice made by
others. Even more important, a theory of matter is not the sort
of topic on which the members of even a single community
mgst necessarily agree. The need for agreement depends on
what it is the community does. Chemistry in the first tialf of the
nineteenth century provides a case in point. Though several of
the community's fundamental tools-constant proportion, multi-
ple proportion, and combining weights-had become common
property as a result of Dalton's atomic theory, it was quite
possible for chemists, after the event, to base their work on these
tools and to disagree, sornetimes vehemently, about the existence
of atoms.

Some other difficulties and misunderstandings will, I believe,
be dissolved in the same way. Partly because of the examples I
have chosen and partly because of my vagueness about the
nafure and size of the relevant communities, a few readers of
this book have concluded that my concern is primarily or
exclusively with major revolutions such as those associated with
Copernicus, Newton, Darwin, or Einstein. A clearer delineation
of community strucfure should, however, help to enforce the
rather different impression I have tried to create. A revolution
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is for me a special sort of change involving a _certain sort of

reconstruction of group commitments. But it need notbe a large

change, nor needlt tr"m revolutionary t9 those outside a singJe

comriunity, consisting perhaps of fewer than twenty-five- people.

It is iust because thii type of 
"h"tge, 

little-recognized or dis-

cussed in the literature of the philosophy of science' occurs so

regularly on this smaller scale that revolutionary,_ as against

ctrlmulative, change so badly needs to be understood.

One last alteratlott, closely related to the preceding, mayhelp

to facilitate that understanding. A number of critics have

doubted whether crisis, the common awareness that something

has gone wrong, precedes revolutions so invariably as I have

implied in my original text. Nothing imPortant to my argument

deiends, howevei, on crises'being an absolute prerequisite to

reiolutions; they need only be the usual prelude, supplpng,

that is, a self-correcting mechanism which ensures that the

rigidity of normal scierice will not forever go unchalleng{.

R6volutions may also be induced in other ways' though I think

they seldo* 
"r". 

In addition, I would now point out what the

abserrce of an adequate discussion of community structure has

obscured above' 
"iir", 

need not be generated by the work of

the community that experiences them and that sometimes under-

goes revolution 
"s " 

tet.tlt. New instruments like the electron

-i"ror.ope or new laws like Maxwell's may develop in one

specialtland their assimilation create crisis in another.

2. Paradignxs es the Corutellntion of Group Commitments

Turn now to paradigms and ask what they can possibly be. _My
original text leaves t o mor" obscure or important_question._One
syripathetic reader, who shares my conviction that_'paradigm-
,r"--u, the central philosophical elements of the book, prepared

a partial analytic index and concluded that the term is used in at

Ieast twenty-two difierent ways.? Most of those differences are'

I now think, due to stylistic inconsistencies (",g., Newton's Laws

are sometimes a paradigm, sometimes parts of a paradigm, and

? Masterman, op. cit.
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bolic form : f : rna or I - V /R. Others are ordinarily exprerye{

in words: "elements combine in constant proportion by weight,"

or "action equals reaction." If it were not for the general accep!-

ance of e*pr-essions like these, there would be no points at which

group *"rirb"r, could attach the powerful techniqugs of logical

ind mathematical manipulation in their puzzle-solving enter-

prise. Though the exarn-ple of taxonomy suggests that normal

science can proceed witf, few such expressions, the power of a

science seems quite generally to increase with the number of

symbolic gn"rib ati6ns its practioners have at their disPosal'
' 

Th"r" {eneralizations looklike laws of nature, but their func-

tion for gioup members is not often that alone. Sometimes it is:

for e*amlple ihe Joule-LenzLaw, H - RI2. When that law was

discovered, 
"o*i.rnity 

members already knew_ wh al H , R, and I

stood for, and these genercEzations simply told them something

about the behavior oi heat, current, and resistance that they had

not known before. But more often, as discussion earlier in the

book indicates, symbolic generalizations simultaneously se-rve

a second. function, one thit is ordinarily sharply separated in

analyses by philosophers of science. Like f - trut or r : v / R,

th"y fu.rction in part as laws but also in, part as deftnitions of

ro-" of the symlok they deploy. Furthe_rmore, the balance

between their inseparable iegisLtive and definitional force shifts

over time. In anotier c'ontexi these points would repay detailed

analysis, for the nature of the commitment to a law is very

difierent from that of commitment to a definition. Laws are

often conigible piecemeal, but deftnitions, being tautologies,

are not. For e*aiople, part of what the acceptance of Ohm's

Law demanded ** 
" 

t"defittition of both 'current' and 
'resist-

ance'; if those terms had continued to mean what they had

meant before, Ohm's Law could not have been right; that is why

it was so strenuously opposed as, say, the Joule-Lenz Law was

not.8 Probably that situation is typical. I currently suspect that

e For signiftcant parts of this epis,ode_see: T. M. Brown, "The Electric Current

in Earlv lfineteentfi-Century Fre^nch Physics," Historical Studies in the Physical

i"in"it,I ( t96g), 6t-103; and Morton Schagrin, "Resistance to Ohm's Law,"

Am,erican loumal of Physics,XK ( 1963 ), 53il47 .
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all revolutions in_volve, among other things, the abandonment of
generalizations the force of which had pieviously been in some
pa_rt that of tautologies. Did Einstein show that simultaneity was
relative or did he alter the notion of simultaneity itself? !v"r"
those who heard paradox in the phrase 'relativity 

of simultan"ity
simply wrong?

consider next a sggo-nd type of component of the disciprinary
matrix, one about which a_good deal has been said in tny *igirr"t
text under such rubrics as 'metaphysical 

paradigmr'or.th" oo'ut"-
physical parts of paradigms.' I^ h"'n" in mindshared commit-
ments to such beliefs as: heat is the kinetic energy of the con-
stituent parts of bodies; all perceptible phenomena are due to
the interaction of qualitativily neutral 

-"to-, 
in the void, or,

alternativ"ll, 
!o matter and force, or to fields. Rewriting the book

now I would describe such commitments as beliefs inlarticular
l category models to include also
the electric circuit may be re-

dynamic system; the molecules
billiard balls in random motion.
commitment varies, with non-

;pectnrm from heuristic to onto_
similar functions. Among other
with preferred or permissible

n:f,j: jl;15J#,j;:",ffi1:
determination of the roster of

unsolved puzzles and in the evaruation of the importance of
each. Note, however, that the members of scientific communities
may not have to share even heuristic_ models, though they usually
do so. I have already_ pointed out that membersh'ip in it u 

"o#munity of chemists during the first half of the nineteenth cen-
tury did not demand a belief in atoms.

A third sort of element in the disciplinary matrix I shall here
describe as values. usually they are rior" widely shared 

"*onldifferent communities than eiiher symbolic g#eralizations or
models, and they do much to provide * ,"rrr""of community to
natural scientists as a whole. Thotrgh they function at all times,
their particular importance emerg:es when the members of a
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particular community must identify crisis_ or, later, choose be-

i*""r, incompatible ways of practicing their discipline. Prob-

ably the moit deeply held values concern predictions:_ they

should be accurate; quantitative predictions are preferable to

qualitative ones; whatever the margin of Permissible error, it

should be consistently satisfied in a given field; and so on. There

are also, however, values to be used in judging whole theories:

they must, first and foremost, Perm it puzzle-formulation and

solution; where possible they should be simple, self-consistent,

and plausible, compatible, that is, with other theories currently

deployed. ( I now think it a weakness of my original text that so

Iittle attention is given to such values as internal and external

consistency in coniidering sources of crisis and factors in theory

choice. ) Other sorts of values exist as well-for example, science

should (or need not) be socially useful-but the preceding

should indicate what I have in mind.
one aspect of shared values does, however, require particular

mention. To 
" 

greater extent than other sorts of compo-nents of

the disciplinary"matrix, values may be shared by men who differ

in their appfication. |udgments of accuracy are rela-tively,

though nof intirely, stable from one time to another and from

orr" il"rnber to anothet in a particular grouP. But iudgments of

simplicity, consistency, plauribility, and so-onoften vary greatly

fro* individual to individual. What was for Einstein an insup-

portable inconsistency in the old quantum tltory, 
o-ne -th-at

iendered the pursuit of normal science impossible' was for Bohr

and othert 
" 

diffi".tlty that could be expected to work itself out

by normal means. Even more important, il those sifuations

where values must be applied, different values, taken alone,

would often dictate different choices. One theory may be more

accurate but less consistent or plausible than another; again the

old quantum theory provides an examPle. In short, though values

"t" 
*id"ly shared Ly scientists and though commitment to them

is both deep and constitutive of science, the application of values

is sometimes considerably afiected by the features of individual

personality and biography that difierentiate the members of

the group.
To many readers of the preceding chapters, this characteristic
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of the operation of shared varues has seemed a major weakness
of gI position. Because I insist that what scientists share is not
sufficient to command uniform assent about such matters as the

nries or the distinction between
;is-provoking one, I am occasion-
iectivity and even irrationality.o
haracteristics displayed by value
shared values can be -imporJa_nteven though the members of the
the same way. (If that were not
tcial philosophic problems about
rn did not all paint alike during

,mentar pattern :r tl" ;dfr i,ttTffl#T'"lx:jil;
hat value was abandorrid.to l-"gi.r" ;hat wourd h"p-

pen in the sciences if consistency_ ceased-to be a primary lr"lrru.
second, individual variability ir ihe application oi rh"r"i values
may serye functions essential to scierrce. The points at which
values must be applied are invariably also thosl at which risks
must be taken. Most anomalies are iesolved by normal means;
most-proposals for new theories_ do prove to be wrong. If ali
members of a community_ responded t6 each anomaly * f ro,rr.=
of crisis or embraced each new theory advanced by'a colleague,
science would cease. If, on the other hand, no one reactel to
anomalies or te brand-new theories in high-risk ways, there
would be few or no revolutions. In matters ike these ihe resort
to shared values rather than to shared rules governing individual
choice m1r pe the communityt way of distributiig risk and
aszuring the long-term success of its enteqprise.

Turn now to a fourth sort of element in the disciplinary matrix,
not the only other hnd but the last I shall discuss i"r". For it the
term 'paredigrn'would 

be entirely appropriate, both philologi-
o s-ee particularly: Dudley shapere, "Meaning and scientiftc change,,, inMind and. cosmosi Essays ti conkmporalv scidce ,ia i;n-ti"iieLfij'rirT'uriil

".gnly 
o_f Piruburgh serils in the phil6so9h! of science, rlr intt u,iigh, igooj,4l-85; Israel scheffier, science and. sutieictiitty alG; ill:, r90z[ L"a tri.iessays of sir Karl Popper and Imre Lakatos inciutth 

"t 
rhr;;;ig"; " -"* -'"

10 see the discussion at the beginning of section xIII, above.
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cally and autobiographically; this is the component of a group's
shared commitments which first led me to the choice of that
word. Because the term has assumed a life of its own, however,
I shall here substitute 

'exemplars.' 
By it I mean, initially, the

cpncrete problem-solutions that students encounter from the
start of their scientific education, whether in laboratories, on
examinations, or at the ends of chapters in science texts. To these
shared examples should, however, be added at least some of the
technical problem-solutions found in the periodical literature
that scientists encounter during their post-educational research
careers and that also show them by example how their job is to
be done. More than other sorts of components of the disciplinary
matrix, differences between sets of exemplars provide the com-
munity fine-structure of science. All physicists, for example, be-

Sn by learning the same exemplars: problems such as the
inclined plane, the conical pendulum, and Keplerian orbits; in-
struments such as the vernier, the calorimeter, and the Wheat-
stone bridge. As their training develops, however, the symbolic
generalizations they share are increasingly illustrated by differ-
ent exemplars. Though both solid-state and field-theoretic physi-
cists share the Schrcidinger equation, only its more elementary
applications are common to both groups.

3. Parad.igms as Slnred Examples

The paradigt as shared example is the central element of
what I now take to be the most novel and least understood aspect
of this book. Exemplars will therefore require more attention
than the other sorts of components of the disciplinary matrix.
Philosophers of science have not ordinarily discussed the prob-
lems encountered by a student in laboratories or in science texts,
for these are thought to supply only practice in the application
of what the sfudent already knows. He cannot, it is said, solve
problems at all unless he has first learned the theory and some
rules for applying it. Scientific knowledge is embedded in theory
and rules; problems are supplied to gain facility in their appli-
cation. I have tried to argue, however, that this localization of
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the cognitive content of science is wrong. After the sfudent has
done many problems, he may gain only added facility by solving
more. But at the start and for some time after, doing problems
is learning consequential things about nature. In the absence of
such exemplars, the laws and theories he has previously learned
would have little empirical content.

To indicate what I have in mind I revert briefly to symbolic
generalizations. One widely shared example is Newton's Second
Law of Motion, generally written as f : ma.Tlte sociologist, say,
or the linguist who discovers that the corresponding expression
is unproblematically uttered and received by the members of a
given community will not, without much additiond investiga-
tion, have learned a great deal about what either the expression
or the terms in it mean, about how the scientists of the commu-
nity attach the expression to nature. Indeed, the fact that they
accept it without question and use it as a point at which to
introduce logical and mathematical manipulation does not of
itself imply that they agree at all about such matters as meaning
and application. Of course they do agree to a considerable
extent, or the fact would rapidly emerge from their subsequent
conversation. But one may well ask at what point and by what
means they have come to do so. How have they learned, faced
with a given experimental situation, to pick out the relevant
forces, masses, and accelerations?

In practice, though this aspect of the situation is seldom or
never noted, what students have to learn is even more complex
than that. It is not quite the case that logical and mathematical
manipulation are applied directly to f 

- ma. \\at expression
proves on examination to be a law-sketch or a law-schema. As the
sfudent or the practicing scientist moves from one problem situa-
tion to the next, the symbolic generalization to which such ma-
nipulations apply changes. For the case of free fall, f : ma

becomes ng: *#; for the simple pendulum it is transformed

to mgsing: -*tffitfor a pair of interacting harmonic oscilla-

tors it becomes two equations, the first of which maybe written
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i l s t ,  tmrffi f krsr : kr(s, - sr * d); and for more complex situa-

tions, such as the gyroscope, it takes still other forms, the family
resemblance of which to f 

- mn is still harder to discover. Yet,
while learning to identify forces, masses, and accelerations in a
variety of physical situations not previously encountered, the
student has also learned to design the appropriate version of
f : *a through which to interrelate them, often a version for
which he has encountered no literal equivalent before. How has
he learned to do this?

A phenomenon familiar to both students of science and his-
torians of science provides a clue. The former regularly report
that they have read through a chapter of their text, understood
it perfectly, but nonetheless had difrculty solving a number of
the problems at the chapter's end. Ordinarily, also, those diffi-
culties dissolve in the same way. The student discovers, with or
without the assistance of his instructor, away to see his problem
as llke a problem he has already encountered. Having seen the
resemblance, grasped the analory between two or more distinct
problems, he can interrelate symbols and attach them to nafure
in the ways that have proved effective before. The law-sketch,
say f 

- rnn, has functioned as a tool, informing the sfudent what
similarities to look for, signaling the gestalt inwhich the situation
is to be seen. The resultant ability to see a variety of situations
as like each other, as subjects for I : rruror some other symbolic
generalization, is, I think, the main thing a student acquires by
doing exemplary problems, whether with a pencil and paper or
in a well-designed laboratory. After he has completed a certain
number, which may vary widely from one individual to the next,
he views the situations that confront him as a scientist in the
same gestalt as other members of his specialists'group. For him
they are no longer the same situations he had encountered when
his training began. He has meanwhile assimilated a time-tested
and goup-licensed way of seeing.

The role of acquired similarity relations also shows clearly in
the history of science. Scientists solve puzzles by modeling them
on previous puzzle-solutions, often with only minimal recourse
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to symbolic generalizatiorx. Galileo found that a ball rolling
down an incline acquires iust enough velocity to return it to the
same vertical height on a second incline of any slope, and he
learned to see that experimental situation as like the pendulum
with a point-mass for a bob. Huyghens then solved the problem
of the center of oscillation of a physical pendulu* by imagining
that the extended body of the latter was composed of Galilean
point-pendula, the bonds between which could be instanta-
neously released at any point in the swing. After the bonds were
released, the individual point-pendula would swing freely, but
their collective center of gravity when each attained its highest
point would, like that of Galileo's pendulum, rise only to the
height from which the center of graviry of the extended pendu-
lum had begun to fall. Finally, Daniel Bernoulli discovered how
to make the flow of water from an orifice resemble Huyghens'
pendulum. Determine the descent of the center of gravity of the
water in tank and iet during an infinitesimal interval of time.
Next imagine that each particle of water afterward moves sepa-
rately upward to the maximum height attainable with the
velocity acquired during that interval. The ascent of the center
of gravity of the individual particles must then equal the descent
of the center of gravity of the water in tank and iet. From that
view of the problem the long-sought speed of eflux followed at
once.11

That example should begin to make clear what I mean by
learning from problems to see situations as like each other, as
subiects for the application of the same scientiffc law or law-
sketch. Simultaneously it should show why I refer to the conse-
quential knowledge of nature acquired while learning the simi-
Iarity relationship and thereafter embodied in a way of viewing

11 For the example, see: Ren6 Dugas, A History of Mechanics, trans. J. R.
Maddox (Neuchatel, 1955), pp. f3S-36, 18il93, and Daniel Bernoulli, Hydro-
dynamica, sioe d.e oiribus et motibus flaidorum, commentarii opus acadernicum
(Strasbourg, 1738), Sec. iii. For the extent to which mechanics progressed
during the ffrst half of the eighteenth century by modelling one problem-solution
on another, see Clifford Truesdell, "Reactions of Late Baroque Mechanics to
Success, Conjecture, Error, and Failure in Newton's Principia," Texas Quarteily,
x  (1967) ,23H8.
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physical sihrations rather than in rules or laws. The three prob-
lems in the example, all of them exemplars for eighteenth-cen-
tury mechanicians, deploy only one law of nature. Known as
the Principle of ois oirsa,it was usually stated as: "Acfual descent
equals potential ascent." Bernoulli's application of the law
should suggest how consequential it was. Yet the verbal state'
ment of the law, taken by itself, is virtually impotent. hesent it
to a contemporary sfudent of physics, who lcnows the words and
can do all these problems but now employs different means.
Then imagine what the words, though all well known, can have
said to a man who did not lcnow even the problems. For him the
generabzation could begin to function only when he learned to
iecognize "actual descents" and "potential ascents" as i_ngedi-
ents bf nature, and that is to learn something, prior to the law,

about the situations that nature does and does not present. That

sort of learning is not acquired by exclusively verbal means.
Rather it comes as one is given words together with concrete

doing it.

4. Tacit Krnwledge and.lntuition

That reference to tacit knowledge and the concurrent reiec-
tion of rules isolates another problem that has bothered many of
my critics and seemed to provide a basis for charges of subjec-
tivity and irrationality. Some readers have felt that I was trying
to make science rest on unanalyzable individual intuitions rather
than on logic and law. But that interpretation goes astray in
two essential respects. First, if I am talking at all about intuitions,
they are not individual. Rather they are the tested and shared
possessions of the members of a successful group, and the novice
acquires them through training as a part of his preparation for
group-membership. Second, they are not in principle unanalyz-
able. On the contrary, I am currently experimenting with a
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computer program designed to investigate their properties at an
elementary level.

About that program I shall have nothing to say here,r2 but
even mention of it should make my most essential point. When I
speak of knowledge embedded in shared exemplars, I am not
referring to a mode of knowing that is less systematic or less
analyzable than knowledge embedded in mles, Iaws, or criteria
of identiffcation. Instead I have in mind a manner of lcnowing
which is miscontrued if reconstructed in terms of rules that are
ffrst abstracted from exemplars and thereafter function in their
stead. Or, to put the same point differently, when I speak of
acquiring from exemplars the ability to recognize a given situa-
tion as like some and unlike others that one has seen before, I
am not suggesting a process that is not potentially fully explic-
able in terms of neuro-cerebral mechanism. Instead I am claim-
ing that the explication will not, by its nature, answer the
question, "Similar with respect to what?" That question is a
request for a rule, in this case for the criteria by which partieular
sitr,rations are grouped into similarity sets, and I am arguing that
the temptation to seek criteria (or at least a full set) should be
resisted in this case. It is not, however, system but a particular
sort of system that I am opposing.

To give that point substance, I must briefly digress. What
follows seems obvious to me now, but the constant recourse in
my ori$nal text to phrases like "the world changes" suggests
that it has not always been so. If two people stand at the same
place and gaze in the same direction, we must, under pain of
solipsism, conclude that they receive closely similar stimuli.
( If both could put their eyes at the same place, the stimuli
would be identical. ) But people do not see stimuli; our knowl-

"dgu 
of them is highly theoretical and abstract. Instead they

have sensations, and we are under no compulsion to suppose that
the sensations of our two viewers are the same. (Sceptics might
remember that color blindness was nowhere noticed until John
Dalton's description of it in L7gL.) Otr the contrary, much

r2 Some information on this subject can be found in "Second Thoughts."
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neural processing takes place between the receipt of a stimulus
and the awareness of a sensation. Among the few things that we
larow about it with assurance are: that very different stimuli can
produce the same sensations; that the same stimulus c-an produce
very difierent sensations; and, ftnally, that the route from stimu-
lusio sensation is in part conditioned by education. Individuals
raised in difierent societies behave on some occasions as though

they saw difierent things. If we were not tempted to identify

stimuli one-to-one with sensations, we might recognize that they

actually do so.
Notice now that two groups, the members of whichhave syst_e-

matically difierent sensations on receipt of the same stimuli, do

in some sense kve in difierent worlds. We posit the existence of

stimuli to explain our perceptions of the world, and rye posit

their immutJbi[ty to avoid both individual and social solipsism.

About neither posit have I the slightest reservation. But our

world is populaled in the first instance not by stimuli but by the

obiects o1 o,-tt sensations, and these need not be the same, indi-
vidual to individual or group to group. To the extent, of course,
that individuals belong to the same grouP and thus share educa-
tion, language, exPerience, and culhrre, we have 89od reason to
suppose thai th"ir sensations are the same. How else are we to

understand the fulness of their communication and the com-
munality of their behavioral responses to their environment?
flr.y must see things, Process stimuli, in much the same ways.

But where the difierentiation and specialization of groups be-
gins, we have no similar evidence for the immutability of sensa-
tion. Mere parochialism, I suspect, makes us suPPose that the
route from stimuli to sensation is the same for the members of all
grouPs.- 

Relurning now to exemplars and mles, what I have been try-
ing to suggest, in however preliminary a fashion, is this. One
of the fundamental techniques by which the members of a
group, whether an entire culture or a specialists'sub-community
within it, learn to see the same things when confronted with the
same stimuli is by being shown examples of situations that their
predecessors in the group have already Iearned to see as like
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each other and as different from other sorts of situations. These
similar sifuations may be successive sensory presentations of the
same individual-say of mother, who is ultimately recognized on
sight-as what she is and as difierent from father or sister. Thry
may be presentations of the members of natural families, t"y of
swans on the one hand and of geese on the other. or they may,
for the members of more specialized groups, be examples of the
Newtonian situation, of situations, that is, that are alike in being
zubject to a version of the symbolic form f : ^a and that ar6
different from those sifuations to which, for example, the law-
sketches of optics apply.

Grant for the moment that something of this sort does occur.
ought Y" say that what has been acquired from exemplars is
rules and the ability to apply them? That description is tempting
because our seeing a sifuation as like ones we have 

"n"o,rni"r"dbefore must be the result of neural processing, fully governed by
physical and chemical laws. In this sense, on"" *u h".toe learned
t9 d9 it, recognition of similarity must be as fully systematic as
the beating of our hearts. But that very parallel suggests that
recognition may also be involuntary, e process over which we
have no control. If it is, then we may.tofproperly conceive it as
something we manage by 

"pplying 
rules and criteria. To speak

of it in those terms implies that we have access to alternatives,
that we might, for example, have disobeyed a rule, or misapplied
a criterion, or experimented with some other way of seeing.r'
Those, I take it, are just the sorts of things we cannot do.

Or, more precisely, those are things we cannot do until after
wehavehad a sensation, perceived something. Then we do often
seek criteria and put them to use. Then we may engage in inter-
pretation, a deliberative process by which we choose among
alternatives as we do not in perception itself. Perhaps, for exam-
ple, something is odd about what we have seen (remember the
anomalous playing cards). Turning a corner we see mother

13 This point might never have needed making if all laws were like Newton's
and all rules like the Ten Commandments. _In that case the phrase 'breaking 

a
law' would be nonsense, and a rejection of rules would nol seem to impli a
process not governed by law. Unfortunately, traffic laws and similar producti of
legislation can be broken, which makes the confusion easy.
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entering a downtown store at a time we had thought she was

home. dontemplating what we have seen we suddenly exclaim,

"That wasn't mothet, for she has red hair!" Entering the store we

see the woman again and cannot understand how she could have

been taken for rn'other. Or, perhaps we see the tail feathers of a

waterfowl feeding from the bottom of a shallow pool. Is it a swan

or a goose? We c6ntemplate what we have seen, mentally 9o--
prr#g the tail feathers with those of swans and geese we have

i""tt 6.fore. Or, perhaps, being proto-scientists, we simP-ly want

to know some ginerai characieristic (the whjteness of swans,

for example) of"the members of a natural family we can already

recognizi with ease. Again, we contemplate what we have pre-

viouily perceived, r""r"hing for what the members of the given

family have in common.
Thlse are all deliberative processes, and in them we do seek

and deploy criteria and rules. We try, that is, to interpret sensa-

tions alieady at hand, to analyze what is for us the given. Foy-
ever we do that, the proc"it"r involved must ultimately be

neural, and they are therefore governed by the same_phynco-

chprnical laws dhat govern perception on the one hand and the

beating of our hearts on the other. But the fact that the system

obeys ih" t*-. laws in all three cases provides no reason to sup-

pose that our neural apparatus is Programmed to,operate the

,"-" way in interpretation as in peiception or in either as in the

beating of orrt hearts. What I have been opposing- in this book is

therefJre the attempt, traditional since Descartes but not before,

to analyze perception as an interpretive Process' as an uncon- ia

scious version of what we do after we have perceived'
What makes the integrity of perception worth emphasizing is,

of course, that so much p"ti 
"*p"rience 

is embodied in the neural

apparatus that transforms stimuli to sensations. An ap-propriately

piogt"--ed perceptual mechanism has survival value. To say

ih"t ttr" -"-6"rt of difierent grouPs may have different percep-

tions when confronted with the same stimuli is not to imply that

they may have just any perceptions at all. In many environmertts

a group that could not tell wolves from dogs could not endure.

Nor would a group of nuclear physicists today strrvive as scien-
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tists if unable to recognize the tracks of alpha particles and elec-
hons. rt is-iust because so very few ways of seeing will do that the
ones that have withstood the tests of group ,rrc ate worth trans-
mitting from generation to generation. Equally, it is because
they have been selected for their success over historic time that
ye-1nu-st speak of the experience and knowledge of nature em-
bedded in the stimulus-to-sensation route.

- Perhaps'knowledge'is the wrong word, but there are reasons
for employing it. what is built into the neural process that
transforms stimuli to sensations has the following characteristics:
it has been transmitted through education; it his, by trial, been
found more effective than its historical competitorsin a group's
current environment; and, ffnally, it is subiect to change both
fugug} further education and through the-discovery ofmisftts
with the environment. Those are characteristics of knowledge,
and they -explain why I use the term. But it is strange ,rra!",
for one other characteristic is missing. we have no dirJct 

"""Jsto what it is we know, no rules or generalizations with which to
expr_ess this knowledge. Rules which could supply that access
would refer to stimuli not sensations, and stimuli *" can know
only thro|Bh elaborate theory. In its absence, the larowledge
embedded in the stimulus-to-sensation route remains tacit.

Though it is obviously preliminary and need not be correct
in all details, what has iust been said about sensation is meant
Iiterally. At the very least it is a hypothesis about vision which
should be subiect_to experimental investigation though prob-
ably not to direct check. But talk like this ofieeing and sensltion
here also serues metaphorical functions as it doeJin the body of
the book. we do not see electrons, but rather their tracks or
else bubbles of vapor in a cloud chamber. we do not see electric
currents at all, but rather the needle of an ammeter or galvanom-
eter. Yet in the preceding pages, particularly in Section X, I
have repeatedly acted as though we did perceive theoretical
entities like currents, electrons, and fields, as though we learned
to do so from examination of exemplars, and as though in these
cases too it would be wrong to replace talk of seeing with talk of
criteria and interpretation. The metaphor that transfers 'seeing'
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to contexts like these is scarcely a sufrcient basis for such claims.
In the long run it will need to be eliminated in favor of a more

literal mode of discourse.
The computer program referred to above begrls to mggest

ways in which that may be done, but neither available_space nor

the extent of my present understanding permits my eliminlfi"g

the metaphor heie.tn Instead I shall try briefy to bulwark it.

Seeing *"t"r droplets or a needle against a numerical scale is a

primitive perceptual experience for the man unacquainted with

lbud chamberJ and ammeters. It thus requires contemplation,
analysis, and interpretation (or else the intervention of external

authority) before conclusions can be reached about electrons or

currents. But the position of the man who has learned about

these instnrments 
-and 

had much exemplary experience with

them is very difierent, and there are colresponding differences

in the *"y h" processes the stimuli that reach him from them.

Regarding the t"pot in his breath on a cold winter afternoon,

hisiensation may be the same as that of a laymll, bgt viewing a

cloud chamber'he sees (here literally) not droplets but the

tracks of electrons, alpha particles, and so on. Those tracks are,

if you will, criteria that h- interprets as indices_ of _th9 Presenoe
ofihe coresponding particles, but that route is both shorter and

difierent from the one taken by the man who inteqprets droplets.
Or consider the scientist inspecting an ammeter to determine

the number against which the needle has settled. His sensation

probably is thJ same as the layman's, particularly if the latter has

families existence, after neiral processing, of empty perceptual
rc tn hc discrimineted. If- for examole. there were aspace betrieen thi families to-be.discriminated. If, for.example, S"t: *,"f", 

"

14 For readers of "Second Thoughts'- the to[owing crypbc nemarxs may De
leading. The possibility of immediate recognition oF the m-embers of natural

famiti& depen^cts_uporr ihe existence,.aftgr 
"eital,n5gcessing, 

of empty perceptual

ide'ntifvine a the6retical entity, that entity can bi eliminated from the ontology

"f 
o thlnri hv srrhstihrtion ln the absenc-e of such rules. however. these entitiesof a theori by substitution. fti-the absencl of such rules, however, these

are not eliminable; the theory then denran& their existence.

14 For readers of "second Thoughts" the following gryPU" remark'i-may be

; the theory then denran& their existence.
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read other sorts of meters before. But he has seen the meter

prior experience and training.

5. Exemplnrs, Incomrnerwurabiktg, and Reoolutions

_._r6_The points that follow are dealt with in more detail in secs. v and vi of
"Reflectiois."

rG see the works cited in note g, above, and also the essay by Stephen Toulmin
in Growth of Knowledge.
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cannot communicate with each other at all; as a result, in a

debate over theory-choice there can be no recourse t-o good

i"6o"r, instead theory must be chosen for reasons that are

ultimately personal ani subjectile; some sort,of mystical 
"PF":

6il;i1 iesponsible for tire decision actually -t"i:*| Y:::
,#;;y othelr parts of the book, the passa$es on which these

r  -  - ^ -  ^ (

misconstructions rest have been responsiEle for charges of
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metals from the set of compounds to the set of elements played
an essential role in the emergence of a new theory of combustion,
of acidity, and of physical and chemical combination. In short
order those changes had spread through all of chemistry. Not
surprisingly, therefore, when such redistributions occur, two
men whoie discourse had previously proceeded with apparently
full understanding may suddenly find themselves responding to
the same stimulus with incompatible descriptions and generali-
zations. Those difficulties will not be felt in all areas of even their

scientiffc discourse, but they will arise and will then cluster most

densely about the phenomena uPon which the choice of theory
most centrally depends.

Such problems, though they first become evident in communi-
cation, are not merely linguistic, and they cannot be resolved
simply by stipulating the definitions of troublesome terms. Be-

cause the words about which difficulties cluster have been
learned in part from direct application to exemplars, the partici-
pants in J communication breakdown cannot say, "I use the

WOrd 'element' (Ot 'mixt1re,' Or 
'planet,' Or 'unConStrained

motion') in ways determined by the following criteria." They

cannot, that is, resort to a neutral language which both use in

the same way and which is adequate to the statement of both

their theoriei or even of both those theories' empirical conse-

quences. Part of the difierence is prior to_ the application of

the languages in which it is nevertheless reflected.
The men who experience such communication breakdowns

must, however, have some recourse. The stimuli that impinge

upon them are the same. So is their general neural apparafus,
however differently programmed. Furthermore, except in a

small, if all-important, area of experience even their neural
programming must be very nearly the same, for-they share a
hirt6ry, 

"*""pt 
the immediate past. As a result, both their _evel7-

day and -ort of their scientific world and languJBe are shared.
Given that much in common, they should be able to find out a

great deal about how they difier. The technique_s_required are

iot, however, either straightforward, or comfortable, or parts of

the scientist's normal arsenal. Scientists rarely recognize them
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for quite what they are, and they seldom use them for longer
than is required to induce conversion or convince themselies
that it will not be obtained.

Bri"fly put, what the participants in a communicauon break-
down can do is recognize each other as members of difierent
lyEage communities and then become translators.t? Taking
the differences between their own intra- and inter-group disl
course as itself a subject for study, they can first attempt to
d used unproblematically
within e?ch community, ge nej_e4beless-foei_ol@le for
inter-group discussions. (Lo-cutlons that present no suctr diffi-
culties may !e lomophonically translated. ) Having isolated
such areas of difficulty i" scientific communication, they can
next resort to their shared everyday vocabularies in an 

-efiort

further to elucidate their troubies. Each m€r/, that is, try to
discover what the other would see and say when presented with
a stimulus to which his own verbal responr" *o.rld be difierent.
rf they can sufrciently refrain from explaining anomalous be-
havior as the consequence of mere 

"ttoi 
ot *Jdrr"ss, they may

in time become very good predictors of each other's behavioi.
Each will have learned to translate the other's theory and its
consequences into his own language and simultaneously to de-
scribe in his language the world to which that theory applies.
That is what the historian of science regularly does (or sho:uld )
when dealing with out-of-date scientific theories.

since translation, if pursued, allows the participants in a
communication brea\down to experience vicariously something
of the merits and defects of eac[ other's points of view, it is i
potent tool both for persuasion and for conversion. But even
persuasion need not succeed, and, if it does, it need not be

r7 The already classic source for most of the relevant aspects of translation is
w. v. o. Quine, word and obiect (cambridge, Mass., aid New york, rg60),
claps, i and ii. But Quine seems to assume 6at two men receivi"g tt 

" 
,"-"

stimulus must have thL same sensation and therefore has little to sai about the
extent to which a translator must be able to describe the world td *hich thu
language bsrjrg translated_applies. For the latter point see, E. A. Nida, "Lirr-
guistics-and Ethnology.in Trinslation p.r.oblem^s,'irrDel Hymes (ed.), Language
and Cultue in Societqj ( New york, lg64 ), pp. Sil-SZ.
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acoompanied or followed by conversion. The two experiences

rt" ttoi the same, an important distinction that I have only

recently fully recognized.
fo plrr,r"d" rori"ooe is, I take it, to convince him that one's

o*rrlri"* is superior and ought therefore supplanthis own. That

much is occasionally achieved without recourse to anything UI"

translation. In its absence many of the explanations and prob-

lem-statements endorsed by themembers of one scientiffc group

will be opaque to the other. But each language community 
"T

usually ptodrr"" from the start a few concrete research results

that, iho"gh describable in sentences understood in the same

way by .-ittr groups, cannot yet be actounted for by-the other

*--nttity inlts olwn termt. if th" new viewpojnt endures for a

time and continues to be fruitful, the research results verbal-

izable in this way are likely to gow in number. For some men

such results alon'e will be decisive. Th.y can say: I don't know

how the proponents of the new view succeed, but I must learn;

whatevei they are doing, it is clearly righ1. Th"! reaction comes

particularly easily to m6n iust e-nteri$ F9 profession, for trhey

L"t" not yit acquired the special vocabularies and commitments

from ong-p uiiltyS-IanguAge into the dther's. As translation

pioceAA-s, furthermore, some members of each communit{ *ty

also begin vicariously to understand how a statement previously

opaque-could seem an explanation to members of the opposing

gt""p. The availability of t..hniques like these does not, of

bnti", guarantee periuasion. For molt people translation is a

threatenlng procesi, and it is entirely foreign to normal science'
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counter-arguments are, in any case, always available, and no
rules prescribe how the balance must be struck. Nevertheless, as
argument piles on 

TryTent and as challenge after challenge is
successfully met, only blind stubbornn"rr ."i at the end acc6unt
for continued resistance.

" TI 
being 

-the case, a second aspect of translation, long
familiar to both historians and linguisis, becomes crucially iml
portant. To translate a theory or worldview into one's o*., l"rr-

conversion. But neither good reasons nor translation constihlte
conversion, and it is that process we must explicate in order to
understand an essential sort of scientific chanle.
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6. Reoolutians and' Aelatioisnt'

One consequence of the position iust outlined-h* particularly

bothered a rrjumber of my critics.ls fruy find my viewpoint

relativistic, particularly as it is developed in jt_re.last section of

this book. f"fy remarks about translation highlight the reasons

for the chargl. The proponents of difierent theories are like the

members ot- difio"ttt language-culture communities. Recog-

nizing the parallelir* r.rggusts that in some sense boa! grouP:

-"y 6" right. Applied to culture and its development that Posi-
tion is relativistic.

But applied to science it may not be, and it is in any-case-far

from rnere relativism in a respect that its critics have failed to

see. Taken as a SouP or in SouP
sciences ile, I have argued,
Though the values that ,h"I d'

derive from other asPects of thei:
ability to set ,tp *d to solve puzzles presented by nahrre is, in

"rr" 
of value c-onfict, the dominant 

"tit"tiott 
for most members

of 
" 

,"i"rrtiftc group. Like any other value, puz"Je-solving ability

proves equivo:cal in application. Two men who share it may

nevertheless difier in thi iudgments they draw from its use' But

the behavior of a commu"ity"*tti"h makes it preeminent *tll b:

;"i difierent from that of one which does not. In the sciences, r

b"li"u., the high value accorded topuzzle-solving abilityhas the

following consequences.
Imagine an eiolutionary tree representing- the developmgnt

of thelodern scientiftc specialties from their common o_ngi*

in, say, primitive natural pirilosophy and the crafts. A line drawn

up that tree, never doubing baZ'k, from the trunk to the ,iP -d
,6*" branch would trace i ,,r"""rrion of theories related by

descent. Considering any two such theories, chosen from points

not too near theit otlgi", it should be easyjo design llitl 
of 

:{-
teria that would enable an uncommitted observer to distinguish

the earlier from the more recent theory time after time. Among

18 Shapere, "structure of scientiffc Revolutions," and Popper n Gtouth of

Y*noledge.
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the most useful would be: accur
quantitative prediction; the bala
day subject matter; and the num
I.ess useful for this puryose, thor
of scientiftc life, *ould be such

ays the sense in which I am a
lfr}Orcss

vurilPare(I wrth the not

r*iyyi:li*r_ T:*"#:il[llru;s

$n:tr^:$: ::_rol" other.way of salvagng the notion ofjflg {.:' lnnu:ation towhore *Jri"r, ;;; ;ffil;,l, #;::
3::""^:'l,l- :n"1, i,o th.*. i"a.p".a;6 ;o reconstructphrases like reauy there'; .t, i"ii"";;: ;;i.#;::l"ll"jontorogy"iJd#J;'lil',Jl:,11,',,"1Jffi #fi'tTfr::"*
::::":T_-r_:lh.:t*. in princip.le. Besider, i-"_nir.orian, r am
I with the im the

I can see in
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important respects, though by no means in all, Einstein's general

the'ory of relaiivity is cloier to Aristotle's than either of them is to

Ne*io.r's. fhough the temptation to describe that position as

relativistic is understandable, the description seems to me

wrong. Conversely, if the position be relativism, I cannot see

that the relativisi loses ariything needed to account for the

nature and development of the sciences'

7. The Nature of Scierwe

I conclude with a brief discussion of two recurrent reactions

to my original text, the first critical, the second favorable, and

neither, I"think, quite right. Though the two r-elate neither to

what has been rid to fir nor to each other, both have been

sufficiently prevalent to demand at least some resP_onse.

A few i"id"tr of my original text have noticed that I repeat-

edly pass back and forih between the descriptive and the norma-

tive modes, a transition particularly marked in occasional- pas-

sages that open with, "B^,rt that is not what scientists d'o," and

"lo's" 
by claiming that scientists ought not do so. Some critics

claim that I 
"m 

lorrfrrsing descriptiJn with prescription, violat-

i"! tf," time-honored philosophiial theorem: 
'Is' cannot imply

'ought.'10

fhat theorem has, in practice, become a ta$, and it is no

longer everywhere honorJd. A number of contemporary philoso-

ph"L have discovered important contexts in which the norma-

iive ard the descriptive ar^e inextricably mixed.zo'Is'and'ought'

are by no means alivays so separate as they -have seemed. But no

,""o,rrr" to the subtleties of iontemPorary linguistic philosophy

is needed to unravel what has seemed confused about this aspect

of my position. The preceding Pages-P-r:sent, a viewpoint or

th"oty 
"Uo,tt 

the natuie of scie-nce, and, like other philosophies

of ,ci"rr"e, the theory has consequences for the way_in which

scientists should behave if their enteryrise is to succeed' Though

le For one of many examples, see P. K. Feyerabend's essay in Groath of

Knowladge.
zo stanley cavell, Must we Mean What we say? ( New York, 1969 ), chap' i'
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of the nafure of science they constitute anomalous behavior.
The circularity of that argument is not, I think, vicious. The

consequences of the viewpoint being discussed are not exhausted
by the observations upon which it reited at the start. Even before

they read its main theses as applicable to many other fields as
well. I see what they mean and would not like to discourage
their attempts to extend the position, but their reaction hL
nevertheless p_uzzled me. To the extent that the book portrays
scientiffc development as a succession of tradition-bound periods
puncfuated by non-cumulative breaks, its theses are undoubt-
edly of y1d" applicability. But they should be, for they are
borrowed from other fields. Historians of literature, of music, of

been widely thought to develop in a difierent way. conceivably
the notion of a paradigm as a concrete achievement, an exem-
p!"I, is a second conhibution. I suspect, for example, that some
of the notorious difficulties surrounding the notion of style in the
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arts may vanish if paintings can be seen to be modeled on one

anotheirather than produied in conformity to some abstracted

canons of style.2l
This boo[, however, was intended also to make another sort

of point, one that has been less clearly visible to many- of its

,""^d"rr. llhough scientiftc development may resemble that in

other fields -* closely than has often been supposed, it is also

strikingly difierent. To say, for example, that the sciences, at

least 
"TtLt 

a certain point in their development, progress in a

way that other ffelds ho not, cannot have been all wrong, lvhat-

"u", 
progress itself may be. one of the obiects of the book was

to examiie such difierences and begin accounting for them.

Consider, for example, the reiterated emphasis, above, on the

absence or, as I should now say, on the relative scarcity of com-

peting schools in the developed sciences. Or remember my

i"-"ikr about the extent to which the members of a given scien-

tific community provide the only audience and the only judges of

that communiiyt work. Or think again about the sp_ecial-nature

of scientiftc education, about puzzlJ-solving as a goal, and about

the value system which the scientific group deploys inperiods of

crisis and iecision. The book isolates other features of the same

sort, none necessarily uniqtre to science but in coniunction

setting the activity apart.
About all these features of science there is a great deal more

to be learned. Having opened this postscript by emphasizing-the
need to study the community structure of science, I shall close

by underscoring the need for similar and, above all, for com-

parative study Jf th" corresPonding communities in other fields.-Ho* 
does one elect and how is one elected to membership in a

particular community, scientific or not? What is the_proc-ess and

*tt"t are the stages of socialization to the group? What does the

group collectively tu" as its goals; what deviations, individual or

iollective, will it tolerate; and how does it control the imper-

missible aberration? A fuller understanding of science will de-

2r For this point as well as a more extended discussion of what is special abo,u,t

the sciences, iee T. S. Kuhn, "Comment [on the Relations of Science and Art],"

Comparatioe Studies in Philosophy and Histoty, Xl ( 1969 ), 40L12'
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pend on answers to other sorts of questions as well, but there is
no area in which more work is so badly needed. Scientiffc knowl-
dgu, like language, is intrinsically ihe common property of a
group or else nothing at all. To understand it welhalll nled to
know the special characteristics of the groups that create and
use it.
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